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ABSTRACT 

As the boundaries between the physical and digital worlds increasingly blur, there is 

concern that humans are becoming subservient to computers and machines. Human-

centred design principles are quickly forgotten as new technologies become the focus 

of research and commercial interest, resulting in a gizmo culture. Computing technology 

has become ubiquitous, however, the ubiquitous computing vision is yet to be realised 

after decades of developing ever faster, smaller and cheaper sensors. 

While ubiquitous computing research has been dominated by engineering and 

computing disciplines, this thesis argues that today, the majority of technological 

hurdles to more human-centred interactions between people and technology have been 

overcome, and designers must now lead development of products that empower 

humans and encourage more sustainable relationships with technology. Specifically, 

product and industrial designers are being enabled by new software to develop more 

life-like products that have both physical and digital presence, no longer creating single 

static solutions to problems, but designing systems whereby products can adapt and 

evolve over time. This leverages the rapidly increasing quantity of sensors within 

products and the environment, and requires new thinking beyond the interface as a 

means for utilising this data. 

Employing a research through design methodology, experimental prototypes have been 

developed to understand how current technologies can be applied to products and 

design systems in order to allow them to adapt over time. Qualitative and quantitative 

results show how new symbiotic relationships between people and products are 

emerging, and are part of broader shifts within research disciplines like architecture, 

additive manufacturing and robotics to move towards more interconnected systems 

through the fourth industrial revolution. This thesis calls for product design research to 

adopt a unified approach to this new generation of 4D and responsive products, 

ensuring increasingly life-like technologies empower humanity rather than suppress 

human flourishing as control is resigned to machines. 

 

Keywords: Computer-Aided Design, Human-Centred Design, Parametric Design, Product 

and Industrial Design, Ubiquitous Computing, Visual Programming Languages 
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1.1 RESEARCH CONTEXT 

Don Norman’s seminal book titled ‘The Design of Everyday Things,’ originally published 

in 1988 and revised to include current thinking and technologies in 2013, outlines many 

guiding principles for designers, particularly the concept of human-centred design. This 

is “an approach that puts human needs, capabilities, and behaviour first, then designs 

to accommodate those needs, capabilities, and ways of behaving” (Norman 2013a). 

However, with the rapid pace of technological innovation, driven by Moore’s Law which 

“posits that the performance and power of just about all forms of technology double 

every two years or so, yet prices stay the same or decline” (Nowak 2015), technologies, 

experiences and ways of living morph so quickly their implications are difficult to 

comprehend, and developing a social consensus about their use may only occur many 

years after their adoption (Kelly 2016; Norman 2013a). As a result, Norman’s revised 

book claims that modern human-computer interactions have deficiencies: 

Some come from the limitations of today’s technology. Some come from self-imposed 

restrictions by the designers, often to hold down cost. But most of the problems come 

from a complete lack of understanding of the design principles necessary for effective 

human-machine interaction. Why this deficiency? Because much of the design is done by 

engineers who are experts in technology but limited in their understanding of people.  

(Norman 2013a) 

In a world of such rapid change there is limited value in researching technologies and 

products that are ubiquitous today, as they will likely be superseded by tomorrow. In 

order to affect change and build more meaningful relationships between humans and 

machines, it is necessary to engage with questions of the future as imagined by leading 

technology researchers and commentators. 

However, future visions do not always materialise as expected, or when expected. In 

1991 influential researcher Mark Weiser described a vision for ubiquitous computing 

(ubicomp), stating that “the most profound technologies are those that disappear. They 

weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from 

it” (1991). What was significant about Weiser’s vision was not the fact that computing 

technology would be ubiquitous and omnipresent; rather, that such technology would 

allow for computing to become a seamless part of our environment, embedded 
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everywhere without being overt. Weiser (1996) later described the interrelated concept 

of “calm technology,” whereby information only appears in the centre of our attention 

when needed, and remains in the periphery at all other times. The concern, however, is 

that research and commercial outputs have largely focused on enhancing technology 

efficiencies or producing new types of technologies, without significant concern for the 

impact on people and socio-cultural factors. This is an argument detailed in the research 

of Leila Takayama, who traces the history of ubicomp research from Weiser’s seminal 

paper to the present, suggesting that “many readers miss the point that ubicomp was 

not simply a dream of putting computers everywhere” (Takayama 2017). Furthermore, 

Yvonne Rogers describes that “there is an enormous gap between the dream of 

comfortable, informed and effortless living and the accomplishments of UbiComp 

research,” and that “research and development should be driven by a better 

understanding of human activity” (2006). Within Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 

research, numerous authors agree that the computer element of this field has been the 

dominant research interest to date, and that the technological hurdles to achieving 

more harmonious interactions between humans and technology, as envisaged by 

Weiser, have now largely been overcome (Greenfield 2006; Nowak 2015; Takayama 

2017). Yet technology is frequently frustrating, distracting, inaccurate and demanding 

of attention, seemingly the antithesis of the original ubicomp vision. 

This is a topic discussed by Bruce Sterling, who labels modern products as “gizmos,” 

having “enough functionality to actively nag people. Their deployment demands 

extensive, sustained interaction: upgrades, grooming, plug-ins, plug-outs, unsought 

messages, security threats and so forth” (Sterling 2005). Examples include smart 

watches like the Apple Watch or Samsung Gear watch, so-called smart devices that 

demand frequent attention with ringtones, flashing lights, vibrations and messages. 

While many of these settings can be dialled down or switched off, this requires manually 

delving into the system settings with an increasingly greater level of skill; the device has 

no understanding of the user’s requirements on its own, or that requirements may 

change based on where the user is or what they are doing. Some attention-seeking 

behaviours are desirable notifications about social interactions, however many of the 

alerts relate to permissions to update an app, system setting or security setting, or 

reminders to get up and exercise or wish a Facebook friend happy birthday. Such 
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frequent alerts hardly disappear into the background; they demand frequent attention, 

and “while the supplementary, just-in-time information provided by wearable 

computers seems wonderful, as we come to rely upon it more and more, we can lose 

engagement with the real world” (Norman 2013b). This is evidence of the paradoxical 

nature of technology, which Don Norman (2013a) and Adam Greenfield (2006) explain 

can both simply life by providing more useful functions, or turn simple daily activities 

into overly complex and frustrating tasks. 

Norman (2013a) suggests that deficits in the application of technology in this way may 

be attributed to the role of engineers in the product or system design process, with 

designers often a small part of a large team developing increasingly complex systems. 

However, now that many of the significant obstacles of the ubicomp vision have been 

overcome, the call to action by authors like Greenfield (2006) and Nowak (2015) is that 

designers must now assume a leading role, taking the body of technical ubicomp 

research developed over the last several decades, and applying human-centred thinking 

and creative problem solving in order to generate new experiences that move towards 

more organic and sustainable interactions between humans and computers. The 

traditional taxonomical division between humans and objects “blinds us to the ways and 

means by which objects do change, and it obscures the areas of intervention where 

design can reshape things” (Sterling 2005). Through a broad systems-thinking approach 

to design, new opportunities are able to emerge for designers to reshape the physical 

world, both informed by, and influencing upon, the digital world as part of the fourth 

industrial revolution (Schwab 2017). The particulars of whether the rapid pace of 

technological development is significant enough to warrant being described as a fourth 

industrial revolution (also known as Industry 4.0), or is simply part of the third industrial 

revolution, is debatable, with Jeremy Rifkin (2016) firmly arguing against Schwab’s label 

of Industry 4.0, and Rainer Drath with Alexander Horch (2014) suggesting it is still a 

future vision. However, a broad assessment of current literature favours Schwab’s 

theory, and moving beyond semantics, there is undoubtedly an accelerating adoption of 

new technologies and greater connection fuelled by the proliferation of the internet 

which will be called Industry 4.0 during this thesis. 

The blurring of boundaries between the physical and digital worlds is an emergent trend 

that challenges traditional product values. Many authors have described the next 
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generation of products that will come from such a shift, for example Bruce Sterling 

(2005) has described them as SPIMES, capable of understanding their relationship to 

space and time, being born out of, and sustained by, digital data. Golden Krishna (2015) 

describes them as proactive devices, adapting to individuals without any interface, 

rather than the current model where humans must adapt to their devices and 

continuously learn new processes, commands and gestures. Kevin Kelly (2016, 2010) has 

long described technology as becoming ever more life-like, always in a state of flux and 

in the process of becoming something else. Adam Greenfield (2006) provides a similarly 

organic perspective on technology, using the term “everyware” to describe the capacity 

for ordinary objects to evolve into life-like organisms through embedded sensors and 

connection to each other and the internet. This is more commonly referred to as the 

Internet of Things (IoT), which Al Gore (2013) believes is one of the six most important 

drivers of global change today, and moving into the future. 

No matter the terminology, there is growing evidence that Mark Weiser’s early vision is 

now not only possible, but essential to the positive development of humans alongside 

machines. Therefore it is imperative for new research to engage with the opportunities 

and challenges of shifting an industry like product and industrial design, which has been 

firmly rooted in the traditions of mass production from the second industrial revolution 

(Walker 2006), in order to remain relevant and contribute to this new age that “is 

fundamentally changing the way we live, work, and relate to one another” (Schwab 

2017). Parallel shifts in the fields of architecture (responsive architecture), additive 

manufacturing (4D printing), and robotics (evolutionary robotics) evidence a broader 

movement towards more digitally enabled interactions between humans and machines, 

examples of which will be referenced throughout this thesis. A key attribute of these 

research areas is the connection to time, and ability for objects to adapt their form and 

properties through time as they sense changes in the environment, without human 

intervention. For responsive architecture, this may be the ability to automatically adjust 

the amount of sunlight penetrating into a building minute-by-minute, improving the 

thermal regulation of the interior, while for evolutionary robotics this relates to robots 

that can generate new iterations of themselves which are more suited to the tasks being 

performed, following Darwinian evolutionary principles (Doncieux et al. 2011). 4D 

printing is a novel and emergent field which leverages off the ability of 3D printers to 
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deposit specific combinations of materials in space, which then “alter when triggered by 

particular stimuli or... self-assemble or self-modify over pre-programmed periods of 

time” (Headrick 2015). As challenging as these concepts may be to implement, they are 

supported by growing bodies of research that build upon the foundational idea of 

Weiser, and question traditional thinking within their domain. However, product design 

as a discipline does not currently have a similarly unified body of research, yet the 

relationship between products and people is equivalent to that of buildings and people 

represented by architectural research, and there is a significant opportunity to 

investigate time as a critical element of the design outcome; as critical as materiality or 

form. 

Currently the default response for improved engagement between products and people 

has been to “slap an interface on it” (Krishna 2015), feeding the gizmo culture described 

by Sterling (2005) and the proliferation of devices with screens. While a user interface 

(UI) is not in itself a bad thing, Golden Krishna argues that there is confusion within 

industry about the difference between UI and UX (user experience), and as a result 

“much of our lives today is dominated by digital interfaces asking us to tap, touch, swipe, 

click, and hover because that’s what people were hired to create. Somewhere along the 

way, we confused the two... UX stopped being about people, and started being about 

rounded rectangles and parallax animations” (Krishna 2015). By returning the focus back 

to humans and their experience of the world, combined with an understanding that 

human needs change through time, it is envisaged that a new generation of products 

will emerge free from interfaces and part of broader shifts encompassed by the fourth 

industrial revolution. 

Technologies such as 3D printing, that allow for the customisation of a design for the 

unique requirements of an individual, are a major part of this shift, (Gore 2013; Schwab 

2017) and are fuelling the move away from generalised one-size-fits-all products that 

are part of traditional top-down design strategies. This is a trend that has rapidly 

affected many industries, for example services such as Netflix (film and television) and 

Spotify (music) allow subscribers to access entertainment of their choosing on-demand, 

rather than waiting for content to be broadcast over traditional airwaves or purchased 

as a physical copy, with physical copies tied to specific devices like CD and DVD players. 

Anyone with access to an internet connection can now choose where, when and how 
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they access entertainment, customising their intake as if they had control of their very 

own television or radio station. Similarly, the experience of browsing the internet or 

social media is becoming highly personal, with the advertising or news items on most 

pages being specific to each user, resulting in a different experience of the internet for 

each person. Klaus Schwab (2017) notes that “in our increasingly connected world, 

digital life is becoming inextricably linked with a person’s physical life.” This is continued 

in the operating systems of mobile phones and other personal devices, which allow apps 

to be downloaded, thus personalising the functions and experience of the devices. 

Digital technology has instilled a desire for more personal engagement in all aspects of 

our lives: “In the next 30 years we will continue to take solid things - an automobile, a 

shoe - and turn them into intangible verbs. Products will become services and 

processes” (Kelly 2016). With an understanding that people increasingly expect more 

personalised products and services, and that the technologies needed for more 

advanced human-computer interactions are now available, the time is ripe for product 

designers to answer the call of technology theorists and define how more rewarding, 

sustainable and human-centred relationships will form between humans and objects 

through this pivotal time of change. 

 

1.2 RESPONSIVE DESIGN AND 4D PRODUCTS 

Given that “physical products are increasingly just digital information put in physical 

form by robotic devices” (Anderson 2012), with thought leaders like Bruce Sterling 

(2005) and Kevin Kelly (2010) acknowledging the real value of a physical object is its 

digital data, this presents an opportunity to consider what happens when this data can 

be infinitely manipulated through time. Current research around customisation for 3D 

printing typically focuses on a “co-design process... involving user participation in design, 

product simulation/certification, manufacturing, supply and assembly processes that 

rapidly meet customer needs and preferences” (Hu 2013). However in these systems, 

humans remain subservient to the computer, often manipulating 3D models on a 

computer using simplified design tools, manually inputting data, managing 3D printers 

and performing a variety of tasks in service of the machines. This contradicts Golden 

Krishna’s second principle, discussed in his book ‘The Best Interface is No Interface:’  
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We are forced to navigate complex databases to obtain simple information. We are 

required to memorize countless passwords with rules like one capital letter, two numbers 

and a punctuation mark. Spew out random facts for an algorithm like our childhood best 

friend’s name. Most importantly, we’re constantly pulled away from the stuff we actually 

want to be doing. We serve computers. It’s sad. The thing we love doesn’t understand 

us. It forces us to speak another language in order to communicate. It struggles with 

rules. (Krishna 2015) 

While evidence suggests the resulting customised object of a co-design process may 

have a higher personal value than a mass produced equivalent (Franke, Keinz, and Steger 

2009; Kudus, Campbell, and Bibb 2016), and may be less likely to be thrown away 

(Anderson 2012), Krishna (2015) argues that the technology for computers to better 

understand us, and work for us instead of having us work for them, exists today. Much 

like Don Norman (2013a), Krishna emphasises that people must be considered first, with 

technology used to empower individuals rather than increasingly causing them to fall 

into roles of computer servitude. 

In reaction to this, responsive design is proposed as an intersection between ubiquitous 

computing and parametric CAD interfaces, whereby physical actions are recorded by 

sensors, automatically translated into custom 3D CAD geometry, and returned to the 

physical world via digital manufacturing. Through time, such products may be 

reproduced indefinitely as user needs or desires change, with no limit to the number of 

permutations possible. While concepts like Fab Forms (Shugrina, Shamir, and Matusik 

2015), sketch-to-fabrication (Gannon, Grossman, and Fitzmaurice 2015), interactive 

fabrication (Willis et al. 2011) and a vast body of research into generative design 

represents a current trend in design research to develop innovative CAD workflows and 

methods for engaging people in design, by applying small sensors into objects and the 

environment, more automated methods of customisation are now possible. This 

minimises, or even removes, the reliance on Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), and opens 

new possibilities in human-computer interaction that aligns with the vision of Mark 

Weiser. It also upholds the core principles of Krishna’s research where “the best design 

reduces work. The best computer is unseen. The best interaction is natural. The best 

interface is no interface” (2015). By leveraging a variety of new software and hardware 

systems, designers are now increasingly empowered to challenge the traditional design 
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of static outcomes, and instead consider products more like systems or living entities 

which may adapt, or even evolve, as they tap into a growing variety of sensors collecting 

and transmitting data about the people around them. 

On the one hand this is an opportunity for product designers to redefine their industry 

in-line with the radical transformations attributed to the fourth industrial revolution; 

however, as Evgeny Morozov (2013) warns in his discussion of the internet, caution is 

needed in the application of such complex systems. The benefits to people need to 

outweigh the risks for privacy invasion and concern in relation to what it means to be 

human as more control is relinquished to computers: “Sensors, networks, and numbers 

are not enemies; they become enemies only once they are merged with ill-considered, 

one-dimensional, and naive ideologies” (Morozov 2013). Traditional product design 

research and outcomes led by engineering thinking are one-dimensional, and as new 

types of responsive systems become possible and even deployed in society in the near 

future, there is need for researchers to engage with this paradigm of multi-dimensional 

design early. From research fields related to product and industrial design, such as 

architecture and robotics, it is clear that differentiation is needed for such a research 

agenda in order to specifically address these questions as distinct from more traditional 

research pursuits. Therefore responsive design is proposed to unite such research, and 

will be used throughout this thesis to describe emerging research in this area. 

Alongside the opportunity for ubicomp to affect the digital description of a product 

through time, the technological developments over the last several decades are also 

allowing product designers to create more responsive products that can themselves 

adapt over time. Such four-dimensional (4D) products share much in common with 

responsive architecture and 4D printing, describing the opportunity for the form and 

properties of a product to autonomously adapt over time. While responsive architecture 

has several decades of research and notable exemplars such as Jean Nouvel’s Institut du 

Monde Arabe or the Al Bahar Towers designed by Aedas Architects, concepts from 

product design that meet 4D criteria have only begun to emerge over the last decade. 

These are often prototypical and lack the unified research discourse common to 

architecture. A reason for the delayed shift to 4D product research is the significant 

challenges in applying the same outcomes from a building, at the scale of a person; it 

has taken several decades for the computing, sensing and actuating technologies from 
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the building scale to reduce in size and cost to the point it is practical to apply to products 

that interact closely with the human body, and the challenges associated with this will 

be shown through physical work within this thesis. However, now that exemplars are 

increasingly emerging through both research and the commercial sector, a distinct field 

of enquiry is needed to ensure new knowledge is clear, easily disseminated, and 

progresses the discipline of product design in a positive direction, focused upon human-

centred principles. As a result, 4D products is proposed to define this area of product 

research. Together, responsive design and 4D products suggest designers must now take 

a leading role in ubicomp research, applying new technologies to products driven by 

human-centred principles. In moving forward, ubiquitous computing must reflect on 

Weiser’s more holistic understanding for how people and technology can coexist. 

Ultimately, there is consensus from respected authors and key technology theoreticians 

that today is a pivotal time in the relationship between humans and technology, and 

designers must play a more significant role. It is not long before: 

We're going to live in a world completely filled with sensors with data reacting to us, 

changing every moment depending on our needs. I'm no longer going to be asking you 

“Hey, what's your favourite colour? What's your favourite music?” I'm going to ask you, 

“What’s your reality like?” I know what mine is when I walk into my house, how the world 

reacts to me. But how does it react to you? (Stickland 2013) 

 

 

 

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Guided by this research context, this PhD research asks the following primary research 

question: 

1. How can physical products and systems use ubiquitous computing to adapt over 

time and enhance human experiences, and how does this change the role of the 

industrial designer? 
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Encapsulated within this question are a number of significant components which can be 

distilled further into pertinent sub-questions: 

2. How can products move beyond ‘the interface’ as a means for creating 

meaningful relationships to the digital world? 

3. What type of custom experiences or products can be generated with today’s 

technology, and how might this develop in the future? 

4. To what degree can physical products better adapt to rapid changes in human 

needs without specific intervention? 

5. What tools are available for product and industrial designers to engage with 

products that are in constant flux? 

These questions address some fundamental relationships between people, technology, 

and the industrial designers developing products that bridge these two groups, as well 

as the increasingly blurred line between the digital and physical world. Figure 1 displays 

these relationships diagrammatically, and visually represents the core points for 

discussion throughout this thesis. 

 

Figure 1 Core relationships being explored through the thesis 
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As an industrial designer, this research focuses on the development of real-world 

functional products, rather than more artistic pursuits, or the development of innovative 

new technologies that lack application. It’s important to define here that the term 

‘industrial design:’ 

brings with it a great deal of baggage. It defines an approach, carrying with it a set of 

expectations, and it represents a particular set of knowledge and skills. Industrial design 

is closely linked, as a term and as a discipline, with the development of mass production 

and consumer goods in the early years of the 20th century. It is generally understood as 

the design of products for large-scale distribution and it is commonly described as a 

service profession to the manufacturing industry. (Walker 2006) 

However, the shift from mass production to digital manufacturing and personalised 

production is challenging the role of industrial designers. Products are rapidly shifting 

from being static outcomes with a one-size-fits-all mentality, to being fluid systems 

which may be modified by anyone with access to a CAD program, many of which are 

freely available for download. “Today, with the spread of desktop fabrication tools, a 

generation of amateurs is also being suddenly confronted with the baffling language and 

techniques of professional industrial design... We are all designers now. It's time to get 

good at it” (Anderson 2012). With everyone able to access the tools of design and 

fabrication, the bar is being raised for industrial designers who must redefine their 

position and the value they bring to industry. This sentiment is echoed by Katja 

Fleischmann who states that “the democratisation of technology has changed the way 

in which design is practiced, produced, ‘made’, accessed, and traded, and how design is 

taught and learned. Everyone can be a designer” (2015). This bottom-up force may be 

as challenging to the design profession as the shift away from top-down mass-

production principles, with the profession now being forced to reinvent itself in order to 

remain relevant. While leading technology writer Chris Anderson (2012) believes mass 

production and customised production will coexist, meaning traditional industrial design 

thinking will always be necessary, the theoretical and practical evidence presented in 

this thesis signals a potential new generation of products, the design of which requires 

balancing the technological and human-centred requirements through new industrial 

design thinking. 
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As described earlier in the context of this thesis, the technologies developed over the 

last several decades of research from ubiquitous computing and human-computer 

interaction have now reached a point where they can be picked up by the likes of 

industrial designers, and applied with a human-centred focus. Small wearable sensors 

and computers, software that allows for 3D CAD combined with simultaneous coding 

and electronic development, open source plans and technologies that can be easily 

modified; the intersection of developments such as these signals that the time is ripe for 

designers to take a leading role in the previously engineering- and science-driven field 

of ubiquitous computing. “All the necessary pieces of the puzzle are sitting there on the 

tabletop, waiting for us to pick them up and put them together” (Greenfield 2006). It is 

important that research into more responsive and 4D products be clearly defined within 

the research community, with a significant contribution of this thesis and the 

publications produced during candidature being the synthesis of this emerging field 

within product and industrial design, and the production of prototypes that evidence 

the potential opportunities of this shift from 3D to 4D thinking. 

To provide some measure of the magnitude of changes filtering from the digital world 

through to the physical, Chris Anderson states that “the world of atoms is at least five 

times larger than the world of bits” (2012) in terms of global revenue. Given the 

enormous financial and social disruption caused by digital change predominantly over 

the last decade, to consider a disruption potentially five times more significant to the 

physical world is daunting to comprehend. It is for this reason Klaus Schwab (2017) 

believes the fourth industrial revolution has begun, and reflects the need for researchers 

to engage with the multifaceted opportunities and challenges that are reflected by the 

rapid pace of change to humans, technology and the world in general. The warnings of 

Don Norman (2013a) and Kevin Kelly (2010) about today’s technologies being applied 

with only retrospective research will have dire consequences if this trend continues. The 

positive signs are that humans can directly control the future; “in biological evolution 

there is no designer, but in the technium there is an intelligent designer - Sapiens” (Kelly 

2010). It is toward this future, whereby humans remain in control of the technologies 

they create, that this research is positioned. 
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1.5 METHODOLOGY 

This research is a multidisciplinary investigation that, in its broadest sense, seeks to 

create new understanding about the relationships between people, industrial design 

and technology, with a particular eye towards the future. As such, a suitably broad 

methodology that supports a background in professional industrial designer, yet 

questions the future of the industry, has been fundamental to the formation of new 

knowledge from this context. 

The Research through Design (RtD) methodology has been adopted from the outset, 

with formative researchers for this approach suggesting that it is closely linked to the 

rigours of commercial practice (Zimmerman, Stolterman, and Forlizzi 2010; Dow, Ju, and 

Mackay 2013). RtD specifically addresses ideas of societal change, and departs from 

commercial practice by allowing researchers to “ignore commercial concerns in order to 

focus on new understandings of technology” (Zimmerman, Stolterman, and Forlizzi 

2010). Outcomes may be completely experimental, with the goal being the investigation 

of “how people think, behave or interact in scenarios that have yet to be or may never 

be” (Dow, Ju, and Mackay 2013). By focusing on the relationships between experimental 

artefacts and human experiences, academics suggest the RtD methodology gains validity 

beyond simply practice, generating theory as a consequence of analysing the interaction 

of people and product that may not be possible within the bounds of a commercial 

project (Zimmerman, Stolterman, and Forlizzi 2010; Dow, Ju, and Mackay 2013). 

Understanding new and future human experiences is central to this thesis, as evidenced 

in the title and research questions, enabled through this specific methodology. 

At its core, RtD is a methodology that stems from the practice of design, with the 

creation of artefacts and systems at the core of all research discoveries that drives the 

investigation (Zimmerman, Stolterman, and Forlizzi 2010; Dow, Ju, and Mackay 2013). 

This links closely to the Practice-led research methodology described by theoreticians 

like Carole Gray (1996) and Brad Haseman (2006), however RtD has grown from the field 

of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and is interdependent of technology and the 

people using it. Of specific importance for this thesis, RtD “takes advantage of the unique 

insights gained through design practice to provide a better understanding of complex 

and future-oriented issues in the design field” (Godin and Zahedi 2014), allowing the 
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unknown qualities of the future to be imagined and new knowledge developed that may 

help inform a more enjoyable, safe, sustainable, or productive world. 

However, by looking to the unknown future, and being inherently multidisciplinary in 

scope, critiques of RtD highlight concerns about its lack of formalisation and the 

challenges in assessing researcher contributions (Zimmerman, Stolterman, and Forlizzi 

2010; Gaver 2012). Dow, Ju and Mackay (2013) provide a framework for conducting and 

mapping RtD projects in an effort to strengthen the validity of the research approach 

alongside more established methodologies, proposing projection, place, and point-of-

view as three key metrics for evaluation. Projection deals with how far the design looks 

to the future, and will influence the impact the work has on researchers and 

practitioners. Place relates to where and how the artefact interacts with people and 

creates new understandings, whether in a lab, the field, or an exhibition. Point-of view 

is the qualitative philosophy held by the designer, and will affect the projection and 

place of a work depending on how pragmatic or utopian the designer’s perspective. This 

framework helps strengthen the RtD methodology; however it seems an intrinsic quality 

of practical design research to be at odds with the more clearly defined qualitative 

approaches from the humanities, or quantitative approaches familiar to scientific 

disciplines, with the similar Practice-led methodology regularly described as 

unconventional and lacking a clear framework for researchers to follow (Grech 2006; 

Petelin 2006). This may be largely attributed to the focus of both methodologies on 

practice, and the often blurred boundary between what constitutes practice for the 

purpose of research, and practice for commercial reasons. 

Despite the questions around RtD as a methodology on par with those of more 

established fields, it is increasingly being recognised within HCI, design and architecture 

(Godin and Zahedi 2014; Dow, Ju, and Mackay 2013). Additional publications provide 

recommendations to help formalise RtD, and in the case of William Gaver (2012), 

questions the need for the methodology to move towards any specific convergence of 

ideas at all. Understanding the mutability of RtD, the affordance it allows to question 

the future of design and technology through practice makes it the most suitable strategy 

to generate new knowledge in this work.  
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To add rigour to this study, the RtD methodology has not been applied in isolation; while 

it naturally relates to the reflective qualities of qualitative research, and has strong ties 

to the Action Research methodology (Godin and Zahedi 2014; Zimmerman, Stolterman, 

and Forlizzi 2010), quantitative data has been crucial in a number of projects to validate 

hypotheses and gain deeper insights into how a prototype may influence human 

behaviour. Dow, Ju and Mackay (2013) discuss the application of lab-based quantitative 

experiments as part of the RtD methodology, essential to the evolution of the artefact 

and deeper understanding of the future being investigated. This blurring of the 

boundaries between formal qualitative and quantitative research resonates with the 

role of an industrial designer who is by definition working at the intersection of art and 

science (Walker 2006). While some authors consider a separation of RtD from science 

(Zimmerman, Forlizzi, and Evenson 2007), as an industrial designer it is essential to apply 

scientific enquiry to the design of functional products, such as aerodynamics, material 

properties, or impact forces, in order to meet safety standards and ensure products 

perform to expected levels throughout their life. Therefore projects in this thesis will 

use both qualitative and quantitative analysis to generate new understandings about 

technologies and the impacts they may have on people. 

1.6 THESIS STRUCTURE 

This thesis is presented in a hybrid format, featuring published papers in accordance 

with Griffith University’s guidelines for the ‘Inclusion of Papers within the Thesis,’ along 

with sections of the thesis which are original content or based upon published works. 

Where published works have been included verbatim, this is clearly signalled at the 

beginning of the appropriate chapter or section. The status of their publication, 

acceptance, or review is also recorded at the time of submitting this thesis, and any 

contributions made by co-authors are acknowledged. Each of these papers includes a 

preamble to orient the position of the work within the broader scope of the thesis, and 

a concluding epilogue. 

Where published works have not suitably continued the argument of this thesis, the 

appropriate section of the thesis will mention that it is based on a published work, but 

has been completely re-written for this thesis. The goal is to provide a clear argument 

throughout this thesis, whilst acknowledging that some of the core concepts and 
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projects have been peer reviewed and contributed to the research community. Further 

sections of the thesis have been written in the traditional manner, with the intention of 

publishing these as discrete papers upon completion of the PhD. 

Figure 2 diagrammatically indicates where papers have been included in a chapter, or 

where sections of a chapter have been based on a published work or are planned for 

future publication. 

 

Figure 2 Diagram indicating the inclusion of published and unpublished papers within this thesis 
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Collaborative 3D Printing Education.” In Interdisciplinary and International Perspectives 
on 3D Printing in Education, edited by Ieda M. Santos, Nagla Ali and Shaljan 
Areepattamannil. Hershey, PA, USA: IGI Global. 
 
Harvie, Daniel S, Joan Kelly, Hayden Buckman, Jonathan Chan, Grace Sutherland, Mark 
Catley, James Novak, Neil Tuttle, and Michele Sterling. 2017. “Tactile Acuity Testing at 
the Neck: A Comparison of Methods.”  Musculoskeletal Science and Practice 32:23-30. 
doi: 10.1016/j.msksp.2017.07.007. 
 
Novak, James. 2016. “Drawn To Customisation: The Machine As Artist.” ACM SIGCHI 
Designing Interactive Systems Conference, Brisbane, Australia. 
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Novak, James, and Jennifer Loy. 2016. “Designers Don’t Text - They Visualise: Integrating 
Coding into the University Design Curriculum.” Engineering Research Theme 3 Retreat, 
Gold Coast, Australia. 
 
Novak, James. 2015. Dizygotic. Brisbane, Australia: Griffith Centre for Creative Arts 
Research. 
 

 

1.8 DEFINITIONS 

Additive Manufacturing (3D Printing): “The basic principle of this technology is that a 

model, initially generated using a three-dimensional Computer-Aided Design (3D CAD) 

system, can be fabricated directly without the need for process planning... The key to 

how AM works is that parts are made by adding material in layers; each layer is a thin 

cross-section of the part derived from the original CAD data” (Gibson, Rosen, and 

Stucker 2015). 

Computer-Aided Design (CAD): “The use of computer systems to assist in the creation, 

modification, analysis or optimisation of a design” (Narayan, Rao, and Sarcar 2008). 

Within product design, this includes both 2D and 3D visualisation software. 

Human-Centred Design: An approach to problem solving that “puts human needs, 

capabilities, and behaviour first, then designs to accommodate those needs, capabilities, 

and ways of behaving. Good design starts with an understanding of psychology and 

technology” (Norman 2013a). 

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI): A broad definition is used within this thesis, 

drawing upon a widely used definition by the Association for Computing Machinery 

(ACM) which is: “Human-computer interaction is a discipline concerned with the design, 

evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for human use and 

with the study of major phenomena surrounding them” (Hewett et al. 1992). Given the 

proliferation of computing technologies within many products, the term is used to 

describe any interaction between people and such technology-enabled devices. 

Industrial Design and Product Design: The terms are used interchangeably throughout 

this thesis and are used to describe “a creative and inventive process concerned with 

the synthesis of such instrumental factors as engineering, technology, materials and 
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aesthetics into machine-producible solutions that balance all user needs and desires 

within technical and social constraints” (Fiell and Fiell 2006). Industrial design specifically 

is often closely linked to the development of goods for mass production (Walker 2006), 

however both terms describe the development of functional objects, as opposed to 

those of purely artistic intent. 

Internet of Things (IoT): “In its most basic sense, the IoT refers to the connection of 

everyday objects (e.g. TVs, appliances, and exercise equipment) to the Internet. It 

enables the real-time monitoring and vast collection of data about property, people, 

plants, and animals” (Marie-Helen 2015). This is an extension of ubiquitous computing 

(see definition below), however is differentiated by necessity for an object to be 

connected to the internet. 

Moore’s Law: Originally describing the increasing number of transistors in a microchip, 

Moore’s Law “has expanded into a golden rule that governs pretty much all of 

technology. Generally speaking, it posits that the performance and power of just about 

all forms of technology double every two years or so, yet prices stay the same or decline” 

(Nowak 2015). 

Parametric: Relating to computer-aided design, “a parametric system is based on a 

hierarchy of variable-controlled dependencies. Each active variable causes the overall 

system to change its behaviour and thereby generate variations without losing the 

overall coherence and integrity of the system” (Qian 2009). 

Ubiquitous Computing (ubicomp): within this thesis ubicomp is defined using Mark 

Weiser’s seminal description that “the most profound technologies are those that 

disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are 

indistinguishable from it” (Weiser 1991). This is a visionary concept rather than a literal 

definition for computing technology to be everywhere. 
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2.1 CHAPTER PREAMBLE 

The following literature review forms the foundation for the discussion of responsive 

design and 4D products in this thesis. The review is published as a book chapter in the 

‘Handbook of Research on Human Development in the Digital Age,’ produced by IGI 

Global in 2017. The chapter introduces the core aspects of the primary research 

question of this thesis, examining the literature surrounding ubiquitous computing with 

particular consideration of how the existing body of research applies to product 

designers and an understanding of human-centred design. This chapter explores current 

examples of relationships between humans and technology in order to generate new 

ways of understanding the significance of the pace of changes described by the fourth 

industrial revolution, specifically for product and industrial designers. 

Through this chapter, the sub-questions of this thesis are addressed, in particular 

research question 4 which considers the ability for objects to rapidly adapt over time. 

Examples from researchers working across a variety of disciplines are brought together 

through this shared ability for transformation, and compared alongside early prototypes 

produced during the PhD. These prototypes will be addressed in detail in following 

chapters of this thesis. Together they illustrate the central thesis argument for 4D 

products and responsive design systems to re-direct human development to more 

sustainable and empowering relationships with technology. The prototypes also serve 

as tools through which research question 5 is addressed, presenting insight into the 

variety of tools becoming available to designers to better control the multifaceted 

elements of increasingly complex interconnected products, while also suggesting the 

need for new pedagogies for the future of product design education. These concepts are 

new in the way they are brought together from the perspective of product design, rather 

than a more scientific or engineering perspective, and while broad in scope, the goal is 

to identify future research directions and initiate a discourse with researchers that will 

generate further investigations. 

A major contribution of this chapter is the concept of 4D products, which has been 

disseminated to a large research audience through the IGI Global system, and will be 

used as an ongoing reference through postdoctoral research. 
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ABSTRACT 

Digital design tools are rapidly changing and blurring the boundaries between design disciplines. By 

extension, the relationship between humans and products is also changing, to the point where opportunities 

are emerging for products that can co-evolve with their human users over time. This chapter highlights   how 

these ‘4D products’ respond to the vision laid out three decades ago for ubiquitous computing, and have the 

potential to enhance human experiences by creating more seamless human-centered relationships with 

technology. These developments are examined in context with broader shifts in sociocultural and 

environmental concerns, as well as similar developments being researched in Responsive Architecture,    4D 

printing and systems designed to empower individuals during the design process through interactive, 

parametric model platforms. Technology is fundamentally changing the way designers create physical 

products, and new understandings are needed to positively guide these changes. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Human-centred product design, where the end users of a product remain at the forefront of all de- 

sign decisions, is evolving rapidly as the opportunities of the digital age become better understood. 

The boundaries between design disciplines are blurring as digital technologies break down traditional 

practices, creating products that challenge design conventions. This chapter discusses the significance of 

changes to product design and design systems enabled by digital technologies in relation to human  
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development. In particular it considers how the relationship between people and products could change 

with a shift in thinking from static, resolved outcomes to digitally enabled products, in particular ones 

that are capable of changing over time – 4D products – and the implications of that change. This affects 

the designer-product relationship, and the customer-product relationship as well as the systems within 

which they operate.  

Examples of practice-led design research in the latter part of this chapter introduce different ap-

proaches to the development of 4D products. These provide starting points for a practical and theoretic-

cal framework for design research and education in the changing digital design environment from user 

experience, through interaction, to a digitally enabled product service system. Designs based on ubiq-

uitous computing allow for the development of products that change the relationships and experiences 

in human-centered product design. 4D printing, based on additive manufacturing processes, allows for 

products that morph under certain conditions, as do examples from the field of responsive architecture 

(Meagher 2014). These approaches challenge designers to think less about static, final outcomes, and 

more about the opportunities for objects to evolve into different states through their lifespan. As such, 

designers are called on to develop systems and parameters for product permutations, rather than fixed 

product outcomes, and rethink their role and relationship to products and users, and the impact of their 

designs in a digitally connected world. This aligns with current theory on the relationship between hu-

man evolution and digital technologies. 

 

HUMAN EVOLUTION IN A DIGITAL ERA 

There is an argument that the biological mechanisms that have governed human evolution for 3.5 million 

years have been disrupted by the development of human cognition and cultural behaviors, overwhelm- ing 

natural systems, and resulting in what is termed ‘Human Evolutionary Stasis’ (Powell 2012). The 

suggestion is that humans have the ability to collectively circumvent the challenges they may otherwise 

face as individuals, and that this is impacting the biological evolution of the species as a whole. 

The human organism is a paradigmatic case of ontogenetic adaptation: thanks to an enormously flexible 

cognitive and behavioral repertoire, including the ability to acquire and transmit cumulative (intergen-

erational) cultural adaptations, humans can survive and reproduce across a wide range of otherwise hostile 

developmental conditions. (Powell 2012, 150) 

Yet the impact of technological development on early learning and ontogenetic adaptation could be 

argued to be challenging the idea of a stalled evolution of the species. If human evolution is seen as 

referring to its adaptation to the complex systems in which humans operate, then human development in 

a technological age is evidenced by the ability of each successive generation to adapt more quickly to 

evolving digital systems: 

Gen Y have grown up in a world of rapid technological advances affecting the way they learn, their ap-proach 

to knowledge acquisition and the forms of interaction between themselves….as a result of their techno-

dependency and the fact they are accustomed to using computers and Internet to perform any    given task, 

Gen Y has formed unique characteristics and competences… (Petrova 2014, 525) 
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As the pace of technological innovation increases, there is a tendency to assume that humans will 

continue to adapt cognitively to keep pace, yet, as suggested by Al Gore, humans will soon be in a situ-

ation where their cognitive abilities are surpassed by their own inventions: 

The emergence of a planet-wide electronic communications grid connecting the thoughts and feelings         of 

billions of people and linking them to rapidly expanding volumes of data, to a fast growing world             of 

sensors being embedded ubiquitously throughout the world, and to increasingly intelligent devices, robots, 

and thinking machines, the smartest of which already exceed the capabilities of humans….and     may soon 

surpass us in manifestations of intelligence we have always assumed would remain the unique province of 

our species. (Gore 2013, xiv) 

For designers operating in a world where technological innovation could assume an intelligence that 

drives change itself - beyond human cognition - it is tempting to focus on the potential of technology to 

create new object mitigated interactions and complex support systems without taking into account the 

implications for humanity. This is a pitfall into which the commercial world has already fallen: “Could 

the people who began the Industrial Revolution foresee the ecological effects and loss of life caused   by 

the rise of factory systems, chemical manufacturing, machine tools, coal burning, and mining?” (St Clair 

2016, 42) The publication of Wealth of Nations through to the development of the moving as-sembly 

line by Ford (Sparke 1987) and the establishment of the Ford Motor Co in 1903 could hardly have been 

expected to lead to the economic problems for Detroit in the 1950s. Understanding economic and social 

implications in a period of significant change are consistently problematic. Understanding the 

implications for the development of the human psyche, already linked to cognitive behavior changes, 

brought on by technological immersion at an early age of subsequent generations in a rapidly evolving 

digital age, are nigh on impossible. Who could have predicted the overwhelming response to the launch 

of the augmented reality Nintendo game of Pokemon Go (Pokemon 2016) in 2016 and the unexpected 

consequences of players, such as being injured through inattention to their surroundings and collaborating 

with strangers, all in the pursuit of Pokemon? 

The challenge for all people, from designers creating new products to the end users openly embrac-

ing them, is that “we are morphing so fast that our ability to invent new things outpaces the rate we can 

civilize them. These days it takes us a decade after a technology appears to develop a social consensus 

on what it means.” (Kelly 2016, 3) Similarly Gore argues that there have never before been “so many 

revolutionary changes unfolding simultaneously and converging with one another” and that there is a 

“clear consensus that the future now emerging will be extremely different from anything we have ever 

known in the past. It is a difference not of degree but of kind” (2013, xv). His reasoning is that global 

digital connectivity, the expansion of information collection and data mining techniques are fostering the 

emergence of a collective “global mind” that requires a re-imagining of human interaction and or-

ganization (Gore 2013). 

One of the inevitabilities widely assumed over the last 30 years has been cultural homogenization 

through globalization. A consequence of the digital connectivity described by Gore is that country bor-

ders become porous, and after an unprecedented era of relative stability across the globe allowing for 

increased trade and co-operation, the predictions have been for a linear pattern of growth in the amalga-

mation of individual countries into larger trade groups, such as in the European Union. Yet the signs in 

2016 are that globalization is facing a crisis. The fallout from the Brexit vote, the crisis in France under 
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the onslaught of ISIS, and the concerns in Germany over their open borders policy during the Syrian 

refugee crisis provide contrary indications that suggest the possibility of a trend reversal.  

Within product design, there is evidence of a corresponding drive for diversity over homogeniza-

tion, with cultural difference and individuality paradoxically supported by the very digital technology 

predicted to alienate people from production. Whilst Aldersey-Williams’ (2011) predictions of a return 

to a pre-industrial era of individual craftsmanship may have sounded farfetched in 2011, the exponential 

growth of the digitally-enabled maker society highlighted by Anderson (2012) suggests there could be a 

change in paradigm, where people become significantly more engaged in the design and development of 

the products around them. 

This shift in thinking is already resulting in a new breed of digitally enabled product designer, who 

uses generative modelling techniques as part of their process, only possible because new Computer-Aided 

Design (CAD) software and 3D printing (additive manufacturing) allows for individual objects to be 

built without tooling. Designers like Lionel Dean (Dean 2016) and Fung Kwok Pan (Archer 2010) 

evidence this trend where the designer and consumer both contribute to decision making on the form of 

the product, communicating through digital platforms. Also in both these cases, the designers are 

exploring the interaction itself and the power of digital communication facilitated by additive 

manufacturing. Recognising the human-centred aspects to the development of products in a digital age 

remains at the core of the role of the designer. Yet the nature of that human-centred focus is changing as 

the digital age matures, and designers will have to renegotiate their role and responsibilities alongside it, 

whilst also keeping pace with broader design theory including the sustainability imperative and systems 

thinking. 

 

PEOPLE, PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS 

Over the last 20 years, design theory has moved the focus of design from discreet products to the design of 

systems (Hawken, Lovins, and Lovins 2000). This strategy began as a response to economic drivers with 

practices such as “Lean Manufacturing” and “Just in Time” extending out to the re-evaluation of the 

supply chain to a value chain approach, but it gained momentum with the sustainability impera-tive 

introduced to design and manufacturing in response to the Brundtland commission report in 1987. 

Technology and the digital age in which humans now live is allowing for a more holistic understanding 

of the lifecycle of designs not previously possible, with quantifiable measurement and standardisation at 

all stages making designers increasingly accountable for their decisions. It is only in the current era that 

this complex connectivity is becoming overt, changing the relationship between designers, products and 

consumers. However, these rapid changes in information gathering and technical possibility need to take 

into account the corresponding changes to the collective human psyche mentioned in the previous 

section, as well as the specific experiences of individuals. The scope, pace and scale of change currently 

being experienced have not previously been part of human evolutionary history. Therefore the impact of 

current thinking in technology as it informs the design of products and its subsequent impact on humans 

requires sufficient attention, and the responsibilities designers face for affecting ontogenetic adaptation 

need to be addressed.  

It is essential for humans at this time in our evolution to begin to identify what is being lost through our 

utter dependence on technology and to determine how it may affect humanity long term. Furthermore,  
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we must not think only of the long-term effects: we must also ask ourselves about the intentions of our 

actions. (St Clair 2016, 43) 

The impact on human development and the realities of the human response to the covert introduction 

of technology into everyday living is not linear and predictable. There are unexpected consequences, just 

as there were with the impact of manufacturing on the health of the planet, and the human response can 

be equally unexpected, even perverse, and often emotional – as illustrated by the recent resurgence in 

‘low-tech’ vinyl record sales, for example, despite the proliferation of high quality digital music. One of 

the issues is the technology promise tends to focus on ideas of simplifying the human experience, and 

reducing choice, rather than focusing on user experience and the individual needs of people to be unique 

and valued for their differences. The growing move to cloud-based services and intangible goods can clash 

with a human need to be connected to the tangible world. Focussing on the direct marketing aspects in 

transactions with online travel companies, clothing shops and book shops, ignores the very human need 

for the hunt – for meeting the curiosity cognitive driver identified in the updated Maslow’s hierarchy 

(McLeod 2007). 

The problem of information technology (IT) driven change is that the user-centred experiences are 

rarely understood or catered for, let alone central to the product discourse. Digitally enabled user-

experience products have typically evolved from user-interface, screen based product design. IT profess-

sionals are not traditionally trained to focus on the user experience beyond the boundaries of the screen 

in the way that product designers are, but, equally, product design disciplines do not usually contain  the 

technical understanding of electronics and coding needed to maximize the possibilities for digitally 

enabled design. Yet that human understanding and focus are vital for design – both in a business sense 

and in a broader, social and human development point of view. 

As technology evolves, designers and IT specialists alike have the opportunity to integrate more 

functionality, data capture, information sorting and communication into everyday products, but the chal-

lenge is how to keep a level head to maximize integrated digital technologies for actual benefit to the 

users. Evgeny Morozov describes this modern dilemma as “solutionism”: when a designer “presumes 

rather than investigates the problems that [the product] is trying to solve,” (2013, 6) and too readily adopts 

new technologies without thoroughly understanding the human-centred problem - if there is even a 

problem at all. With the rapid pace of technological adoption, the opportunity to slow down to understand 

all facets of a problem as suggested by Morozov can be a challenge. If one of the fundamental 

characteristics predicted for the post digital revolution era is that technology will evolve at an ever more 

rapid pace, then creating products that centre the human experience within that change become even 

more important. Helping individuals to define and support their identities should be a driver for design 

in an era of homogenization. Equally, supporting the confidence of the individual to navigate in a tech-

nological era should be vital for designers, rather than losing all decision making power to machines,  as 

emphasized by St Clair (2016).  

Developing users who are effective lifelong learners matters in a time of technological development, as 

does designing products that are fully expected to evolve as situations and needs change. Develop-ing 

lifelong learners depends on empowering the individual to take control of their own learning going 

forward. In her work on student learning in higher education, Weimer (2013) discusses the importance 

of shifting the balance of power in the learning experience from the lecturer to the student. She argues 

that this enables the student to build resilience in learning terms to facing new challenges that are ini-

tially difficult. If this approach is applied to design, then for designers to create products that allow for 
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an evolution of use or interaction, they must fundamentally empower the user during use, rather than 

disempowering the individual in service of the organizational system. This making of the individual 

experience subservient to support the efficiencies in management practices is short sighted and could 

well lead to a very human rejection of technologically based products. 

Collaboration between disciplines in developing technology-driven products is becoming essential 

in the current sociocultural and environmental sustainability context (Loy, Canning, and Haskell 2016). 

The goal is arguably to reinforce identity and sense of self, supporting diversity in a global community, 

by using technology to collaborate to enhance the human experience and sense of engagement and re-

sponsibility, rather than to make interaction more efficient, or organizationally more effective.   

 

DESIGNING IN CONTEXT 

For the last 20 years, designers have been striving to design more “lightly”; that is, to design to reduce 

the impact of the manufacture, use, and disposal of their products on the environment. This has extended 

to include the social impact of their products for their full lifecycle right from the impact on commu-

nities of sourcing raw materials (e.g. foreign owned mono-culture plantations on local communities 

dependent on natural, diverse forestation, or the mining of bauxite for aluminium smelting on aboriginal 

communities and farming communities). In Design Activism: Beautiful Strangeness in a Sustainable 

World, Fuad-Luke (2009) looked at the discourses and context informing design strategies at a point in 

time. Hindsight highlights the unexpected consequences of design decisions, suggesting that the infor-

mation available at a point in time is context specific, and that there could be layers of impact initially 

unknown that could eventually become clear. The impact on human development is one of those layers. 

So, just as sustainable design theory has shifted the focus of product design from a ‘”cradle to grave” 

approach to a “cradle to cradle” approach (Braungart and McDonough 2002), then correspondingly an 

approach to design taking into account human development needs to be considered equally “lightly”. “In 

considering ‘value’ during product definition, then, we should expand this usual definition to include 

intangibles such as personal aspirations and model codes of behavior” (Rowland et al. 2015, 187). 

This moral imperative suggests designers need to consider their work even more holistically, as part 

of a complex team that includes sociologists and psychologists.  However, with the bourgeoning digital 

technology environment, IT specialists need to be integrated into that team more effectively than in current 

practice. Where user-interface design is morphing into user-experience design, the body of knowledge 

in product design is lost, or diluted. A new approach is needed, perhaps one whereby designers are able 

to adopt new technologies to take greater control of – or at least have a greater understanding of – the 

design solution in its entirety. Without a vantage point to see both the problem and solution in entirety, 

it is difficult for a designer to appreciate the impact of their designs on the users, and on stakeholders 

indirectly affected during the product’s lifecycle. 

Designer-maker John Makepeace (Myerson 1995) described good design as being informed by the 

knowledge and understandings available at a particular point in time. He also argued that good design 

embodies the aspirations for society of the period, expressing its values and ideals. Rowland et al. suggest 

that ideas of value and aspirations are linked to what people care about: “If your business model involves 

helping people feel closer to specific dreams, it’s worth taking time to clearly articulate what those 

dreams are” (Rowland et al. 2015, 187). Whether individuals currently care sufficiently  
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about the impact of the digital age on human development in order for it to be overtly mandated as a 

design imperative is open to debate, but for the design discipline, leading the development of products 

post the digital revolution, these issues need to be articulated and discussed. Designers working to 

Makepeace’s ideal should not ignore the potential of their work to influence human development, and 

equally, recognize that where humans are concerned, the impacts are impossible to predict and they 

should tread lightly. 

The main learning from the pace of technological development is that change is perpetual, and the 

current rate of change should be a key consideration for the development of products. Aligned with the 

recognition that agile and evolving products are part of a product service systems approach, is the planned 

“graceful degradation” of products (products that decline to obsolescence with as little harm as possible) 

and the “cradle to cradle” product lifecycle ideal that addresses the sustainability imperative (economic, 

environmental and sociological). Extending the essential criteria of this approach to a new era of data 

generation, collection and analysis, and technologically enhanced functionality, designers need to focus 

on the fundamentals of really designing for people and for change, not impose values and behaviours  on 

users for the sake of efficiencies and technical enhancements. Just as sustainability theory has been 

extended to include socio-cultural sustainability in the face of challenges to cultural diversity brought 

about by digital connectivity and globalization (Loy, Canning, and Haskell 2016), so design theory needs 

to respond to current thinking around supporting the development of the human psyche, and human 

learning after the digital revolution. The following sections of this chapter describe ideas on the 

development of responsive products as the role and responsibilities of the designer change again. 

 

THE CHANGING ROLE OF DESIGNERS 

A key theme of this chapter is that technological development is becoming symbiotic with humanity. 

Indeed, Kelly, cofounder of Wired magazine, argues that technology can be viewed as a living force: 

The technium [the broader interconnected system of technologies] is now as great a force in our world 

as nature, and our response to the technium should be similar to our response to nature. We can't 

demand that technology obey us any more than we can demand that life obey us. Sometimes we should 

surrender to its lead and bask in its abundance, and sometimes we should try to bend its natural course 

to meet our own. (Kelly 2010, 17) 

In Kelly’s view, if technology is considered as a living force then the next logical step forward is for 

“living products” or products that act independently, directed by technologies referred to as ubiquitous 

computing. The term ubiquitous computing can be used interchangeably with the terms pervasive com-

puting and physical computing (Greenfield 2006, 1), and is credited to the seminal paper by Mark Weiser 

in 1991 titled “The Computer for the 21st Century.” In this paper Weiser describes the most profound 

technologies as “…those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until 

they are indistinguishable from it” (1991, 1). These go beyond conspicuous computers, such as smart 

phones and tablets, to more rudimentary products that have sensors and computing power in them, as 

seamlessly gathering and processing data, and reacting to this information.  

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an extension of ubiquitous computing, with the key difference 

described by Adrian McEwen and Hakim Cassimally as the element of “the Internet” (2013, 10).  Assa 

Ashuach’s AI light (Studio 2016) is an example of ubiquitous computing because it responds 
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to movement in a room autonomously, without needing to be connected to the internet for control. In 

contrast, home LED lighting solutions that can be controlled via mobile phone applications, such as the 

Philips Hue (Philips 2016) are examples of Internet of Things solutions where the product relies         on 

being able to connect to other devices via the Internet in order to function. 

While it is clear that many elements of theorist Mark Weiser’s ubiquitous computing vision from the 

early 1990s have come to pass, in particular the concepts of “tabs [mobile phones], pads [tablet computing] 

and boards [interactive displays]” (Weiser 1991, 9), the examples of research-led design described in the 

following section take this vision further. The concepts explore the creation of products embedded with 

computing technology to add value to user’s experiences whilst remaining relatively inconspicuous 

during daily life. Like many digital technologies, ubiquitous computing has been a research focus for IT 

and computer science disciplines, with innovation largely a response to the opportunities provided by new 

technologies and reduced size of processors and sensors in line with Moore’s Law. User driven design has 

taken a back seat. However, Adam Greenfield (2006, 3) and Peter Nowak (2015, 7) argue that the majority 

of technical hurdles to ubiquitous computing in products have now been overcome, suggesting it is time 

for designers to determine how ubiquitous computing can enhance the experiences of consumers. As 

Greenfield asserts, “All the necessary pieces of the puzzle are sitting there on the tabletop, waiting for us to 

pick them up and put them together” (Greenfield 2006, 92). 

One of the challenges for designers in creating ubiquitous computing products is the quantity and 

variation of skills involved in working in this field. In addition to the traditional understanding of form, 

function, materials and sustainability familiar to industrial designers, there is an added necessity to work 

with electrical hardware, computer programs, interfaces and Internet protocols. Splitting the product into 

separate components and responsibilities, as is historically the case in product development where 

industrial designers, engineers, IT, graphic designers, manufacturers and numerous other parties work on 

aspects of the same product in relative isolation, is unlikely to result in the high value output described 

by visions of ubiquitous computing. The results can be feature creep or solutionism, rather than the 

genuine engagement with improving user experience needed for a paradigm shift. This is because, by 

definition, a product designed to seamlessly integrate into the complex daily lives of humans is made up 

of numerous elements, systems and sub-systems that must operate as a unified whole, or else expose 

themselves through glitches and errors that break the illusion of being at one with the surrounding en-

vironment.  The fractured growth of the field has yet to provide a unified, informed approach sufficient 

to meet the challenges involved. 

Bruce Sterling describes current offerings of ubiquitous computing products as low-level gizmos - 

products that “have enough functionality to actively nag people. Their deployment demands extensive, 

sustained interaction: upgrades, grooming, plug-ins, plug-outs, unsought messages, security threats and 

so forth” (Sterling 2005, 11). An example would be the mobile phone, a so-called “smart” device that 

demands attention with ring tones, flashing lights, vibrations and messages. While alerts may relate to a 

human-centered social contact, the phone itself may send alerts to demand an update to an app, its system, 

or security settings. Most smart objects and humans are still essentially discrete entities, and while Kevin 

Kelly describes humans as “coevolving with our technology” (2010, 37), the technology is not yet a 

reflection of humanity. Sterling describes this when he says: 

It's mentally easier to divide humans and objects than to understand them as a comprehensive and in-

terdependent system: people are alive, objects are inert, people can think, objects just lie there. But this 
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taxonomical division blinds us to the ways and means by which objects do change, and it obscures the 

areas of intervention where design can reshape things. (Sterling 2005, 8-9) 

Perhaps the struggle for designers in developing innovative ubiquitous computing products lies in 

historical baggage, including the term ‘industrial’ design.  In Stuart Walker’s book Sustainable by De-

sign: Explorations in Theory and Practice, this concept is explored from a sustainability perspective, but 

applies equally to the struggles in adopting new digital technologies. Walker argues: 

The very term 'industrial design' brings with it a great deal of baggage. It defines an approach, car-rying 

with it a set of expectations, and it represents a particular set of knowledge and skills. Industrial design 

is closely linked, as a term and as a discipline, with the development of mass production and consumer 

goods in the early years of the 20th century. It is generally understood as the design of products for 

large-scale distribution and it is commonly described as a service profession to the manufacturing 

industry. (2006, 35) 

However, design is no longer just industrial in nature, nor is it necessarily focused on mass produc-

tion or even the creation of physical objects. The digital revolution provides a paradigm shift away from 

focusing on the atoms of products to the bits of technology. Gore cites an example of this shift in his book 

The Future, through the company Narrative Science, which uses computer algorithms to write entirely 

new newspaper and magazine articles on topics ranging from sports to finance. Gore observes, “The few 

human writers who work for the company have become "meta-journalists" who design the templates, 

frames, and angles into which the algorithm inserts data” (2013, 8). The meta-journalists, or rather, their 

algorithms, can now write millions of stories at a time rather than just one, with huge implications for 

the future employment opportunities for journalists. Should this trend to rethink entire operational 

approaches to conventional disciplines spread as is predicted by Al Gore, all industries, including 

industrial design, must adapt or risk becoming obsolete to computers. 

Adapting is made all the more challenging because of the rapid progress of technologies. No sooner 

has the latest software upgrade to a smart phone been delivered than a new model is created with yet 

more features and power. This is also the case with software. The digital tools used by industrial design-

ers, including optimized software to keep pace with technological developments such as 3D printing 

(additive manufacturing), 3D scanning, virtual reality, the Internet of Things challenge designers in 

staying current and relevant in their practice.  An example to illustrate how industrial design is changing as 

a profession is in the evolution of bicycle design. Bicycles are industrial products, with their materials, 

construction and form a result of the machine age. Whilst new materials have been applied to bicycle 

frames over the decades, and there are multiple configurations of tube cross-sections and frame size, 

bicycle design has remained relatively unchanged over the last hundred years. Under the mass pro-duction 

paradigm, bicycle manufacturers need to sell a large number of the same bicycle to offset the expense of 

tooling its individual components. To reduce costs, models are produced in a limited range of sizes. 

Customers choose the closest-fitting size for their anthropometry, but frames are rarely perfect for the 

rider because of different body shapes, so adjustments are made through components such as the saddle 

and handlebars, to create as close to fit as possible. This longstanding model of practice is poised for 

significant change - in part because of the opportunities provided by additive manufacturing (3D 

printing) technology, and in part because of the advances in 3D CAD tools. For example, topological 

optimization software utilizes mathematics and computer simulation to calculate “the ‘logical place’ 
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for material – normally using iterative steps and finite element analysis” (Renishaw 2014). The design 

of a product – from both a functional and aesthetic point of view – can theoretically be calculated by 

computer, and because of the opportunities to use additive manufacturing to bring complexity into the 

real world, a topologically optimized seat post by Renishaw can be designed 44% lighter than before 

(Renishaw 2014). From the digital design perspective, if software using topology optimization is creating 

complex lightweight forms for the bicycle frame previously impossible to manufacture, then consider 

the following: 

1. If the computer can automatically design a better product from an engineering perspective than a 

human being, does this reduce the need for designers? 

2. If additive manufacturing allows for every design to be different, will designers be left to micro-

manage every variation of a design rather than creating a single static product and moving on to 

something else?  

This shift could be viewed as confrontational for the design discipline. However, depending on the 

response of the industrial design discipline, it is possible that the designer’s role could evolve positively 

alongside emerging digital tools. To research this, the customization of products through data manipu-

lation has been investigated, looking at projects such as “Fab Form” (Shugrina, Shamir, and Matusik 

2015), “Project Shapeshifter” (Autodesk 2016), and “Parametric Parts” (Products 2016). These projects 

use parametric relationships as constraints whilst limiting objects to a range of values known to produce 

manufacturable results. This means a novice user can, within limits, customize the CAD data for a pre-

defined product within a simplified user interface. A shift in the industrial designer’s role is required 

because these systems mean the designer is no longer creating a single 3D model of a final product, but 

is responsible for creating the system whereby a product concept can be manipulated into forms not 

necessarily envisaged by the designer. This is referred to as “Meta-Design” (Bezirtzis, Lewis, and 

Christeson 2007; Fischer and Scharff 2000). A second shift is that the customer is a participant in the 

design process, as discussed by Tseng, Jiao and Wang (2010, 177) and Jack Hu (2013, 6) – no longer 

being limited in what they must purchase by designers, but actively involved in creating it themselves. 

This shift from consumer to “prosumer” (Abel et al. 2011; Ahluwalia and Miller 2014) radically 

transforms the relationship between people buying products, and those creating products to sell.  It is 

also part of a response to the imperative to create proactive users, who are invested in the products they 

use, with potential positive ramifications for the sustainability imperative. 

However, the changes confronting modern designers go deeper: “Over the last two decades designers 

have mastered algorithms alongside visual thinking, and today we can witness the first generation of 

computational designers mature. The coming generation of designers sees code as a kind of material just 

as a potter sees clay” (Klanten, Ehmann, and Hanschke 2011, 5). Algorithms and coding have developed 

in order to create software or control complex electronics. Intuitive visual programming, whilst not new, 

is only now becoming readily accessible, with programs like Scratch (Lab 2016) and App Inventor 

(2018) providing a visual method of coding where blocks of code can be graphically linked together in-

tune with designers’ visual understanding of the world. Furthermore, Rhino, popular CAD program 

amongst industrial designers and architects, has a range of plug-in packages including Grasshopper and 

Firefly, allowing the form of a product to be developed alongside its electronics or mobile application, 

within the same piece of software. These capabilities are also being newly embedded within PTC’s Creo 

3D design software through their addition of the “Designworx” Internet of Things platform. In both 

cases, Arduino and other electronic devices can be 
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directly prototyped and controlled in the real world utilizing plug-ins, allowing the designer to manage 

additional aspects of the design relating to digital technologies, and rapidly iterate this integrated 

approach during design development more efficiently than previously. These examples signal a breaking 

down of barriers between formerly distinct roles, such as Electrical Engineer, Software Developer, User 

Interface Designer and Industrial Designer, with a single creator able to design, prototype, test and even 

manufacture complex ubiquitous computing based products. A new breed of industrial designer, the 

“Digital Technologist” (Loy, Canning, and Little 2015) is emerging as education responds to these 

changes. 

While designers might have access to a rapidly transforming range of new tools and technologies, it 

is crucial that human-centred design remains the focus of all design endeavours. How would humans 

react if simple tasks like running a bath or making a phone call became part of autonomous systems, and 

what would be the level of frustration when those autonomous systems break down or misinterpret the 

sensor data designed to predict a person’s needs? No doubt most people with a smart phone have 

experimented with the voice-recognition features, whether it is Siri on the Apple system, Google Now 

on Android, or Kortana from Microsoft, and experienced the frustrations of having to repeat the query or 

speak in an unnatural way in order for the system to “hear” what was being said. These systems highlight 

how challenging a ubiquitous system could be if it struggled to interpret user needs. Adam Greenfield 

calls this a needless application of technology complexification, and warns "whatever marginal "im-

provement" is enacted by overlaying daily life with digital mediation has to be balanced against the risk 

of screwing up something that already works, however gracelessly or inelegantly" (2006, 125). The 

design of ubiquitous systems is a delicate balancing act that designers are still working to understand and 

implement with the kind of finesse imagined by Mark Weiser. 

Emerging digital design tools, like those in Rhino or Creo, will give designers the ability to take a 

holistic control of product development combined with sensors and data collection tools. However, 

designers will face a seemingly contradictory challenge – to design “invisible” products that enhance 

user experiences from the background, whilst being obvious in function so that they can be understood. 

As products move towards being truly ubiquitous, consumers will be faced with the challenge of not 

necessarily knowing if a product they encounter is “smart” or not, or to what degree it might be capable 

of responding to their needs. Greenfield explains "we should get used to the idea that there will 

henceforth be little correlation between the appearance of an artefact and its capabilities – no obvious 

indications as to how to invoke basic functionality nor that the artefact is capable of doing anything at 

all" (2006, 134). Traditionally designers include indicators of how a product functions with a visual 

language intended to transcend written language and culture. An example would be a handle that indi-

cates where a product should be held, a few raised edges on a plastic enclosure to show how it can be 

opened, a variation in color or material to suggest where a lid can be removed. These cues replace an 

instruction manual, as the intention is that the user can unconsciously recognize them through their life 

experiences. However, how does a designer integrate visual cues describing to someone that in order to 

have a custom multi-vitamin 3D printed each day, as is under development by researchers at the Nestle 

Institute of Health Sciences (Boyle 2014), they may need to use a variety of inter-connected devices, 

such as a toilet that can analyse urine, a physical activity tracker, a fridge monitoring the foods consumed, 

and a pill that will only print in response to a retinal eye scan? Such complex, networked systems are as 

yet more science fiction than reality, but the individual technologies are possible, and demonstrate the 

sort of complex interactions that designers will need to consider if ubiquitous computing is embraced by 

mainstream consumers. 
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INTRODUCING 4D PRODUCT DESIGN 

The authors propose an emerging type of product to fulfill the vision of Mark Weiser’s ubiquitous com-

puting – the 4D product. A 4D product may be described as one having “four dimensions, typically the 

three dimensions of space (length, breadth, and depth) plus time” (2010), with time being the critical 

factor in this category. Time is not related to the longevity of the product, nor the time to produce it, but 

the ability for the product to physically evolve over time to suit changes in user needs. The emergence 

of 4D products is strengthened by the growing interest in 4D printing by digital revolution authors such 

as Eujin Pei (2014) and Dan Headrick (2015). It also relates to the field of responsive architecture at the 

“intersection of architecture and computer science... and implies the capacity of the building to respond 

dynamically to changing stimuli” (Meagher 2014, 95). With relevant literature emerging relatively 

recently, the relationship between time and products specifically is yet to find a clear voice. With their 

capacity to seamlessly integrate into existing human experiences, 4D products not only meet the goals 

of ubiquitous computing, with the capacity to seamlessly integrate into existing human experiences, they 

are only made possible by the concurrent developments in digital tools for designers. 

The origins of 4D products are found in nature: there are numerous living examples of creatures ca-

pable of transforming or adapting to their environment in real time, such as color changing chameleons and 

the blue-ringed octopus. There is also the example of the Mutable Rain Frog, only discovered in 2006, 

capable of transforming its skin texture from soft and smooth to sharp and spiny. Even humans are capable 

of a similar, if smaller, change when cold, stress or even euphoria causes small bumps, known as 

goosebumps (or goose pimples), to be raised on the skin.  This is thought to be left-over reflex from when 

sapiens were covered in thick hair, and when confronted by a potential predator, their goosebumps would 

cause the hair to stand out, making the person look more intimidating. This reaction can still be seen in 

animals such as porcupines and cats. If technology is a natural evolutionary force, and humans have 

spent millennia surrounded by living organisms capable of rapid and ongoing change, then 4D products 

could be considered a form of biomimicry inevitable because of technological evolution. To illustrate 

what a 4D product does and why it represents a shift in product design thinking, the following section 

provides product examples considered in the context of developments such as responsive architecture, 

4D Printing and robotics.  

 

4D DESIGN EXAMPLES 

The MIT Media Lab has developed “biologic” (Yao et al. 2015), a form of nano-actuator powered by 

bacteria cells. When exposed to moisture, the cells expand to move thin biofilm materials, working like 

a hinge to open small vents in clothing. The product operates autonomously without the user needing to 

control the vents. The effect is similar to the reflexive goose bumps mentioned earlier. Although in the 

early stages of development, critically this work embodies the concept of being 4D in terms of its human-

object relationship changing form continuously over time without specific instructions from the user or 

even an interface to interact with. Another company experimenting with moving forms is BMW, with both 

their GINA and more recent Vision Next 100 concept cars. While both cars employ a range of technologies 

in response to the future of driving and automation, most relevant is their capacity to change their exterior 

shape for functional purposes. In the case of GINA, the frame is hydraulically controlled to reveal things 

like headlights or the engine, or change the shape of the rear of the car to increase 
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traction at high speeds. As with MIT’s biologic, these form changes are automatically controlled by the 

car’s onboard sensors to improve the driving experience and safety on the road. The Vision Next 100 car 

adopts the same capabilities of “physically altering the car itself on the go and anticipating and even 

improving the driver's performance” (Szondy 2016), with the addition of moving fender skirts to expand 

the car body as the wheels turn, reducing the drag coefficient to reportedly 0.18 Cd. This feature also 

improves visibility on the road, revealing a glowing red sub-structure to alert oncoming drivers the car 

is turning. While such a dynamic car body is yet to be seen on the mainstream market, elements of this 

transformation can be seen in Formula 1 racing cars. These vehicles have movable rear wing flaps to 

modify drag for overtaking in certain sections of a race (known as the Drag Reduction System or DRS). 

Consumer-level cars, like the Audi TT, are also capable of automatically increasing the rear spoiler angle 

at high speeds to increase traction and safety. This suggests these life-like movements are slowly finding 

their way into the mainstream. 

Inspired by these conceptual visions of the future, “Dynaero” by James Novak is a research project 

focusing on the development of a bicycle helmet capable of autonomously adjusting its’ aerodynamic 

and thermal regulation properties. The intention is to enhance the performance of the wearer through the 

use of integrated electronics, sensors and actuators. Research shows that “an aerodynamically efficient 

helmet can reduce the riders drag by up to 8% of the total aerodynamic drag that a cyclist usually gen-

erates” (Alam et al. 2010). During time trial events, cyclists typically wear aerodynamic race helmets 

with no ventilation, sacrificing thermal regulation for speed over short distances; however over long 

distances this becomes dangerous for the riders health so they must sacrifice aerodynamics for helmets 

with large vents to maintain their body temperature. New helmets from Bell (Star Pro) and KASK (In-

finity) have recently emerged allowing riders to manually adjust ventilation with sliders while riding. 

However, Dynaero draws on recent computing developments in cycling, where sensors relay data on the 

bodily responses of the cyclist and their bicycle during performance to the support team. Dynaero uses 

this data to create a responsive helmet that automatically adjusts its vents based on the riders’ data, and 

independent of that rider or even the support team within a predetermined system. This ensures accuracy 

in using the data patterns to adjust the vents, rather than relying on rider awareness in the heat of 

competition (Figure 1).  

The current working prototype of Dynaero (Figure 2) operates from a custom designed mobile ap-

plication and uses the built-in mobile phone sensors to calculate the rider’s movements, sending a signal to 

the helmet via Bluetooth technology to control the opening angle of the large vents. The full design of 

this system, including both hardware and software, has been created by Novak through the use of 

graphical tools like MIT App Inventor and Rhino with Grasshopper discussed previously, exempli-fying 

the way in which designers are becoming empowered to control a greater breadth of the design process 

through new digital tools. While the prototype is linked to a mobile phone the final product would be 

driven by its own sensors and expanded to engage with a variety of common sensors already used by 

cyclists and transmitting and recording using wireless signals, like Bluetooth. As such, this project is an 

example of a product that upholds the ubiquitous computing vision – the helmet responds autonomously 

to changes in the riders’ needs, with its own sensors, and those already installed on a bicycle, 

communicating simultaneously with the helmet to determine the second-by-second optimum position of 

the openings. In this way, just like the previous examples from MIT and BMW, the athlete can be 

immersed in the experience of riding without distraction, yet their performance and safety is improved. 

Such an “awareable” (i.e., a wearable technology that is itself aware of its surroundings or use) device 

aims to reduce the attentive demands of the user by raising the “awareness” of the products. 
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Figure 1. James Novak, Key stages of elite cycling races with relevant speed and power information 

indicating specific combinations that can be used to control air vents 

 

 

There are key criteria for the design of 4D products (as defined in this chapter). Fundamentally, a 4D 

product must be human-centred in this digitally enabled era. It must physically adapt over time – this 

emerging field is not concerned with software responses alone, such as notifications or other methods of 

alerting a user as currently utilized by Gizmos like smart phones. The product must autonomously 

analyse its situation based on the information from sensors, and reflexively respond through actuators. 

As such, 4D products are inherently tangible and tactile, and act symbiotically with the human user. 

Adam Greenfield suggests that the word “user” is inadequate to describe these new relationships with 

the ubiquitous computing objects; “the whole point of designing ubiquitous systems was that they would 

be ambient, peripheral, and not focally attended to in the way that something actively “used” must be” 

(Greenfield 2006, 70). 4D products, in their most basic sense, are driven by functional and emotional 

requirements, to enhance the human experience in some way that relates to performance, safety, comfort, 

Figure 2. James Novak, Dynaero 2.0 with prototype mobile application 2016, polyamide 3D printed 
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ergonomics etc. While ideally these will be engaging aesthetic transformations, the examples discussed 

here are all driven from a need to improve the functional characteristics of the object with measurable 

results. However, this is the starting point for the development of 4D products rather than their conclusion. 

 

THE 4D LANDSCAPE 

Products that are 4D relate to the field of responsive architecture that emerged in environmentally re-

sponsive building practices (Meagher 2014). In Jean Nouvel’s Institut du Monde Arabe, the building’s 

facade includes hundreds of mechanical diaphragms, which open and close in response to the changing 

climate to regulate building temperature and lighting. The Al Bahar Towers in Abu Dhabi, designed by 

Aedas Architects, features a similar mechanically responsive climate control façade. Designed to suit the 

harsh desert weather, the façade elements open and close as the sun tracks around them, shutting the 

building off from direct sun to keep them cool, and then opening as the sun passes to let in natural light 

without the heat. It is estimated that such a system could reduce solar gain by up to 50% (Cilento 2012). 

Both examples use sensors and weather simulation to control the facades, operating as ubiquitous systems 

with no need for human control. They are also designed to improve the experience of users inside through 

temperature control and exposure to natural light. 

The development of 4D products can also be related to the emerging field of 4D printing, a term 

coined by the head of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)’s Self-Assembly Lab, Skylar Tib-

bits. In his own words: 

4D printing... entails multi-material prints with the capability to transform over time, or a customized 

material system that can change from one shape to another, directly off the print bed. This technique 

offers a streamlined path from idea to reality with performance-driven functionality built directly into 

the materials. The fourth dimension is described here as the transformation over time, emphasising that 

printed structures are no longer simply static, dead objects; rather, they are programmably active and 

can transform independently. (Tibbits 2014, 119) 

4D printing uses 3D printing technology to create structures capable of transforming shape over time 

under certain stimuli, including liquids or electrical current. This means the object created by the printer 

will not initially look like the object fifteen minutes later, or a week later, or a year later. The object is 

“programmed” to morph into various states under specific conditions, with much in common to the 

bioLogic garment discussed earlier. In fact it is possible to imagine bioLogic as a 4D print as it too uses 

multiple materials in order to create the opening effect of the panels.  However, it currently uses screen-

printing techniques to layer materials rather than a 3D printer. The development and application of 4D 

printing can be considered as related to the broader development of 4D products, and has potential to be  a 

valid method of manufacturing a 4D product similar to the bioLogic garment. Tibbets acknowledges this 

idea, suggesting that it is the broader ideas around 4D printing that are of significance. The op-portunities 

– and challenges – of programming materials and what this might mean for designers and consumers 

(Headrick 2015, 8) add to the body of knowledge for the design discipline in the evolving design 

landscape. 
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Figure 3. James Novak, MyPen customized by four test subjects 2015, ABS 3D Prints 

 

 

An example of a 4D printed product is the “Minimal Shoe” by Christophe Guberan and Carlo 

Clopath from MIT’s Self-Assembly Lab.  The shoe starts out as a shallow 3D print created with Fused 

Deposition Modelling (FDM) printed over a stretched textile. When removed from the printer, the 

material automatically folds itself into a three-dimensional shoe, and will further morph to suit the 

wearer’s foot over time. This can be combined with other materials for the shoe sole for durability as a 

hybrid manufacturing approach, allowing for greater customization. This type of product has movements 

free of electronics, whereas 4D products, like the Dynaero helmet or BMW concept cars, rely on 

actuators, power and programming and change the relationship between users and products.  For 

example, although fountain pens were often valued objects, disposable pens have generally superseded 

these invested objects. However, if a person’s relationship to the use of a pen were regarded as a system, 

then advances in digital technology create a different approach to design. “MyPen”, published in the 

proceedings for the 2015 Drawing International Brisbane conference (Novak 2015), embeds sensors in 

a pen that detect the user’s grip and how the pen moves through space. This information can be used to 

3D print a customized pen that can be embedded with sensors that monitor the evolution of a person’s 

grip over time – short term, for different uses or from childhood to adulthood.  Each evolution of the 

print refines the grip, responding to changes of writing style or weaknesses or strengths in the hand. 

Further, this system allows for change in consultation with a clinician if the user experienced difficulties, 

for example following a medical incident, such as a stroke. This is arguably a form of evolutionary 

robotics, or alternatively part of A.E. Eiben’s Evolution of Things (Eiben 2014), and figure 3 shows four 

different pens customized to the grip and aesthetic preference of four different test subjects in Novak’s 

study. 

Just as MyPen builds a body of knowledge on the evolving requirements of an individual, product 

designer Tom Dixon used digital technology to build up a body of cultural knowledge. He embedded 

the cultural history in a product, designed to evolve over time when he relaunched second-hand Artek 

stools on the market with the story of where they had previously been used contained in an RFID chip 

and accessed by smart phone (Loy 2008). In Sustainable by Design (2006), Walker discusses building 

such opportunities for emotional connections between people and objects to invest objects with ad-

ditional meaning to keep the product in use for longer, spreading the embodied energy invested in its 

manufacture. Digitally enabled 4D products designed for socio-cultural sustainability embed more than 
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technology; they embed cultural information, such as storytelling, images, sounds and other sensory 

information specific to an individual or a group. This approach builds shared memory into product 

systems that supports the evolution of the group, and retains and enhances community. Based on this 

approach, conventional ideas of digital customization through 3D printing and parametric modelling 

have to change, with products customized through engagement, building value through use because of 

the embedded cultural connections. A 4D product may therefore itself change over time, or may spawn 

a new iteration of itself when it senses it is no longer performing optimally, or it may change as infor-

mation tagged to that product or provided as data to a system is updated. This begins to describe what 

Bruce Sterling calls SPIMES, objects that: 

...begin and end as data. They are designed on screens, fabricated by digital means, and precisely 

tracked through space and time throughout their earthly sojourn. SPIMES are sustainable, enhance-

able, uniquely identifiable, and made of substances that can and will be folded back into the production 

stream of future SPIMES. (Sterling 2005, 11) 

With the digital revolution, and complex sustainability imperatives, including socio-cultural sustain-

ability as well as environmental, and the aspirations for a society that responds to inclusion and diversity 

there is a shift towards the fourth dimension that will impact the man-made world, from the macro to the 

micro. This challenges what it means to be a designer and raise the question to what degree this will 

affect human development in an increasingly digital age. 4D Products, responsive architecture and 4D 

printing together suggest how designers are embracing new technologies with an understanding of the 

flux attached to rapid technological development, choosing to embed their designs with the capability to 

change and adapt to a changing world. 

 

EMPOWERING PRODUCTS 

It has been shown how the relationship between designers and products inherently changes as the de-

signer’s role moves from creating single products for mass production, to more of a systems approach 

where products change over time. The relationships between consumers and 4D products are likely to be 

different to those already in existence and need to be studied. This is suggested by the emotional 

responses noted in “The Never Hungry Caterpillar” project. At a functional level this is an extension 

cable for the home designed by Matthias Laschke, Marc Hassenzahl and Sarah Diefenbach (2011). 

However rather than blending into the background, this device will squirm, twist and turn as if in pain 

when it detects devices wasting power in standby mode, using “the metaphor of a caterpillar [to] touch 

upon (at least some) people’s tendency to help and take care of living things” (Laschke, Hassenzahl, and 

Diefenbach 2011). Trial users in the study could not help but unplug devices in standby mode to stop the 

perceived “pain” of the device. Of course “technically, the Caterpillar could just detect connected devices 

in stand-by and simply switch them off automatically. This would be practical, it would save energy, but 

it would not engage in any argument or dialogue” (Laschke, Hassenzahl, and Diefenbach 2011).  

This type of product is 4D in nature, having the capacity to autonomously transform in order to af-

fect the habits of the user. What is particularly important to consider in 4D products, especially those that 

may be as life-like as The Never Hungry Caterpillar, is the psychological and emotional connection 

between users  and  such products,  who may begin to see them as living entities to be cared for  like a pet, 
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rather than an inanimate object with little value as would be the case of a standard extension cord. This 

is highlighted in the work of Moyle et al. (2013) on the use of robots in the care of Alzheimer patients, 

where the emotional relationship between the robot and the user was explored through studies on robotic 

animals and toys. What happens when these ‘living’ products stop working? Will users be more likely to 

try and repair these products than throw them away, much like a beloved family pet, and could this be a 

response to more sustainable design? With 4D products only newly emerging through research it is dif-

ficult to say, however it is conceivable based on research in robotics that this will be the likely scenario. 

Matthias Scheutz explores these unidirectional relationships, explaining that robots: 

….affect humans in very much the same way that animals (e.g., pets) or even other people affect humans. 

In particular, the rule-governed mobility of social robots allows for, and ultimately prompts, humans to 

ascribe intentions to social robots in order to be able to make sense of their behaviors   (e.g., the robot 

did not clean in the corner because it thought it could not get there). The claim is that the autonomy of 

social robots is among the critical properties that cause people to view robots differently from other 

artefacts such as computers or cars. (Scheutz 2011, 207). 

Scheutz uses numerous examples to evidence this trend, from soldiers becoming attached to robots 

used to detect and detonate improvized explosive devices in Iraq, to the popular robotic Roomba vacuum 

cleaner and the personality’s people ascribe to them. As such, new scenarios and systems become im-

portant long-term considerations for 4D products, including the necessity to provide better means for 

product repair and maintenance, ethical regulation to prevent products influencing humans to do things 

inappropriate or outside their normal behavior, psychological and counselling services to help people 

move on after a product ‘dies’, control over product memory so that traits or sensitive data can be re-

moved when a product is sold second hand. As technology moves closer to nature, these considerations 

will transform the relationship between consumers and products, and the industries built around them. 

In responding to the ideas expressed in this chapter about human empowerment in an increasingly 

technological age, it might be assumed that ambient intelligence would be at odds with ideas of 

enhancing the human experience based on empowerment. However, this would be an oversimplification. 

Ubiquitous computing might be a utopian ideal, alongside modernist ideas of houses as “machines for 

living”, but the development of ambient intelligence just needs to be developed with an underlying 

recognition of the importance of empowerment in the same way environments must focus on human 

emotion, social interaction and behavior rather than being completely machine-like. Light bulbs that 

wirelessly transmit their status and trigger a replacement order, as shown at the 2013 The Future is Here 

exhibition in the London Design Museum walk a fine line between enhancing the human experience 

through the development of freedom from day to day minutia, and alienating people from their 

environment. Complete freedom from responsibility can equate to feelings of a loss of control. This is 

not aligned with current aspirations for society, and alternative strategies, such as delegation, should be 

considered in the development of the product service system. 

There’s a tendency in connected products and service design to assume that having machines take over 

human work is a good in itself….however, there are good reasons to treat automation as a choice, not a 

default. Instead of talking about automation, philosophers of technology often talk about ‘delegation’ – 

that is, the distribution of responsibility and effort among different kinds of humans and machines. 

(Rowland et al. 2015, 211) 
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However, there is an opposing argument that computing provides humans with the opportunity to 

extend their faculties and connection to the real world, becoming more sensitive to the nuances of their 

surroundings and better informed about the systems that operate within it. For example MIT have em-

bedded sensors into marshland (Tidmarsh, Plymouth, Massachusetts) and even their Media Lab build-

ing. This allows users to virtually explore the landscape, honing in on details such as pockets of noise, 

or temperature change that would otherwise be impossible for individuals to be aware of. This has the 

potential to create people with a very different sense of the world, in the same way that television and 

the Internet has changed collective understandings of the world by different populations (depending on 

the way it is presented). That shift in perception, triggered by an increase in information, causing a 

transformational change in understanding is illustrated by, for example, the reported impact of the first 

image of the earth taken as the Apollo rounded the moon in 1968. 

Although the signs have been there with augmented reality products such as Google Glass and QR 

codes, Pokemon Go has heralded in a democratization of augmented reality technology that has the 

potential to change the human perception of the world and interactions with their environment and each 

other. Kunaivsky makes the comment that to have computing embedded in a forest would make no sense 

“..in an office it is not surprising to have wires running under the floor, but forest trees with embedded 

electronics seem wrong,” (2010, 286) yet if that technology allowed the individual to walk through the 

forest with the option of technologically heightened senses, they could zoom in on the movement of 

insects in the forest floor, hear chicks hatch high above their heads, feel the direction and strength of the 

wind at the top of the trees. Biohackers like Stelarc and Neil Harbisson suggests that information sent to 

the brain in any form can be learned and interpreted by the brain to increase the information received 

through traditional senses.  Augmented experience and ambient intelligence could have the potential to 

support the human development in a digital age if the focus is on the human experience. 

Even so, the inevitability of unexpected consequences could have an equally negative impact on de-

velopment. Will real life become less real? As the opportunities provided by ubiquitous computing create 

temptations for designers to strive for all encompassing systems, the ability to opt out at any point must 

be provided. The most amazing technology in the world “…will mean little if we don’t, as individuals, 

have genuine power to evaluate its merits on our own terms, and make decisions accordingly…a paradise 

without choice is no paradise at all” (Greenfield 2006, 247). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

While there is a cautionary note in working with the power of digital technology in human-centred 

products, the ontogenetic adaptation capabilities of humans should allow for the evolution of the col-

lective to rise to the opportunities—and challenges—digital technology provides. The essential criteria, 

though, involve designing in context, and not getting swept along with what is technologically possible, but 

rather what responds to design theory, aspirations and values for now, for positive human development. 

That is, for designs to align with current thinking about sustainability, connectivity, experience-centred 

design, design for change, and to support inclusion and diversity. 

As defined here, 4D products are about responding to the drivers behind design now, and working 

with time as an essential ingredient of that design approach. Going beyond the design of customizable, 

parametric models for individual 3D printing, and beyond the design of products embedded with sensors 

that send information to a management system, and going beyond augmented reality, 4D products are 
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capable of changing over time. Ideas evolve, people’s needs and desires change. Sustainability drivers 

support the idea of designing for that change. Digitally enabled 4D products are an emerging class of 

products that work towards these ideals, in sync with the natural flux of human behaviors, needs and 

learning. 

This shift from static, resolved 3D products that make up today’s retail market to 4D products is only 

beginning to emerge. It has the potential to encompass the next state beyond cradle to cradle, with an 

iterative development lifecycle, rather than a rehabilitated but still linear lifeline. The proposal is that they 

can work with the reality of human behaviors and interactions. The assumption will be that they require 

repair and are therefore designed for that inevitability, and be flexible enough to have their functionality 

revised and updated over time. They will be responsive, agile, and embedded with information on how 

to use, how to repair, and how to alter for new needs—data is their life-blood. 

What does that mean for designers? What does it mean in terms of the use of technology in 

products? What does it mean in relation to the psychology of those products? If an essential driver 

for selling products is for economic growth, then there will be significant changes in how 

economic growth is sustained. In the past, products made for manufacturing utilized as many 

common components as possible, and costs of tooling constrained ideas of iterative change. 

Digitally enabled design has the potential to alter understandings of systems of products and production, 

not only for practical reasons, but also in response to the normal, human desire for change. The need 

now is to expand this approach to a more fluid, flexible, empowering approach. Design can become 

more iterative, allowing for bespoke development and evolution of products. This ability for 

customization in a technological era responds to the need for designers to keep referring back to the 

human-centred core in their design work, highlighted by Greenfield (2006, 13): “It would be wise for us 

all to remember that, while our information technology may be digital in nature, the human beings 

interacting with it will always be infuriatingly and delightfully analogue.” 

The difficulty of designing in this way is that even basic designs are creating complex problems for 

teams across disciplines. If designers are to respond effectively, creating positive product experiences 

that respond to the aspirations for society at this time, they need to be basing their work on updated 

understandings of the human psyche and ecological interconnection as well as the technological op-

portunities and potential pitfalls. A new approach to the education and development of designers and 

teams working in this space needs to be devised, and, fundamentally, a paradigm shift in thinking and 

research is needed to keep pace with designing for the human experience in a digital age. 
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

Additive Manufacturing (3D Printing): A process of producing three-dimensional forms directly 

from 3D computer data by depositing material layer by layer. This is in contrast to subtractive manufac-

turing, whereby material is removed from a solid piece of material to reveal the final object. 

Generation Y (Gen Y): People born between approximately 1980 and 1995. 

Human-Centred Design: An approach to design where the user remains at the forefront of all 

design decisions, resulting in solutions that are more in tune with user needs. 

Industrial Design: A profession responsible for developing the form and function of physical 

products, traditionally for the intention of mass production. 

Internet of Things (IoT): Extends the concept of ubiquitous computing by adding the element of 

the Internet, allowing objects to communicate with each other or the cloud. 

Ontogenetic: The entire sequence of events influencing the development of an organism. 

Stasis: A state in which there is no action or progress. 

Ubiquitous Computing: The concept of embedding computing capabilities into any ordinary 

object, in any location. May also be known as “pervasive computing”. 

 

 

 

 

2.2 CHAPTER EPILOGUE 
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Human-centred design is not a new concept, and the research areas of ubiquitous 

computing and human-computer interaction are well established. However, in the 

design of ubiquitous technologies and new modes of interaction from person-to-person, 

or person-to-machine, the human element has been forgotten in the race to apply ever 

more novel and advanced technologies to everyday life. Respected author and design 

thinker, Don Norman (2013), attributes this focus on technology to the role of engineers 

in modern product development, who may often lack the deep human understanding 

that is a hallmark of good product and industrial designers. This technology-dominant 

research has to some degree been necessary in order to develop the variety of sensing, 

processing and actuating technologies available today; however, as emphasised through 

chapter 1 and the writing of Norman (2013), Greenfield (2006) and Nowak (2015), these 

tools are now readily available at micro scales and affordable prices, and are ready to 

reach the next stage of their implementation within products that swings the focus back 

in favour of the humans interacting with them. 

The research presented through this chapter highlights the opportunities and challenges 

for product designers to engage with the complexities of ubiquitous computing as 

imagined by Weiser (1991). The advantage for designers who engage with the element 

of time and adaptation in their work is that it is possible to learn lessons from the more 

established field of responsive architecture, and research being done in robotics and 4D 

printing. Viewed broadly, it is clear that there is a movement through research and 

practice towards more responsive and life-like physical objects, enabled by connection 

to a growing digital world. This signals a shift in the role of product designers, who have 

traditionally been trained to design singular solutions to problems that meet the general 

needs of the masses, and are now accessing new software, new manufacturing 

processes, and new embedded sensing technologies to create systems whereby objects 

can adapt over time to meet the unique and changing needs of individuals. This 

illuminates new knowledge in relation to the second part of the primary research 

question of this thesis, which asks how the role of industrial designers is changing as 

ubiquitous computing allows for products to change throughout their use. 

This chapter has also introduced some of the tools available today for designers to 

explore new workflows, relevant to research question 5, with the projects ‘MyPen’ and 

‘Dynaero’ being introduced as new exemplars that are responses to research questions 
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2, 3 and 4. Stemming from the Research through Design methodology, these projects 

have informed the theoretical understanding of ubiquitous computing as it pertains to 

product design, and in turn generated new knowledge that will be detailed in the 

following thesis chapters. It is clear that these projects are part of a growing body of 

products that researchers have used to explore time and the changing needs of people 

through time, and by viewing these products as a collective, it is possible to build a new 

understanding of how the product design industry can leverage its understanding of 

human-centred design, and apply this to the ubiquitous computing research community. 

This will result in a new generation of products that may share more in common with 

nature than their early “gizmo” (Sterling, 2005) predecessors, operating in the 

background to enhance daily activities, rather than distracting from them. As Weiser 

describes, “there is more information available at our fingertips during a walk in the 

woods than in any computer system, yet people find a walk among trees relaxing and 

computers frustrating. Machines that better fit the human environment, instead of 

forcing humans to enter theirs, will make using a computer as refreshing as taking a walk 

in the woods” (1991). 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION TO RESPONSIVE DESIGN 

There is a shift in the requirement for designers to create more adaptable and complex 

objects, rather than singular static outcomes prescribed by mass production. While 

increased complexity in design is challenging, inversely there is potential for such 

products to become less complex for users, more autonomous and aware of what they 

should be doing; ultimately, as Kevin Kelly (2010) describes, more life-like and natural. 

Through the addition of sensors and actuators, these objects may themselves physically 

adapt over time (4D products), or they may influence future designs to be more fitting 

to the specific needs of a user (responsive design), communicating to each other and 

the internet. In this thesis the two concepts are interrelated and build new 

understandings about evolving relationships between humans, technology and 

designers, however will be discussed in isolation through the following two chapters in 

order to clearly articulate theoretical and practical work. 

Responsive design is being used to describe the autonomous digital creation of a new 

object, whether it is through parametric CAD processes, algorithms, or evolutionary 

principles. The key factor that separates responsive design from other methods which 

will be compared throughout this chapter is the removal of the interface and manual, 

user-driven customisation processes; the responses are automated and intuitive, 

allowing a person to be immersed in a physical experience without distraction. This 

aligns with Golden Krishna’s research in the book ‘The Best Interface is No Interface,’ 

where the first principal described is that designers must “embrace typical processes 

instead of screens” (Krishna 2015). This is not to say that the interface is itself a bad 

technology, but represents the idea that today’s default response to making more 

connected and intelligent products is often to add screens to them, which in many cases 

is not actually the best solution to the core design problem. As a result, humans are 

being forced to learn new processes and workflows to perform activities that are often 

far simpler without overlaying a digital component; an example used by Krishna (2015) 

is the use of a mobile app to unlock a car, which took thirteen separate steps to perform, 

as opposed to only two when using a physical key. This “complexification” (Greenfield 

2006) does not embrace human-centred thinking, and is resulting in people becoming 

ever more distracted by the digital world. 
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A central argument of this thesis is that by utilising the research and technologies from 

ubicomp and the IoT, and designing new systems from basic human-centred principles, 

the interface may be removed completely or become a background tool through which 

to view digital designs. This is represented specifically by research question 2. Analogous 

to 4D products introduced in the previous chapter, time is a hallmark of responsive 

design, with the data describing the design remaining in constant flux; “because of 

technology everything we make is always in the process of becoming. Every kind of thing 

is becoming something else, while it churns from “might” to “is.” All is flux. Nothing is 

finished. Nothing is done” (Kelly 2016). This is a radical shift for designers to consider, 

that there is no singular final design, but rather a system whereby countless iterations 

and permutations may be possible, in forms and structures not conceivable to the 

original designer. While researchers predict customisation to be a significant driver for 

the future global economy (Tseng, Jiao, and Wang 2010; Hu 2013), much of the research 

to date relies on GUIs, rather than considering the potential for more responsive 

systems that automate the customisation using higher levels of intelligence. For this 

reason, responsive design is proposed as a way to differentiate research that links back 

to Mark Weiser’s (1991) early vision for ubiquitous computing. 

The common thread for much of the research into novel CAD systems, including the 

concept of responsive design, is the overarching research area of generative design 

which dates back to the 1970s (Krish 2011; Nordin 2017). “Often building on parametric 

concepts, generative design transforms the computer from a modelling assistant to a 

generator through the use of a described set of production “rules”. Generative systems 

are aimed at both sparking new design ideas and solving difficult problems both of which 

provide design assistance and again extend designers’ capabilities” (Shea, Aish, and 

Gourtovaia 2005). Embedded within this description is the belief that computers are 

more than tools for designers to use in the design process; they offer the capacity to 

enhance the designer and design outcomes by offering extremely fast computation and 

processing, allowing faster iteration, simulation and testing of ideas than could be 

humanly possible. Taking advantage of computers in this way is more in-line with Golden 

Krishna’s (2015) second principle, to “leverage computers instead of serving them,” and 

is emphasised by Shea, Aish and Gourtovaia in their description of computers as 
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“collaborative partners” (2005) now that new CAD and digital manufacturing tools are 

becoming available. 

A common element within generative design research is the element of time, and 

capacity for a digital design to evolve into numerous permutations through time. This is 

clearly seen in the work of FutureFactories, who describe their designs as “exist[ing] in 

a constant state of metamorphosis. To appreciate this, customers should be able to see 

the designs continuously ‘morphing’ in real time” (Dean, Atkinson, and Unver 2005). 

FutureFactories often utilise a web interface for customers to view and interact with 

designs, and 3D printing processes as a means of producing the complex forms. However 

there is a tension between the goals of achieving randomness through evolutionary 

principles, and maintaining a functional outcome, as expressed in the example of 

‘Tubular Lamp’ by FutureFactories. Rather than being an artistic sculpture, free to adopt 

any form, Tubular Lamp is a functional lamp which requires electronics to be installed 

after 3D printing. As a result, elements of the design must maintain strict tolerances and 

only adapt within known constraints. FutureFactories acknowledge this is a challenge 

for generative design, in contrast to generative art, with limitations imposed not only by 

the integration of existing components during assembly, but also limitations to 

manufacturing equipment such as 3D printer build envelopes and materials (Dean, 

Atkinson, and Unver 2005). It is for these reasons that many researchers describe 

generative design as a practice adopted early in the design process to help generate 

ideas, rather than in the final resolution of a product (Bentley 1998; Krish 2011). 

However, much like FutureFactories, the goal of responsive design is to generate final 

objects ready for digital manufacture, and challenge this limiting view of generative 

design. 

Further examples of products engaging with generative and parametric principles are 

included throughout this chapter, with a particular focus on participatory design, 

whereby non-designers are enabled to create complex geometries such as 

FutureFactories’ Tubular Lamp. Recent tools such as Fab Forms (Shugrina, Shamir, and 

Matusik 2015), Digital Forming (Harouni 2011), Project Shapeshifter (Autodesk 2016) 

and the work of Nervous System (System 2014) are allowing people to interact with 

digital designs in new ways, often within constraints known to be manufacturable, yet 

providing a degree of flexibility that allows almost limitless permutations of a design. 
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Such systems signal a new way of defining a “design,” no longer a singular solution to a 

problem, rather an open-ended system that can result in endless designs that all meet 

the same criteria. Digital manufacturing is fuelling this research area, allowing complex 

forms that were previously impossible to manufacture, or at least complex and 

prohibitively expensive to manufacture, to be produced rapidly and affordably on-

demand. 

The limitation with many generative and parametric tools is that they rely on a GUI for 

users to interact with 3D models using sliders and other basic controls to manipulate 3D 

geometry. This is subservient to the computer, not responsive, more akin to traditional 

3D modelling performed by designers in CAD software. With predictions by thought 

leaders like Kevin Kelly (2016, 2010), Adam Greenfield (2006) and Golden Krishna (2015) 

that technology is only going to become more embedded into everyday life, and more 

aware of its place and use, designers and researchers must consider how new means of 

engaging with design are going to emerge, and how to train the next generation of 

designers to engage with this new paradigm. It is framed within these questions that 

responsive design is considered, both emerging from, and responding to, an 

understanding of generative and parametric design, alongside ubiquitous computing. 

Unpacking the primary research question of this thesis, as well as the secondary 

research questions, responsive design addresses: 

 Time as an element of a digital design (research question 1 and 4). 

 The ability for sensors to guide parametric manipulation of CAD data without 

human intervention (research question 2 and 3). 

 Automated customisation – both functional and aesthetic (research question 3). 

 Digital tools enabling designers to generate new systems for interacting with 

CAD data (research question 5). 

Following a research through design methodology, the projects in this chapter are 

experimental and have allowed exploration of the fundamental relationships between 

people, technology and designers, free from commercial concern or the need to reach 

specific outcomes. This builds new understandings of “how people think, behave or 

interact in scenarios that have yet to be or may never be” (Dow, Ju, and Mackay 2013). 

This chapter will elaborate upon three peer-reviewed publications, suggesting the 
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concepts of responsive design are significant and timely to the research community, and 

that ongoing research is needed to better understand the significance of the changes 

confronting industrial and product designers as a result of the fourth industrial 

revolution. The structure of this chapter is represented in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Diagram indicating the inclusion of published and unpublished papers within this chapter 

 

3.2 DRAWING THE PEN: FROM PHYSICAL TO DIGITAL AND BACK AGAIN 

3.2.1 Section Preamble 

Through iterative experimentation driven by the RtD methodology, an early prototype 

emerged that was pivotal to the questions being raised about the future of design, and 

the opportunities for designers to now utilise the tools developed through the last 

several decades of ubicomp research. A physical pen embedded with sensors, combined 

with webcam vision, presented a hypothetical customer experience that was tested with 

some participants. The 3D digital data describing the pen could be automatically 

customised, both ergonomically and aesthetically, without the participants being 

engaged with CAD software or processes. These were then produced on demand using 

3D printing, proving the robustness of the parametric digital model which remained 

watertight within the scope of this testing. This project became an important 

demonstration of being able to use physical objects that are not screen-based to 

customise something in the digital environment, and return the result to the physical 

world as a functional product. As a result of this study and the novelty of the system, a 

peer-reviewed paper was published in the proceedings from the Drawing International 

Brisbane 2015 conference, with the following bibliographic details: 

Novak, James. 2015. “Drawing the Pen: From Physical to Digital and Back Again.” 
Drawing International Brisbane, Brisbane, Australia. 
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Named ‘MyPen,’ this project was briefly referenced as an example in chapter 2, and is 

detailed in this section as a specific case study to expand upon the concept of responsive 

design. At the time of writing this publication early in the PhD program, the impact of 

the research and need to differentiate it from existing areas of enquiry was not yet 

realised; as a result, responsive design as a term is not used within this publication. 

Instead, this paper focuses on interactive fabrication, being the use of non Graphical 

User Interfaces (GUIs)  as a means of “real-time input to fabricate physical form” (Willis 

et al. 2011). Researchers describe that interactive fabrication results in a physical output 

at each iterative step of the design process (Mueller, Lopes, and Baudisch 2012; Mueller 

et al. 2013), which is the intended goal for the MyPen project. However, MyPen goes 

further in its connection between the physical object and its digital counterpart; the 

ergonomic data is gathered quietly in the background as a user writes or simply holds 

the pen. Users can be engaged in non-design activities, rather than being immersed 

specifically with the intent to design something in an interactive fabrication system. 

Describing MyPen as an example of interactive fabrication was a symptom of trying to 

fit the project to an existing research area, and only after ongoing theoretical and 

practical research was it deemed more appropriate to adopt responsive design to 

describe the specific implications of engaging with time and ubiquitous computing 

within the customisation process. 

However, the paper has been included in its original published format as the 

descriptions of interactive fabrication are relevant and indicative of the broader body of 

research that is examining and creating new relationships between designers, people 

and technology. Presented at a conference about drawing, the augmentation of a 

common drawing implement in this paper also challenges the traditional notions of 

drawing, showcasing the potential for everyday objects to gather data and generate 

complex outcomes, without requiring any specific skill on the part of the user. This is 

pertinent to research question 2, which asks whether products can move beyond the 

interface as a means for creating meaningful relationships to the digital world. While an 

interface is used in this prototype to observe live data and resulting modifications to a 

3D CAD file, it is easy to imagine the same experience without the interface, with the 

user’s data being recorded to memory or transmitted wirelessly to a personal mobile 

device, or within a connected home or office. Users would simply see the physical object 
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produced through 3D printing, as if evolving from its predecessor as described by A. E. 

Eiben’s “evolution of things” (2014). 

Creation of this system also engages with research question 5, showcasing the use of an 

integrated 3D CAD and programming system that work in sync to allow industrial 

designers to better control both the physical and digital properties of a design 

simultaneously. Rhinoceros is a 3D CAD program familiar to industrial designers, and 

through the Grasshopper plugin, Firefly is an additional tool which allows real-time 

communication between the digital CAD environment and Arduino electronic hardware. 

Emerging tools such as these are often experimental; however, seen alongside 

interactive fabrication and similar shifts away from traditional, manual CAD processes, 

suggests that a new generation of design tools and workflows are transforming the 

relationship between designers and the objects they create. ‘Scaling Bear,’ shown in 

figure 4, was an earlier experiment that began to question the opportunity for non-

designers to customise objects using ubiquitous computing principles. Squeezing the 

physical representation of the bear resulted in real-time manipulation of the digital 

version of the file, a simple and direct representation of forces. The ‘Scala-tron’ shown 

in figure 5 was another type of controller which turned 3D modelling into a game-like 

experience, using a distance sensor and buttons for the X, Y and Z axes to allow people 

to push and pull any 3D model using more natural gestures than traditional computer 

controls. These practice-led investigations informed the MyPen project, and the ensuing 

concept for responsive design. 
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Research question 4 considers the potential for products to better adapt to rapid 

changes in human needs, and this prototype system uses responsive and evolutionary 

principles to allow ongoing monitoring and adjustment to a product. Ergonomic 

adjustments may be useful to adapt to changing physical needs, for example a child 

growing or improving their writing dexterity through practice, or someone suffering 

from arthritis. Aesthetic adjustments to the form of the pens may help satisfy the user’s 

desire to be at the cutting edge of fashion or to have a unique product that differentiates 

them, and by using recyclable filaments in a 3D printer, this need may be met with 

minimal impact on the environment. While somewhat hypothetical, this early prototype 

generates new knowledge through the experimental RtD methodology, and is 

considered alongside other existing technologies that would enable a fully responsive 

system, capable of being implemented today or in the near future. 

 

3.2.2 Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to examine the ways in which drawing in the digital age presents 

new methods of hybrid product creation, blurring the boundaries between the physical 

and digital creation of a three-dimensional design. A project called ‘MyPen’ illustrates 

an interactive fabrication workflow, and investigates how complex products may be 

Figure 4 Scala-tron 2015, Arduino 
with distance sensor, buttons and 
3D printed mount 

Figure 5 Scaling bear 2015, 3D 
printed bear with conductive 
foam sensor 
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created by customers with no knowledge of CAD programs, using instead their innate 

ability to draw simple geometry or mould a shape with their hands. 

 

3.2.3 Introduction 

Within design discourse, particularly three-dimensional disciplines including Industrial 

Design and Architecture, numerous studies have investigated the tension between 

physical sketching in the traditional sense of pen and paper, versus the development of 

a concept directly within the three-dimensional Computer-Aided Design (CAD) 

environment (Veisz et al. 2012; Ibrahim and Pour Rahimian 2010). With the rapid growth 

and adoption of digital technologies including 3D printing, 3D scanning, and a range of 

new CAD software tools incorporating coding and algorithms, the boundaries between 

the physical drawing of a design and its’ digital interpretation are becoming ever more 

blurred. This paper examines the opportunity to develop products that are customisable 

in both ergonomics and aesthetics, focusing on a project called ‘MyPen’ developed by 

the author to explore the translation of data between the physical and digital 

environments. Within this research it is important to note that terms like sketch or 

drawing can refer to both the “hand drawn representation of a concept or idea” (Veisz 

et al. 2012, 318) or the creation of geometry within a CAD program which typically uses 

the same terminology (Anderl and Mendgen 1995). For clarity, the prefix physical will 

be added to describe traditional hand drawing, while digital will be used to describe the 

creation or translation of drawing information within the computer. 

 

3.2.4 Context 

Many believe 3D printing signifies the next industrial revolution (Vavra 2013; Petrick and 

Simpson 2013), radically shifting the traditional paradigm whereby products are 

manufactured en masse; rather, bespoke one-off products can be produced for the 

individual needs of each consumer. However the challenge faced by the typical 

consumer is the high level of skill required to engage with a CAD program and produce 

something that firstly reflects their imagination of a 3D object, and secondly is 

sufficiently defined and watertight in order to be produced by a 3D printer without error. 
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Imagine instead if CAD software was intelligent enough to translate a design from 

physical drawing to 3D digital model; drawing is an innate skill for all humans, despite 

their level of skill, and is therefore far easier to communicate an idea than investing the 

time required to learn a specific CAD package.  

One of the world leaders in 3D printing services, Shapeways, has achieved this through 

an online tool simply called ‘2D to 3D’ (Eleanor 2014). As shown in figure 6, the tool 

allows anyone to upload an image of a drawing to their website, and then take some 

control over how this is translated into a 3D form suitable for 3D printing in a variety of 

materials. In similar fashion, Makerbot recently released an iPad application called 

‘Shape Maker’ (Miller 2015) that performs a similar function, the difference being that 

the prints can be produced on a home desktop printer. While both demonstrate a 

relatively new workflow called sketch-to-fabrication (Gannon, Grossman, and 

Fitzmaurice 2015), whereby a physical drawing is translated into digital three-

dimensional data, and then returned to the physical world via 3D printing, they are only 

appropriate for producing simple geometry like the pendant shown in figure 6. The 

limitation for a consumer is that the software is not yet sufficiently intelligent to produce 

a complex functional product incorporating multiple parts or organic forms. In order to 

progress these tools and explore how physical drawing can be used to generate truly 

functional one-off products, MyPen has been produced as an experimental system 

whereby a custom drawing pen is created by drawing with a ‘test pen’ and digitally 

recording two key pieces of information. 

 

Figure 6 Shapeways 2015, Turn your 2D design into a 3D print, website screen capture 

 

 

3.2.5 Drawing with Code 
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While it may sound absurd that a custom pen can be created by simply drawing with 

another pen, it is the workflow of a sketch-to-fabrication system that is of most interest. 

In order to understand this process, the creation of digital drawing information must 

first be analysed in comparison to its physical counterpart. Within a software package 

called Rhinoceros 3D (Rhino), an add-on called Grasshopper allows for the creation of 

3D geometry using algorithms and coding. The workspace to create these functions is 

called a canvas, and will have sections of code added to describe something as simple 

as a circle (figure 7). Rhino translates this code, in this case into a 2D drawing of a circle 

centred on the origin, with a radius of fifteen millimeters (figure 8). The advantage of 

the algorithms within Grasshopper is that they are parametric, meaning that the 

drawings and geometry can be modified at any stage of the modelling process through 

changes to dimensions and constraints, rather than requiring geometry to be sliced 

away and re-modelled similar to a piece of clay. 

 

This may seem an abstract method of 

drawing, however to designers the use of 

tools like algorithms is standard practice 

to rationalise what can be a complex 

design into a series of three main 

processes; sketching, constraining and 

solving (Anderl and Mendgen 1995). By 

developing layers of information, greater 

complexity can be achieved, and in the case of MyPen, results in a complex network of 

algorithms used to generate digital drawings, and then connect these drawings to form 

solid geometry. Figure 9 shows just one section of the code used to define some of the 

geometry for the lower grip section of the pen design, which continues on to link with 

other sections of information to define the complete 3D geometry of MyPen, in 

particular the customisable elements. 

Figure 8 Rhino translation of 
Grasshopper circle 2015, screen 
capture 

Figure 7 Grasshopper canvas - circle 
2015, screen capture 
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Figure 9 Grasshopper canvas – construction of MyPen grip 2015, screen capture 

 

 

3.2.6 MyPen – Custom Ergonomics 

As mentioned earlier, there are two vital pieces of information required from the 

customer in order to completely customise MyPen. The first of these relates to 

ergonomics, and the individual grip each person has while drawing or writing with a pen. 

Capturing these complex 3D shapes has been exhaustively pursued from individuals 

simply shaping pieces of clay by hand, to more recent advanced processes including the 

3D scanning of moulded grips and reproduction using 3D printing (Iderstine et al. 2015; 

McLaughlin et al. 2011). However the goal of MyPen is to streamline the process of 

customisation for a consumer, and the potential to do this directly to a CAD model has 

been realised by incorporating force sensors into a testing pen that can be read by 

Grasshopper (figure 10) to manipulate a 2D digital drawing. 
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Figure 10 MyPen ‘test pen’ 2015, ABS Plastic 3D printed on an ‘UP Plus 2’ printer with conductive foam 
and wires attached 

 

The testing pen features conductive foam grips plugged into an Arduino micro-

controller, which in turn is plugged directly into Grasshopper through an added package 

called Firefly. As the user grips the pen as they would while drawing or writing, the force 

is measured as a change in resistance, which has been programmed within Grasshopper 

to cause the central 2D digital drawing of the grip form to change. Simultaneously, the 

3D model of the grip is manipulated as the algorithm stitches a number of 2D drawings 

together as a lofted feature. Figure 11 demonstrates the neutral readings from the 

sensors with no force applied, lofting through a total of four 2D sketches, while figure 

12 has been captured when gripping the pen, causing the model to update in real time 

without any compromise to the model’s integrity. Through the physical use of a product, 

in this case a pen, it is demonstrated that physical action can be seamlessly translated 

into digital data to manipulate the parametric sketches used to define part of a product; 

a process described as interactive fabrication (Gannon, Grossman, and Fitzmaurice 

2015). At this stage customisation is limited to 3 axes, linked to the 3 main digits of the 

hand typically used to hold a pen; thumb, index finger and middle finger. With a greater 

number of smaller sensors, a higher resolution could be achieved for even greater 

complexity in form. 
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3.2.7 MyPen – Custom Aesthetic 

The second part of the MyPen creation requires the customer to use the testing pen to 

draw an enclosed 2D shape on a piece of paper. An instruction sheet has been used to 

graphically explain to participants how this shape will affect their design as shown later 

in figure 14, and also limit the size for ease of digitising. This physical drawing is captured 

by a standard webcam, again using a tool from Firefly shown in figure 13 (right side 

window), with a series of algorithms translating the captured JPEG image into a single 

closed polyline within the 3D CAD environment as shown in the left window of figure 

13. As with the grip detail, this translation of data occurs in real time, and the user does 

not see the outputs shown in figure 13; they instead see the entire 3D form of the pen 

generate as the webcam image is captured and added to the grip detail already created. 

It is important to note that the software does not attempt to recognise the shape and 

apply a perfect 2D representation of it; the shape generated will closely mimic the 

imperfections and proportions of the sketch physically produced. 

Figure 11 MyPen grip detail in 
Rhino – grip captured 2015, screen 
capture 

Figure 12 MyPen grip detail in 
Rhino – neutral position 2015, 
screen capture 
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Figure 13 Rhino and Grasshopper translations of webcam-captured sketch 2015, screen capture 

 

Essentially this two-step design process is completely controlled by the customer, with 

a CAD operator simply walking them through the process and switching the sensors and 

webcam on or off at each step. With ongoing development, this workflow will be 

completely automated to give customers independence during their design process. 

Upon completion, the file is exported into STL format, the native file type for all 3D 

printers, and ready to be returned to the physical world via 3D printing. The final results 

from two participants can be seen in figure 14, showing both the 3D printed custom 

MyPen produced on a desktop ‘UP Plus 2’ machine, and physical sketch used to generate 

the aesthetic component of the product. Figure 15 demonstrates the differences in the 

ergonomic grip detail between both the examples, emphasising the subtle variations 

that may be difficult to visualise, but perceptible when held by the users. Ultimately the 

ability to capture a physical drawing and translate this into a custom lattice structure 

offers numerous possibilities for the future development of products and creative 

works, and represents a new method of CAD manipulation for people with limited or no 

training. 
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Figure 14 Completed MyPen’s by 2 participants 2015, ABS Plastic 3D printed pens created on an ‘UP Plus 
2’ printer with instruction sheets printed on paper 

 

 

Figure 15 Comparison of geometries between both participants from figure 14 2015, screen capture 

 

3.2.8 Conclusion 

Many of the traditional tools to communicate both 2D and 3D ideas, such as drawing or 

sculpting, are rapidly being merged with hybrid digital processes combining code and 

algorithms that generate new forms “quite literally, beyond one’s imagination” (Klanten, 

Ehmann, and Hanschke 2011). 3D printing now allows for the rapid production of these 
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complex forms, and for custom one-off objects to be affordably manufactured on 

demand. As these tools rapidly find their way into the home and small manufacturing 

hubs emerge within this new paradigm, tools to aid consumers translate their ideas into 

3D digital files are needed, with current CAD software options having prohibitively steep 

learning curves unlikely to appeal to the average untrained designer. MyPen is an 

innovative tool that appeals to the innate ability of all humans to pick up a pen and draw 

something, yet combined with algorithms and electronics, allows for aesthetically 

complex and functional products to be generated without any need for CAD knowledge. 

The significance of the project is largely in the sketch-to fabrication and interactive 

fabrication workflows, translating physical 2D drawing and sensor information into 3D 

data within a CAD environment, and then returning this data to the physical world 

through 3D printing. In this way the pen becomes both a tool for communication in the 

physical world, and for generating infinite possible customised versions of itself. Moving 

forward, the potential to reduce the size of electronic sensors and combine wireless 

technology into the MyPen system may result in a more seamless system as a part of 

the Internet of Things. 

 

3.2.9 Section Epilogue 

Similar to the tension discussed by FutureFactories with their Tubular Lamp (Dean, 

Atkinson, and Unver 2005), where balance is needed between offering limitless 

customisation and the realities of remaining manufacturable and capable of fitting with 

existing components (in the case of MyPen the internal ink tube and ballpoint tip), this 

project relies on careful parametric design and constraints. However, unlike the 

dimensional constraints applied by FutureFactories within their software, or the limited 

GUI employed in Nervous System products like the Kinematics Dress (System 2014) to 

ensure customisation occurs within known safe limits, responsive design must relate 

dimensional constraints to real-world sensor data, which is constantly changing. It is this 

use of sensors embedded within the real world, and the capacity for digital CAD data to 

be continuously manipulated through interactions with physical objects, that 

differentiates responsive design from interactive fabrication or other similar methods 

for interacting with CAD. 
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While the parametric constraints of MyPen proved robust, the type of sensors employed 

to sense grip force were challenging to predict, and required frequent calibration. As 

indicated in the conclusion, smaller sensors could improve accuracy and reliability, as 

could the type of sensors used. This was an important finding from the project that 

highlights some of the new challenges facing designers as products become embedded 

with intelligence that not only affects their performance, but may affect their digital life 

and future iterations of the product. Furthermore, as new variations on 3D printing 

processes enable the simultaneous printing of plastics and electronics, as seen with 3D 

printers such as the Voxel8, it is feasible to embed sensing capabilities within each new 

physical iteration of the MyPen system, minimising the need for additional assembly or 

a separate device to gather data. While software like Rhino with Grasshopper is enabling 

a new approach to designing such products, there is a very clear difference between 

limitations of the physical world, both in terms of what can be sensed and also what can 

be produced through digital manufacturing, and the more open-ended possibilities in a 

3D digital environment. As a result, designers must consider an increasingly complex and 

dynamic interplay between the physical and digital world. 

MyPen can be imagined as a system requiring no interface, or using an interface simply 

to view results, rather than reliant on an interface as the principal means for engaging 

with a digital model. This is pertinent to research question 2, and adds value to Golden 

Krishna’s (2015) argument that rich human-computer interactions do not necessitate an 

interface. It also suggests how a product may adapt over time to accommodate changes 

in human needs and wants in line with research question 4; MyPen could produce 

iterations as quickly as capable of being produced on a 3D printer, or more realistically, 

weekly or monthly to accommodate physical or emotional changes in a user. This 

prototype used readily available sensors like a laptop webcam to capture aesthetic 

information, however similar outcomes could be produced with a variety of sensors for 

example heart rate, accelerometers, colour sensors, or even using internet search 

history to produce geometry based on recent shopping habits. These may certainly raise 

issues of privacy and security, and may even add needless complexity to something as 

simple as writing with a pen. However with human-centred design principles at the fore, 

the technology to leverage a growing ocean of data presents new opportunities to 

create more meaningful relationships between people and products, where the 
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technology acts in the background to daily life in line with Mark Weiser’s (1991) vision 

for ubiquitous computing. 

The use of a single piece of software which combines traditional 3D CAD modelling, 

parametric relationships, electronic coding, and input from physical sensors, hints at 

potential shifts that will affect the software of designers in the future, responding to 

research question 5. Already since writing this paper, the free cloud-based 3D modelling 

program Tinkercad has embedded Arduino and electronic prototyping into its 

development environment (Tseng 2017), allowing beginner level designers to develop 

electronic capabilities alongside physical geometry. Furthermore, Fusion 360 from 

Autodesk allows for the direct control of CNC machines from within the design 

environment, directly linking the digital CAD file with the tools to manufacture it.  While 

more traditional software for professional designers like Solidworks and AutoCAD may 

not feature such integration yet, it is the position of this thesis that some significant 

shifts in product design are emerging, and new tools such as those explored in Rhino 

encourage a new responsive type of design. The following section will elaborate upon 

the opportunities and limitations of this software as it stands today, and the need to 

reconsider education of designers to embrace changing design tools. 

 

3.3 RECODING PRODUCT DESIGN EDUCATION: VISUAL CODING FOR 

HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACES 

3.3.1 Section Preamble 

One of the significant challenges for designers engaging with new human-computer 

interactions specifically for design and customisation is the limitations of software. 

While Rhino is a popular tool for professional product and industrial designers, as well 

as architects, it is typically a secondary tool compared to Solidworks (which has 

3,246,750 users worldwide (2018b)) or Autodesk products like AutoCAD which are core 

to the profession. Additionally, the small programs that sit within Grasshopper are often 

experimental, obscure, and not well documented, far from being common pieces of 

software for daily use. For example Firefly, which is used for directly communicating 

from Grasshopper to an Arduino micro-controller, was only released in 2014, making 

the integration of CAD and physical electronic hardware a relatively new concept. For 
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this reason, designers like Nervous System (2014), Future Factories (Dean 2016) and 

Fung Kwok Pan (Archer 2010) build interactive environments online where people may 

engage with their customisable products without needing to download specific 

software, or understand complex CAD commands. However, creating a custom program 

that runs on the internet requires technical expertise beyond what is possible to teach 

in a university product design course, and is a discipline unto itself. As a result, Rhino 

and Grasshopper offer a fitting middle ground for experimentation, utilising the tools, 

workflows and language familiar to designers, yet providing a host of tools that allow 

for new research and creative output. A recent online platform called ShapeDiver 

(https://shapediver.com/) is also allowing these Grasshopper algorithms to be uploaded 

online, for interaction by anyone in similar fashion to the designers previously 

mentioned. While experimental, and lacking the more advanced plugins like Firefly, it is 

a sign of increasing abilities to engage people directly with designers and design systems 

from within a single suite of software. 

As a lecturer at Griffith University, the opportunity to teach a course called Human 

Machine Interfaces from 2015-2017 into the second year Industrial Design degree, was 

used to implement some of the theories and concepts being developed during this PhD, 

and gain new insight into how students adapt to various methods of combining 

hardware, software and 3D design. During the first three weeks of classes, traditional 

text-based Arduino coding was taught alongside the more visual method offered within 

Grasshopper, using simple tutorials to simultaneously teach the basic principles of 

electronics. A survey was designed to gain feedback from students after only three 

weeks of these classes in 2015. The hypothesis from personal experience, as well as 

academic literature, was that the Visual Programming Language (VPL) of Grasshopper 

was more in-tune with the thought processes and visual literacy of designers compared 

to traditional text-based coding, and would be particularly beneficial for rapid iteration 

of prototypes alongside development of 3D geometry. The results of the study were 

presented at the 2016 DESTECH conference, and published as a paper in the conference 

proceedings. 

This study has been particularly relevant to research question 5 and gaining a deeper 

insight into the types of tools industrial designers respond to that will be critical to 

developing responsive designs and 4D products. The roles between disciplines are 

https://shapediver.com/
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blurring, and the human-centred design skills of industrial designers need to lead future 

product development in order to empower humans in their lives, rather than distract 

from them. Designers are able to engage with formerly distinct disciplines such as 

programming and coding through novel tools like VPLs, and thus ongoing research and 

development is needed to understand what this means for the industry, from both an 

educators perspective, as well as a practitioner. While researchers like Norman (2013a), 

Greenfield (2006) and Nowak (2015) believe that the capacity for Mark Weiser’s 

ubicomp vision exists today, difficulty in accessing appropriate software (eg. price or 

license restrictions), as well as limited tools within software, will likely be one of the 

major hurdles to slow down progress for designers. 

This research was conducted with approval from the Griffith University Human Research 

Ethics Committee, under the title ‘Learning Arduino: Coding Versus CAD Interfaces’ (GU 

Ref No: QCA/30/15/HREC). A copy of approval is included in Appendix B. 
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3.3.2 Abstract 

This paper evaluates the impact of visual coding on the Industrial Design and 3D Design 

disciplines, in particular the role it plays in developing new products and services that 

would previously require interdisciplinary teams, or significant training beyond the 
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scope of these disciplines into text-based coding and electrical engineering. The 

professional practice of designers working at the intersection of product design and 

coding is discussed, and design education evaluated in relation to the opportunities of 

electronics and visual coding. Quantitative research data is provided to support an 

argument that visual coding can enable designers to control their designs in new ways 

throughout the design and prototyping process. 

 

3.3.3 Introduction to Visual Coding 

Design is rapidly evolving with “the coming generation of designers see(ing) code as a 

kind of material just as a potter sees clay” (Sauter 2011). Visual Programming Languages 

(VPLs) are becoming increasingly integrated into conventional 3D Computer-Aided 

Design (CAD) software, specifically enabling industrial and 3D designers to engage with 

coding simultaneously with the development of the 3D form of a product system. This 

code, just like the 3D modelling environment, is visual and intuitive, appealing to 

designers’ innate visual understanding of three-dimensional space and two-dimensional 

diagrams. 

As a discourse, VPL is a field dating back to the nineteen eighty’s, but is only newly 

finding momentum through practical applications as technologies and graphics catch up 

to the theory. In a very broad sense, Brad Myers’ 1990 definition of VPL being “any 

system that allows the user to specify a program in a two-(or more)-dimensional 

fashion” (Myers 1990) still rings true, contrasting traditional text-based coding which is 

described as being one-dimensional in nature, and “not utilising the full power of the 

brain” (Myers 1990). To provide a visual comparison, figure 16 shows a basic piece of 

code that controls an LED flashing at one second intervals on an ‘Arduino Uno’ 

microcontroller which is a popular open-source tool for controlling electronic sensors 

and actuators. On the left is the traditional text-based code to control this action using 

the native Arduino software, while in the right panel is the same command within a 

program called Grasshopper, which is a plug-in for a CAD program called Rhino that uses 

a visual programming language. Both methods perform exactly the same task, however 

are visually quite different and engage the brain in different ways. 
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Figure 16 Text-based Arduino code for blinking LED on the left versus visual code in Grasshopper on the 
right 2015, screen capture 

 

3.3.4 Changing Role of the Designer 

The argument in this paper is that VPLs, such as Grasshopper, have developed to the 

point that they are forcing a blurring of the boundaries between the traditionally distinct 

disciplines of design, programming and electrical engineering, and so significantly 

changing practice and design outcomes. A single designer is now able to model, 

prototype, test and even manufacture complex electronics or applications using visual 

tools and workflows potentially within a single piece of software, as in the case of Rhino 

with the Grasshopper add-on. An example of this type of project is ‘MyPen,’ published 

in the proceedings of the 2015 Drawing International Brisbane conference (Novak 2015). 
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In this project the design of a 3D printable, customised pen is developed in the virtual 

environment with customisation completed in Rhino using pressure sensors and a 

webcam in the real world. This weaves together the development of ergonomic, 

aesthetic and electronic elements, allowing them to be created simultaneously. The 

graphical tools of Grasshopper turn the complex process into logical blocks of code 

which flow from one to the next, sharing much in common with the mind maps and flow 

diagrams that designers commonly use throughout the design process. The ability of a 

designer to learn a tool like Grasshopper is therefore increased, because of the 

similarities to practices already employed. Rather than needing to learn a completely 

new skill - or in the case of traditional coding, a completely new language – the designer 

can draw parallels with previous experience and discipline knowledge to engage with 

electronics during design development. 

This capacity to streamline the learning process and quickly adopt a VPL like 

Grasshopper has been similarly observed by Gabriela Celani and Carlos Vaz (2012), who 

compare programming methods used in Architecture and in the education of  

Architecture students. “The comparison between textual and visual programming 

languages showed that the later can lead to better results with novice architecture 

students. However, without any textual programming knowledge, applications are 

restricted to parametric explorations” (Celani and Vaz 2012). António Leitão and Luís 

Santos arrived at a similar conclusion in a 2011 study, finding that “modern TPLs (Textual 

Programming Languages) with user-friendly IDEs (Integrated Development 

Environments) can be much easier to program and understand than the older ones, and 

they can surpass recent VPLs, especially in complex tasks” (Leitão and Santos 2011). 

Debate around the effectiveness of VPLs continues, however the MyPen example 

demonstrates how VPLs have matured to allow for an enhanced complexity compared 

to that available in 2011-2012, evolving like most technologies at a rapid pace and 

providing designers with the tools to control multiple elements of the design process.  

To further evidence the spread of VPLs and rise in their popularity, Scratch (Lab 2016) 

and App Inventor (2018a), which are both visual coding environments, have grown out 

of research from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), to become successful 

cloud-based products. Scratch provides a programming space targeted at children and 

teenagers to encourage an interest in coding, although “a sizeable group  of adults 
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participates as well” (Resnick et al. 2009), and uses visual blocks that resemble puzzle 

pieces to connect pieces of code together and build games, interactive stories etc. App 

Inventor provides a similar workspace for users to create Android applications. At this 

time, over sixteen million projects have been shared on the Scratch website (Scratch 

2018) with over twelve million registered users, indicating that VPLs have moved out of 

experimental research into mainstream adoption as genuine programming methods. 

It is important to make the distinction between these technological approaches and 

text-based coding that text will likely maintain its status as the form most suitable for 

managing large interconnected systems of electronics, as described by Celani and Vaz 

(2012) or Leitão and Santos (2011), due to its ability to cope with more complex 

programming and problem solving. The creators of Scratch also acknowledge this, 

stating that “for some Scratchers, especially those who want to pursue a career in 

programming or computer science, it is important to move on to other languages” 

(Resnick et al. 2009). However, the significance of VPLs for industrial and 3D designers 

is that they empower the simultaneous development of an application, interactive 

component, or electronics with the physical product, whether it is within the same piece 

of software like Rhino, or separate from the CAD file in the case of Scratch or App 

Inventor. Designers are not necessarily interested in becoming programmers as their 

role is broader, encompassing ergonomics, user experience, aesthetics, form, 

manufacturing constraints etc. However, VPLs provide designers with workflows akin to 

those of other visual practices common to the design process, and thus maintains their 

freedom to remain creative, whilst engaging more fully with the interaction design 

integral to their product. Using visual representations of programming allows for rapid 

design iteration, testing and prototyping, which may result in everything necessary to 

manufacture the end-use product, or may then be passed to collaborative programmers 

or electrical engineers to finalise for production. This would traditionally occur much 

earlier in the design process, with multiple stakeholders working individually on 

components before bringing them together, and can sometimes result in disparities 

between elements when the original vision is not properly understood and executed by 

all parties. By empowering designers to develop all facets of a product, at least to a 

prototyping level, it is foreseeable that design problems may be more successfully 

solved, or indeed re-imagined through the unique lens of a designer. 
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3.3.5 Re-coding Designers 

As the digital revolution increasingly impacts on industrial practices and production 

systems around the world, there is a growing imperative for industrial and product 

design students to be educated in digital technologies and their disruptive influence. On 

a practical level, this means extending their portfolio of skills to include technologies 

such as design for digital fabrication, the generation of data using scanning technologies 

and its manipulation in preparation for product development, and, as discussed in this 

paper, the integration of an understanding of the development of electronics and 

applications during the design process. However, preparing students for professional 

practice post digital revolution involves more than adding to their skills base and their 

understanding of designing for digital technologies; it involves helping students rethink 

the traditional roles of the designer and explore the changing digital landscape. This is 

not only a challenge for the students, but for faculty, who require professional 

development in both skills and the changing paradigm around product and industrial 

design education. 

The re-coding of designers begins with changes to the curriculum. Whilst faculty may 

need to be encouraged to re-skill in this area, millennium students (born at the turn of 

the century), appear to be embracing the accessibility that digital technologies provide. 

The rise in the maker society, described by Chris Anderson (2014), has been echoed in 

the reconnection of design students with making, based on computer numerically 

controlled (CNC) technology. First year students are now able to laser cut, CNC router 

and 3D print prototypes, to complement traditional model making. This has led to a 

renewed enthusiasm for workshop practice based on digital technologies (Loy 2014), 

providing a good basis for changes to thinking and practices necessary for the adoption 

of VPL by designers. This adoption should increase the integration of electronics into 

design process, and should make the changes to the curriculum more easily accepted 

and help faculty to further the development of digitally enabled design practice.  
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A study of the introduction of a VPL into the design curriculum was conducted by Celani 

and Vaz (2012).  They discovered that VPLs were well-received by Architecture students 

who were unfamiliar with traditional coding.  Navarro-Prieto and Cañas also found that 

“spreadsheet programmers develop a data flow mental representation even in the 

easiest tasks, while C programmers seemed to have more problems acquiring and using 

this information” (2001). Whilst there are many contradictory arguments about the 

usefulness and scalability of VPLs, there appears to be a general consensus that they are 

adopted and understood far quicker than text-based languages amongst new learners 

of programming, and in particular learners in visual disciplines, such as Architecture and 

Design. 

This was demonstrated in research based in a new course studied at Griffith University 

in 2015, called Human Machine Interfaces.  This course was core for Industrial Design 

students.  The research was on providing a small group pilot study for the viability of the 

adoption of a VPL by Industrial Design students to inform future curriculum planning.  

During this twelve-week course, students were introduced to both a text-based 

programming language (Arduino), and a visual based programming language 

(Grasshopper for Rhino with Firefly).  Both methods were taught side-by-side, as 

illustrated in figure 16, for the first three weeks of the course. Students were asked to 

build Arduino circuits of increasing complexity through this time, and walked through 

the coding process step-by-step for both methods.  Students were given opportunities 

to experiment along the way and encouraged to push the boundaries of what they could 

do with the technology as the projects evolved.  At the end of the three-week period, 

an anonymous survey (Appendix C) was completed by the students to gain an insight 

into their experiences of both methods. 

The results in figure 17 highlight that students considered the VPL of Grasshopper 

significantly easier and more intuitive to learn compared with the Arduino IDE. These 

are averages for the twelve students who participated in the small group survey, and 

some students identified as having previously worked on Arduino coding in other 

classes, which could impact the scores. This is a pilot study only, and more 

comprehensive data would be needed to for conclusive data.  However, it is interesting 

to look at the final survey question that asked: 
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Imagine you are designing a new product that will be used to measure the distance to 

an object. Your design needs to give a numeric value of the distance, as well as use LED's 

that flash faster as an object gets closer. Your prototype might look something like 

[image of an Arduino prototype]. Given your current skills, which software would you 

choose to develop the working prototype?  

 

Figure 17 Programming Arduino Using the Arduino IDE Versus Grasshopper Survey Results – Human 
Machine Interfaces students 2015 

 

In response, one hundred percent of the class chose to use Grasshopper. This indicates 

that even for students coming into the course with some previous experience of a 

textual coding interface, the VPL was preferred for solving problems and making a 

prototype in this scenario. The outcomes of this pilot exercise align with the results of 

Celani and Vaz’s case study where “the use of the visual programming language was 

more successful in terms of students’ enthusiasm, the complexity of the designs 

developed, and the understanding of computational design concepts” (2012). Similar to 

the students of Architecture in Celani and Vaz’s research (2012), the outcomes for the 

pilot study with Industrial Design students suggests that VPLs could suit the inherent 

visual skills of Industrial Designers over a text based interfaces. Based on the 

observations of students’ Human Machine Interface practical projects, VPLs allow these 
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type of students to more independently problem solve and generate more complex 

electronic and interface solutions for their prototypes more quickly. 

 

 

3.3.6 Conclusion 

Visual Programming Languages continue to advance at a rapid pace. There is a need for 

research in this growing field in order to understand the opportunities and limitations 

of evolved VPLs in relation to text-based programming. VPLs have the potential to 

support creative freedom in new ways and the capability of the programs is now 

allowing for more complex physical products enabled by electronic and parametric 

systems. Text based coding may continue to suit the creation of advanced software or 

electronic systems, but for designers, VPLs are arguably extending their ability to 

develop multiple facets of a project before handing control over to collaborators, adding 

value to the contribution of the designer and potentially changing the nature of the 

outcomes created. It is a research area that has the potential to provide insight into the 

changing role of the designer post digital revolution. 

 

3.3.7 Section Epilogue 

The visual programming language of Grasshopper embedded within Rhino has been vital 

to the development of responsive design as a theory that grows out of ubiquitous 

computing, and related CAD research areas like interactive fabrication described earlier. 

This paper and the projects discussed throughout this chapter present new thinking 

around the tools available to current industrial designers to engage with products that 

are in flux, in line with research question 5. This thesis section suggests ongoing research 

is needed into tools that enable designers to employ a holistic approach to their 

prototyping, and indeed full product development. Text-based coding is undoubtedly 

the best method for programming large interconnected systems and creating complex 

software (Celani and Vaz 2012; Leitão and Santos 2011); it is more in-tune with the way 

computers themselves “think.” However, industrial designers who are not necessarily 

interested in becoming programmers are now able to genuinely integrate electronics 
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into their design process, no longer a distinct development area which may happen 

completely separate from the more creative development of the product. The creators 

of Scratch also recognise this role of VPLs to empower anyone to code and learn 

computational principles, yet move on to traditional text-based languages if more 

complexity is required (Resnick et al. 2009). 

While Grasshopper does have limitations in its integration with electronics, for example 

requiring the Firefly plug-in which only integrates with the Arduino ‘Uno,’ ‘Due’ and 

‘Mega’ boards at this time, CAD software is beginning to change to accommodate 

paradigm shifts in numerous technologies, including digital manufacturing, virtual 

reality and the Internet of Things. The recent changes to Tinkercad and Fusion 360 

discussed in the previous section are evidence of these changes. In the coming years, 

greater access to such tools is likely to allow designers to implement more responsive 

capabilities into objects, and therefore new relationships between people, products and 

designers will emerge, presenting new opportunities and challenges in need of research. 

Rising popularity with VPLs is just one sign of a shift in the electronics and programming 

industries, with the number of projects shared through the Scratch platform rising from 

sixteen million to over twenty seven million since the time of writing this paper for the 

DESTECH conference in 2016 (Scratch 2018). With a focus on educating children, 

Scratch’s rapid growth indicates a coming generation of people who will think about the 

world differently, have different skills to solve problems with, and demand different 

tools to those currently available in mainstream software.  

While responsive design systems such as MyPen indicate that today’s technology does 

indeed allow products to shift towards more harmonious relationships with people, as 

suggested by authors like Adam Greenfield (2006) and Peter Nowak (2015), there is a 

lot of responsibility on software companies, as well as educators training future 

designers, to better consider what the future of product design will look like, and what  

tools will be needed. The current digital tools used in product development may play 

some role in the proliferation of flat, screen-based “gizmos” (Sterling 2005), and while 

flat screens are themselves a limitation of their technology (as opposed to curved 

screens or more complex shapes which are significantly more expensive today), the CAD 

tools to create simple flat geometry are similarly far more accessible than tools to create 

more complex forms. This is further exaggerated by mass production culture, which 
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requires repetition and standardisation, rather than customisation and uncertainty, with 

simple geometries usually being far more readily reproducible and reliable. Digital 

manufacturing is removing these established rules of production, and software must 

change to better enable designers to develop new forms of product more in-tune with 

human needs and desires. 

While many of the tools within Grasshopper may be experimental, they allow designers 

to engage with new workflows and ideas sooner rather than later, testing the software 

and providing feedback in order to improve future experiences. Much like the design 

process itself, iteration is important for software development, with a significant 

improvement for Rhino being the integration of the Grasshopper platform within the 

native program, no longer a separate and optional plugin in Rhino version 6 (in beta 

testing at the time of writing this thesis). In reference to research question 3, the signs 

of progress from Rhino and other CAD programs is that the future will see a closer 

coupling between traditional CAD design and the ability to access information in real-

time to influence design decisions, whether it comes from electronics, social media, or 

any number of cloud-based sources. This will greatly enhance the capacity for the digital 

information describing a physical object to constantly change through time, altering to 

suit changes in human needs without requiring manual manipulation. In essence, the 

products will live beyond their physical selves, with data taking significance over atoms, 

as imagined by Bruce Sterling (2005) and reflected by recent shifts in the music, movie 

and television industries which are rapidly moving from physical to digital services. 

Interest and investment in the digital data around personal health is also rapidly 

growing, finding value to governments, medical practitioners and the general public, and 

informs the following section which considers responsive design in a health application.  

 

3.4 RESPONSIVE TANGIBLE REWARDS IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

GAMIFICATION 

3.4.1 Section Preamble 

While the MyPen project discussed earlier in this chapter provides evidence for 

functional products to be customised using sensors and algorithms, upon reflection 

there are significant opportunities to consider this in health applications. As was 
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mentioned in the MyPen discussion, this could be a product that changes over time as 

it detects changes in finger dexterity brought on by arthritis or a similar condition, 

enabling the user to continue writing or drawing, or encouraging specific exercises to 

strengthen joints over time. The concept could also be taken to surgeons to help create 

more ergonomic surgical instruments that adapt as skills improve, or as distraction 

therapy devices for children who may see the 3D printed results as rewards for 

milestones in treatment. The link of responsive design to health, which is personal and 

unique for every individual, holds significant potential. 

Building upon the concept of MyPen, and ability to link almost any data source to a 

parametric 3D CAD model using Grasshopper, practical research in this section considers 

the opportunity to use existing ubicomp products to create more enriching, unique 

experiences for people. Despite the argument that the majority of today’s smart devices 

are in fact quite unintelligent, described as “gizmos” by Bruce Sterling (2005), mobile 

and wearable devices are indeed ubiquitous in society and the sensors they contain may 

offer opportunities to re-imagine more human-centred experiences without the need to 

create all new products. This hypothesis is explored through the following section, 

building upon early practical experiments and providing new evidence related to the 

primary research question of this thesis, with responsive design systems improving 

human experiences. Much like MyPen, this section will also build upon research 

questions 2, 3 and 5. 

The research presented is based upon a peer-reviewed publication, presented at the 

2017 ‘Design 4 Health’ conference in Melbourne, Australia. The bibliographic details for 

the paper are: 

Novak, James, and Jennifer Loy. 2017. “Responsive Tangible Rewards in Physical Activity 
Gamification.” Design 4 Health, Melbourne, Australia. 

It also features an interactive exhibition piece which was accepted separately into the 

same conference after blind peer review, and was briefly described in the paper. The 

exhibition ran for the duration of the conference, from 4-7 December 2017. The 

bibliographic details for the artefact are: 

Novak, James. 2017. Metamorphosis: Rewarding Physical Activity. Melbourne, Australia: 
Design 4 Health. 
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The work has been extensively re-written for this thesis to better build the discussion 

around responsive design, and elaborate on particular details pertinent to the 

argument. Where any text has been used verbatim, it is referenced. 

 

3.4.2 Introduction 

Obesity and the significant health effects of being overweight is one of the great 

challenges facing modern society. According to 2014 data from the World Health 

Organisation, more than 1.9 billion adults aged over eighteen years old were overweight 

globally, with 600 million of these people falling within the obese category (Organisation 

2016). Regular physical activity is one of the best ways for individuals to prevent 

becoming overweight and risking their health, or indeed reverse the effects of being 

overweight. 

In response to this epidemic and the variety of diseases which result from a lack of 

physical activity, the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has been developing 

personal activity trackers which may be worn on the wrist (for example Fitbit), waist 

(more traditional pedometers) or inside a piece of clothing like shoes (such as the ‘Nike+’ 

or Adidas ‘miCoach’). Such activity trackers have experienced significant market growth 

over recent years (Gouveia, Barros, and Karapanos 2014), allowing people to automate 

the tracking of certain physical activities, for example number of steps, energy 

expended, distance traversed, heart rate, and quality of sleep. A personal activity tracker 

can be defined as a device that is worn on the body, uses sensors such as accelerometers 

to track the user, and connects this data to an online database to show trends over time 

(Hoy 2016). These mobile and wearable systems may utilise quantified methods to 

display accurate numerical data to the user, or employ gamified methods with the 

assumption that by applying game design principles to physical activity, the activities will 

become more enjoyable and therefore more likely to be repeated and improved upon 

(Zuckerman and Gal-Oz 2014). “A common implementation of gamification is to take the 

scoring elements of video games, such as points, levels, and achievements, and apply 

them to a work or educational context. While the term is relatively new, the concept has 

been around for some time through loyalty systems like frequent flyer miles, green 

stamps, and library summer reading programs” (Nicholson 2012). Early experiments 
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with Grasshopper and Arduino resulted in novel controllers, such as that shown in figure 

5 in section 3.2.1, which could be used to turn CAD into more game-like experiences for 

participatory design. 

Despite good intentions, numerous studies have shown that activity tracking does not 

engage with people long-term; a recent study found that a third of consumers in the 

United States stopped using their device within six months of receiving it (Ledger and 

McCaffrey 2014), while from a medical perspective, there is currently very little 

empirical evidence to support the use of activity trackers to improve patient health 

(Gouveia, Barros, and Karapanos 2014; Piwek et al. 2016). “The bad news is that this 

industry has reached a subtle but important plateau. Despite our ability to gather more 

physiological data than we have been able to in the past with the wide range of new 

sensors we’re seeing on devices (heart rate, galvanic skin response, temperature, etc.), 

we haven’t yet figured out how to robustly translate this data into meaningful insights 

for users, outside of very narrow use cases” (Ledger 2016). This is evidence that supports 

Don Norman’s argument that “much of what is being done is happening simply because 

it can be done” (2013b), with technologies embedded within wearable and mobile 

devices without genuine need or pull from consumers. 

Similar uncertainty exists around the use of gamification to improve engagement with 

physical activity, with Zuckerman and Gal-Oz (2014) finding through extensive analysis 

of literature that “due to contradicting findings from prior studies, and lack of systematic 

research in the field, [the assumption that gamification increases the motivation to 

perform physical exercise] cannot be supported by the existing literature.” Hamari, 

Koivisto and Sarsa (2014) conducted a similarly broad literature review with more 

favourable results for the use of gamification, however “the effects are greatly 

dependent on the context in which the gamification is being implemented, as well as on 

the users using it.” While the concept of gamifying health and fitness activities may seem 

more engaging and exciting on the surface, the evidence suggests that the rapid 

rejection by users of wearable activity trackers can be attributed to a lack of 

understanding core human-centred principles. 

‘Fish’n’Steps’ (Lin et al. 2006) is an example of a novel gamified system for encouraging 

increased step count, with users being assigned a virtual pet fish within a virtual tank, 
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along with a pedometer. As users meet and exceed their daily goals, their pet fish grows, 

even spawning baby fish as goals are consistently exceeded. However, when goals are 

not met, the fish physically gets smaller, and will change facial expressions from a happy 

to a sad face. Only 53% of participants sustained daily interactions with their pet fish for 

the duration of the fourteen week study, and while the authors note that many 

participants emotionally bonded with their fish, some participants were more motivated 

by the competition amongst participants than the fish itself. It was also found that 74% 

of participants increased their steps from their baseline using the Fish’n’Steps system, 

however, inversely this also means a quarter of people were not motivated to perform 

extra activity. As a small study of only nineteen participants, Zuckerman and Gal-Oz 

(2014) suggest that the data does not provide much evidence to the positive or negative 

effect of gamification on physical activity. 

Similar research has been performed in a project called ‘Ubifit’ (Consolvo et al. 2008), 

using a virtual garden displayed as the wallpaper on a mobile phone, the garden being 

a metaphor for the user’s physical activity. Flowers bloom and butterflies emerge as the 

user achieves certain goals, or the garden become sparse with mostly grass if goals are 

not achieved, focusing on positive reinforcement rather than punishing the user with 

wilting flowers. Overall the users found the metaphor to be enjoyable, with the real 

concerns being about the accuracy of the system and need to frequently manually 

modify or enter information that the software did not automatically recognise as a 

fitness activity, or that it inferred as an incorrect activity. This was a very short study of 

three weeks duration, with only twelve participants, so the study does not provide any 

information about the long-term engagement of such a gamified system, or how a broad 

cross-section of the population responds. Such information is critical to compare to 

current mainstream systems of activity tracking. One of the challenges for all systems is 

that the rewards are intangible, usually taking the form of digital badges, trophies or 

other virtual achievements described by the previous examples, which only exist within 

the application or software being used. Studies have shown mixed results from these 

virtual forms of reward (Zuckerman and Gal-Oz 2014), with customisation by users 

suggested by Scott Nicholson (2012) as one way to enhance meaning and motivation 

within gamification. While many activity trackers permit some level of customisation, 

for example a choice of daily step goal or visual screen display, these are typically limited 
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and not likely to engage users over the long-term. Customisation has previously been 

discussed within 3D printing research, and the opportunity to link this research to 

wearable technology and gamification presents new opportunities through which to 

better understand responsive design. 

 

3.4.3 Context 

It was through personal use of an activity tracker in 2014-2015 that the mixed results of 

both activity tracking and gamification were experienced firsthand. Using the first 

generation Garmin ‘Vivofit,’ a wrist-worn activity tracker, the initial excitement of using 

a new device and achieving goals in the accompanying virtual software led to monthly 

targets being exceeded as shown in figure 18. However this rapidly declined, with the 

third month seeing the first failure to achieve the monthly step goal, which provided 

some motivation for the following month, but quickly saw declining engagement with 

the product until it stopped being worn, perfectly fitting the statistic of one third of users 

who stop using an activity tracker within the first six months (Ledger and McCaffrey 

2014). 

 

Figure 18 Graph showing percentage of monthly goals with Garmin Vivofit 2014-2015 
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This experience led to some important questions related to theoretical research already 

discussed in this thesis: 

1. The activity tracker was itself an interface, and required the use of additional 

interfaces (computer or mobile phone) to upload data, analyse trends over time, 

and achieve virtual rewards. I began serving the computer, rather than having it 

serve me (Krishna 2015), and was performing digital chores to manage the 

simple act of walking or sleeping, complexifying (Greenfield 2006) daily life. 

2. The device required constant attention: regular syncing to another interface, 

performing software updates, pressing a button to tell the device that I was 

going to sleep, and observation of the visual alerts which increased every fifteen 

minutes to remind me to take a break and do some physical activity. It was a 

true “gizmo” (Sterling 2005) and did not blend into the background of my life. 

3. As someone already very active in sports with no health concerns, I quickly 

began to question why I needed to track activity at all. The experience of activity 

tracking did not live up to the marketing hype, and seemed to be the application 

of technology for technology’s sake (Norman 2013b) rather than being 

necessary or even insightful. 

With these questions in mind, new practical work developed to experiment with how 

the data may be better communicated to the user, particularly if there was minimal or 

no interface, and how more engaging game-like experiences could emerge based on 

initial experiments with responsive design systems. For context, an example of the web-

based Garmin Connect interface can be seen in figure 19, featuring data about daily and 

weekly steps, running activities, sleep and virtual badges achieved for reaching certain 

milestones predetermined by the software. Most of the panels are data-centric, 

providing raw data with a graph for quick visualisation. However, the Garmin Vivofit 

alone can only display numerical data on its interface, shown at the top of figure 19; the 

process to view these more visual displays and analyse long-term patterns is convoluted 

and in tension with Golden Krishna’s second principle to leverage computers instead of 

serving them (2015). In order to view the display in figure 19, the process is as follows: 

1. Turn on your computer. 

2. Wait for it to load. 
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3. Login to your computer account. 

4. Wait for it to load. 

5. Find and open the Garmin Express software (assuming you have it installed 

already). If you are using a different computer, you will need to download and 

install this software, and connect it to your account. 

6. Wait for the software to load. 

7. Connect the ANT+ USB to your computer (if you can find the extremely small 

USB which is easily lost). 

8. Hold the button on your Garmin Vivofit for 2 seconds until ‘sync’ appears on its 

screen. Don’t hold it for longer than 2 seconds or the Vivofit will go to sleep. 

Don’t hold it for less than 2 seconds or the screen will cycle to the next data 

display. 

9. Wait for the data to sync to the Garmin Express software. 

10. Click on the Garmin Connect icon to open the Garmin Connect web portal. 

11. Wait for the web page to load and refresh with your newly added data. 

12. View the data. 

13. Manually make changes to any data that is incorrect eg. what time did you really 

go to bed three days ago? What sort of activity were you doing between 2:15-

2:45pm yesterday: running, cycling, cleaning? What shoes did you wear during 

this activity? Do you want to share this data on social media? 
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Figure 19 Garmin Connect web-based dashboard, website screen capture 

 

This thirteen step process and the significant time required to view basic data about 

relatively mundane activity is very similar to the example given by Golden Krishna (2015) 

about the complex process for unlocking a BMW car with a mobile app, which also took 

13 steps and was far more complex than using a physical key. These are both examples 

of complexification (Greenfield 2006), needlessly overcomplicating simple daily tasks for 

the sake of using an interface. The user experience is almost entirely spent in service of 

the computer system, rather than leveraging the power of computers and sensors to 

simply perform these tedious processes in the background while working at the 

computer. From personal experience, the visual data displayed in figure 19 was not 

worth the effort to access it over the long-term, and the virtual reward badges were 

quickly earned and not customisable to individual goals. The experience highlighted why 

there is such a sharp drop-off rate with activity trackers, and provided the opportunity 

to consider a more responsive solution that built more meaning into activity data. 
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3.4.4 Preliminary Experiment 

An additional plug-in for the Grasshopper program, called Bumblebee, allowed for the 

system to respond to spreadsheet data such as that accessible through the Garmin 

software about step goals and achievements. By linking this data to a scaling function, a 

3D model could be automatically manipulated in size based on a calculation of the 

percentage of steps achieved, similar to figure 18. The system behaved similarly to that 

shown in figure 4 of section 3.2.1, however rather than being manipulated physically, 

the system was completely controlled by digital data captured by the Garmin Vivofit, 

similar to the Fish’n’Steps example described earlier. The results for the six months of 

this experiment are shown in figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 Monthly Garmin percentage of goal data turned into 3D models (December on the left to May 
on the right) 2015, screen capture 

 

Added meaning was also given to the 3D models, inspired by the Fish’n’Steps example, 

using an algorithm to colourise the model green for having achieved a monthly step goal, 

or red to represent falling short of the goal. Digital models could be 3D printed as shown 

in figure 21, completing the cycle of information from physical (steps), to digital 

(manipulation of a 3D CAD file), back to the physical world as an object, without any 

direct manipulation by a user. Any 3D model could be plugged into the system, including 

freely available STL files from websites like Thingiverse, allowing for customisation. 

By responding to quantified data in this experiment, a new method for users to be 

involved in the customisation of a design was suggested, moving beyond the interface 

limitations of systems like that of Garmin Vivofit, or the experimental Fish’n’Steps and 

Ubifit examples. This became the basis for a more comprehensive case study, and the 

work presented at the Design 4 Health conference. 
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Figure 21 3D printed model for results from January 2015, ABS Plastic 3D printed on an ‘UP Plus 2’ 3D 
printer 

 

3.4.5 Responsive Rewards 

In order to better stimulate imagination and surprise common in games, greater 

complexity in the final responsive rewards system was built within Grasshopper. It was 

imagined that tangible rewards could be produced through 3D printing which would 

symbolise levels of achievement in more abstract ways, allowing the user to project their 

own meaning and better connect with their outcomes. Metamorphosis, being the 

transition of something from one form to another, became an important metaphor used 

to symbolise this achievement, without the negative connotations of a red colour from 

the initial experiment, or a percentage value from the Garmin system. Users of the Ubifit 

system had responded well to the garden metaphor, so in similar fashion, the system 

produced and presented at the Design 4 Health conference used the metamorphosis of 

a caterpillar into a butterfly to represent achievement. There is no quantified data 

shown in this system, nor is there a sense of failure: 

The caterpillar represents the amount of achievement below the goal, with each body 

module representing 10%. The butterfly emerges once the monthly step goal is achieved 

(100%), and scales in size based upon the percentage over 100%. By using percentages 

rather than the actual steps, this system allows for the goals to fluctuate, for example 
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an increase in monthly steps to improve fitness which is a feature within the Garmin 

software, without affecting this experimental system. (Novak and Loy 2017) 

Using the data captured with the Garmin Vivofit during 2014-2015, the 3D models that 

automatically generate can be seen in figure 22, with the 3D printed outcomes shown 

in figures 23 and 24 which were part of the exhibition at Design 4 Health. 

 

Figure 22 3D models generated from Garmin Vivofit data 2017, screen capture 

 

Figure 23 3D printed models of December, January and February 2017, ABS plastic on plywood base 
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Figure 24 3D printed models of March, April and May 2017, ABS plastic on plywood base 

 

Unlike the negative connotations experienced by participants in the Fish’n’Steps study 

with a small sad fish, or personal experience in viewing percentages below 100% in the 

Garmin system, when these 3D printed models are viewed without reference to the data 

their meaning is less negative for months where goals were not achieved. The caterpillar 

is a colourful, simple form that while grown out of data, does not directly confront the 

viewer as being related to activity. Through such abstraction it is possible for the viewer 

to create their own meaning and story related to the object, allowing engagement on a 

deeper level than simple pass/fail metrics. While a butterfly is beautiful, the long 

caterpillar in April looks plump and happy, ready to form a cocoon and metamorphose 

into a butterfly next month! It is this type of storytelling that is a trait of games often 

missed in gamified systems which may overlay game-like elements onto a sub-par 

system not designed with human-centred principles. 

Due to the parametric nature of the system, and simple mathematics used to drive the 

growth of the models using percentage values, monthly data can easily be substituted 

for weekly, daily or yearly depending on the user. For the Design 4 Health conference 

exhibition, an interactive element allowed attendees to see their own responsive 

designs based on data of their choosing, which could be taken from their own wearable 

or mobile device, or made up if not available to experiment with the system. A modified 

number pad, shown in figure 25, allowed data to be input into an Excel spreadsheet 

without a visible computer (the computer was hidden out of sight in order to create a 

more inviting and simple experience), and correspondingly read by Grasshopper with 
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the Bumblebee tool, generating the appropriate 3D model in Rhino. This was viewed on 

a large television screen shown in figure 26, and people were able to enter data as often 

as they liked to gain an understanding of the system. Some attendees were observed 

inputting data across multiple days of the conference, visualising their results and 

commenting on how much more engaging it was than what was displayed on their 

activity trackers. 

 

 

 

The value of this responsive system is in the opportunity to better engage people with 

their health and relationship with technology. 3D printed plastic rewards may contradict 

sustainability imperatives, however given the rise of biodegradable filaments, as well as 

chocolate 3D printers and other forms of food printing, it is possible to consider rewards 

that can safely be disposed of, recycled or even consumed. This opens up new 

Figure 25 Modified number pad used 
for inputting data at the Design 4 
Health conference 2017, USB 
number pad with laser cut plywood 

cover 

Figure 26 People interacting 
with Metamorphosis at the 
Design 4 Health conference 

2017, photograph 
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opportunities that are beginning to emerge with increasingly affordable and accessible 

3D printers, ubiquitous mobile and wearable devices, and wireless communication 

between devices that allows for constant data transmission and sharing. These 

interrelated systems require new tools and ways of thinking for designers, with one of 

the current limitations experienced by this project being the access to secured Garmin 

data, which could only be downloaded in CSV format rather than accessed in real-time 

by non-Garmin devices. The interactive display at the Design 4 Health conference was 

in fact a simpler system to operate, but was not truly responsive in its requirement for 

manual data entry, representing more of an interactive fabrication workflow, or 

parametric manipulation akin to online systems like Nervous System previously 

discussed. 

Much like MyPen, a further challenge for designers using data to influence or generate 

digital designs, which must then be produced through digital manufacturing processes 

like 3D printing, is the need to understand the possible range of data (minimum and 

maximum) which may significantly vary over time. If someone were to achieve 500% of 

their goal, the resulting butterfly model may be too large for 3D printing on a small 

desktop 3D printer, resulting in a negative experience. This is an obstacle that interface 

solutions displaying data do not have to deal with. While step data is quite a simple 

example, if a responsive reward system such as Metamorphosis were able to directly 

access accelerometer sensor data in real-time, it was imagined that this project could 

move towards a more seamless example of responsive design, more in-tune with 

Weiser’s (1991) vision for ubiquitous computing. This forms part of the final prototyping 

in this section. 

 

3.4.6 Edible Rewards 

During some of the early experimentation of the PhD, opportunities to develop mobile 

phone applications were explored using various software systems, including the freely 

available ‘MIT App Inventor.’ Similar to Grasshopper and Scratch discussed previously, 

MIT App Inventor uses a visual programming language to build blocks of code into a 

functional application, developed simultaneously alongside the visual interface with 

buttons, images, text and other standard app features. MIT App Inventor claims that it 
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“facilitates the creation of complex, high-impact apps in significantly less time than 

traditional programming environments” (2018a), supporting the evidence of the 

previous section of this chapter into the VPL of Grasshopper for designers. Without any 

prior experience of developing mobile applications before the PhD, this software 

enabled quick learning and iteration, and allowed direct access to mobile phone sensors 

such as the accelerometer. As a result it was possible to build a simple pedometer app, 

shown in figure 27, similar in function to numerous applications that are included with 

mobile phones, for example Samsung’s S-Health, or that can be downloaded from app 

stores. These apps tend to operate in the background, recording information throughout 

the day about user movements, and provide similar data to wearable activity trackers 

like the Garmin Vivofit.  

 

Figure 27 Pedometer mobile phone application 2017, mobile phone screen capture 

 

However, by building a custom app, the limitations from Metamorphosis can be 

overcome, bypassing the need to access data secured in the cloud or within inaccessible 

software programming. It can instead be accessed and recorded directly, and 

manipulated as desired. As a result, properties more suitable for this research have been 

built, for example setting a low custom step goal of 50 shown in figure 27 to allow rapid 
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testing, or controlling when to start and stop the recording of data without having to 

close the entire app. Furthermore, this application is built to connect to a Bluetooth 

module when in range, which in turn is connected to an Arduino microcontroller that 

can be used to actuate any number of functions. This was driven by two goals: 

1. To explore a more direct interaction between human and object, rather than 

visualising a 3D design on-screen and waiting hours for it to 3D print (which is 

still a very manual process). This would generate new knowledge pertinent to 

research question 2. 

2. Create an edible reward system rather than something plastic-based while 

responding to the same fitness goals as Metamorphosis. 

Within the app developed for this project, a simple True/False statement is used to test 

whether the step goal is achieved. When achieved, a signal can be sent via Bluetooth 

from mobile phone to Arduino, actuating a response automatically without the user 

needing to access the app or even pull their phone out of their pocket. This moves closer 

to Krishna’s (2015) belief that good human-computer interactions do not need 

interfaces, yet interfaces can still be useful in certain circumstances. In this case, the 

mobile interface is leveraged because of its ubiquity, and need only be accessed to set 

a step goal or see progress (although setting goals would be automated if developed for 

more commercial applications). This is also a demonstration of calm technology (Weiser 

and Seely Brown 1996), remaining in the periphery unless action is required. 

In order to dispense an edible reward, a PEZ candy dispenser was selected due to its 

simple mechanical operation and the opportunity to choose from a multitude of 

characters, allowing people to customise their experience. A small modification was 

made to the back of the head to attach a wire, and the PEZ dispenser sits within a 3D 

printed sheath, allowing it to mount to a custom plywood enclosure without further 

modification. The enclosure houses the Arduino, Bluetooth sensor, batteries, and micro 

servo which is attached to the other end of the wire and controls the opening movement 

of the PEZ dispenser. Much like an electronic lock, the PEZ dispenser is now only 

operable by the app, and upon receiving a Bluetooth signal that the step goal has been 

achieved, will open the PEZ dispenser and expose a piece of PEZ candy. The open and 
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closed states of the prototype are shown in figure 28, and the product has been called 

a ‘PEZometer’ (PEZ-pedometer). 

 

Figure 28 PEZometer in its closed and open states 2017, PEZ dispenser with 3D printed ABS plastic frame 
and laser cut plywood enclosure housing Arduino electronics 

 

It must be noted that this is not strictly an example of responsive design, rather, a 

responsive product that changes physically in response to sensor data. However, the 

same data recorded by the app could simultaneously control Metamorphosis, 

generating 3D printable designs while offering a daily, weekly, or monthly edible reward, 

both responding autonomously to sensor data through time. This final prototype of the 

project blurs the lines between the “physical” (4D products) and “systems” (responsive 

design) elements of the primary thesis research question, and acts as another example 

of how principles of NoUI (Krishna 2015) can be applied using today’s technologies, in 

response to research question 2 and 3. While the PEZometer prototype has been a 

valuable tool through which to explore principles of ubiquitous computing, gamification, 

health and human-computer interaction, due to limitations in time it was not possible 

to seek ethical clearance to test this product with a group of participants. This is planned 

for postdoctoral research, and will provide quantifiable evidence as to the effect a 

responsive system may have on activity and healthy habits. The stand-alone PEZometer 

is cheap to produce and is accompanied by a free app, meaning many of these could be 

given to people to use in the comfort of their own home over a matter of weeks or 
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months. The opportunity for physical products to respond to sensor data will be the 

focus of the following chapter. 

 

3.4.6 Responsive Design for Physical Activity Conclusions 

With the rapid pace of technological advancement, and trend for consumer products to 

be usurped by new generations every six to twelve months, questions may be asked 

about the relevance of this study, which grew out of frustrations with a first generation 

activity tracker in 2014-2015. However, at the time of writing this thesis, a new 

generation Garmin ‘Vivoactive HR’ smartwatch is being worn, featuring significantly 

more sensor capabilities than the Vivofit and a colourful touch screen to interact with 

data. While the Vivoactive HR makes viewing data and achievements easier, both 

directly from the device and via the Bluetooth connected mobile app (no longer 

requiring physical connection to a computer to upload data), there are now 

exponentially more distracting features with it vibrating at every new message, social 

media interaction, phone call and daily activity achievement, doubling up on the same 

notifications from the mobile phone. These may be dialled down, however the product 

is designed for distraction, with some notifications occurring during activities like cycling 

to provide alerts about achievements, encouraging you to look away from the road 

which compromises safety. 

The amount of data being collected and synthesised by new activity trackers and 

smartwatches may also be overwhelming for many; pages of data accompany the new 

GarminConnect mobile application, most of which will be rarely analysed or even 

understood by average users. For example, percentages of time spent in heart rate 

zones may only be of use to professional athletes performing specific training routines. 

Such information is difficult to relate to real-world situations and may be of no 

relevance. Today’s smart devices are great at computing a variety of statistics such as 

this, but are not smart enough to know how to communicate information that is 

personally relevant, in a meaningful way. They are true “gizmos” (Sterling 2005), and 

while there is personal value in some of the features of the Vivoactive HR, similar 

feelings of detachment from reality and distraction from work expressed by Don 

Norman’s (2013b) experience of wearable technology are being noticed. It is for this 
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reason that ongoing research into responsive design is required; it shows potential for 

creating more personal meaning and customisable experiences linked to data than 

current commercial offerings, which may in turn encourage prolonged engagement and 

improved health within society. 

3.5 RESPONSIVE DESIGN CONCLUSIONS 

Building upon the foundation of ubiquitous computing research, combined with 

parametric design research and new software emerging through Industry 4.0, 

responsive design presents new opportunities to challenge traditional human-computer 

interactions, whereby humans are often subservient to computers. As defined through 

the theoretical and practical research of this chapter, a hallmark of responsive design is 

the shift away from the interface as the principal means for engaging in customisation 

of CAD data; instead, parametric systems utilise sensor data to modify and evolve a 

design through time, listening and observing the physical world and adapting within 

boundaries created by a designer. These can then be produced through ever more 

accessible and robust digital manufacturing methods such as additive manufacturing, 

representing a cyclical process of turning physical actions into digital manipulations, 

which are then returned to the physical world. This process may continue ad nauseam, 

as represented in figure 29, adapting to the needs of different people, or the needs of 

an individual who changes throughout their life, both physically and emotionally. 
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Figure 29 Cyclical process of sensing the physical world, modifying digital CAD data, and returning the 
design to the physical world through digital manufacturing 

Projects like MyPen and Metamorphosis support the argument of authors like Adam 

Greenfield (2006) and Peter Nowak (2015) that the technologies for ubiquitous 

computing research to move closer to the original vision expressed by Mark Weiser 

(1991) are now readily available, and ready to be implemented with human-centred 

thinking front-of-mind. However, there are numerous complexities for designers to 

consider beyond those of more predictable, singular design solutions, or for parametric 

and interactive design systems accessed through a graphical user interface. Sensor data 

changes through time, and the full range of possibilities can be difficult to predict during 

initial design. Some sensors need regular calibration, as was found with MyPen, or may 

be difficult to decode or access when locked within an existing system or programming 

language, as found with Metamorphosis. Understanding these challenges is new 

territory for many designers, with electronics and coding traditionally part of 

engineering disciplines. 

Enabled by software like Grasshopper, integrated within a traditional CAD program and 

featuring visual representations of code akin to the concept diagrams familiar to 

designers, it is now possible for designers to control more complex, responsive systems 
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that combine 3D design with electronics and cloud-based data. Evidence from industrial 

design students surveyed at Griffith University, alongside similar research from 

architecture, and statistics from Scratch and MIT App Inventor, is that visual 

programming languages such as Grasshopper are quick to learn, easy to problem solve, 

and preferable for rapid prototyping compared with traditional text-based languages. 

Through tools such as these, designers are better able to leverage computers, rather 

than being required to learn completely new languages and processes in service of 

computers, or outsource these tasks to other parties. This is an important principle for 

Golden Krishna (2015) who argues that for all the processing power of computers, they 

struggle to understand anything about their environment or user. This must change in 

order to generate products and experiences more in-tune with human needs, or else 

surrender much of what it means to be human and of the physical world. 

The projects in this section are necessarily experimental and prototypical, following the 

research through design methodology which addresses questions of the future, and 

focuses on generating new knowledge which would not be possible if tied to commercial 

concerns (Zimmerman, Stolterman, and Forlizzi 2010). However, by utilising today’s 

technologies, as stipulated in research question 3, it has been shown that responsive 

design is not just a future possibility, but something already achievable and part of 

broader disruptions described as the fourth industrial revolution (Schwab 2017). To 

summarise the research questions addressed through this chapter: 

 Responsive design is able to transform CAD data over time, driven 

autonomously using sensors embedded in the physical world (research question 

1 and 4). 

 Sensors can be used to manipulate CAD data, without human intervention or 

reliance on interfaces (research question 2). 

 Responsive design allows for functional and aesthetic qualities to be customised 

for individual needs (research question 3). 

 Novel tools featuring visual programming functions and integrated electronics 

development are empowering a new generation of designers to create and 

control products that change through time (research question 5). 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION TO 4D PRODUCTS 

The concept of 4D products has been introduced and discussed through the chapter 2 

publication of this thesis. In essence, the concept relates to the capacity for physical 

products to change their form and properties over time, without specific human 

intervention or control. Such a concept is not particularly new, having been described 

by theoreticians like Mark Weiser (1991) as ubiquitous computing, or Kevin Kelly 

imagining technology as a life-like force (2010). However, such research has been broad, 

encompassing disciplines from engineering, design, architecture, information 

technology, robotics and beyond. In response, specific research fields within each 

discipline are emerging to address the theoretical and practical challenges of a future 

where physical objects are highly aware of their environment and able to adapt to 

change over time. For example in the discipline of architecture, responsive architecture 

is being used to describe this particular avenue of research, while in additive 

manufacturing, 4D printing describes 3D printed objects which transform their shape 

after the printing process. 

Within the field of product and industrial design, evidence of projects engaging with 4D 

and responsive principles exist, however the research is segmented under different 

niche labels, rather than unified as a targeted research approach that builds new 

knowledge about the future of product design. For example Matthias Laschke, Marcus 

Hassenzahl and Sarah Diefenbach (2011) developed a series of experimental products 

that feature life-like attributes, including the ‘Never Hungry Caterpillar’ mentioned in 

chapter 2; a power extension cable with the attributes of a caterpillar that writhes and 

twists when it detects a device in standby mode, signalling to the user that power is 

being wasted and metaphorically causing the caterpillar pain. The authors describe this 

product as a “transformational product,” capable of engaging “people in a dialogue 

about their prevailing attitudes, opinions, and habits. The notion is to make aware of 

and to support potential change” (Laschke, Hassenzahl, and Diefenbach 2011). 

Fashion designer Anouk Wipprecht is leading the so-called “robotic couture” (Panetta 

2015) field, with her 3D printed ‘Spider Dress 2.0’ featuring a number of moveable limbs 

like spider legs that use:  
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motion and respiration sensors to mimic the defensive habits of a spider. For example, if 

you approach the person slowly and calmly, the six legs might beckon you forward. But 

approach too rapidly and they strike out in defensive mode. Basically, if the wearer is 

showing physical signs of stress, the dress reacts to keep people away. (Panetta 2015) 

The dress is engaged in a symbiotic relationship with the wearer, sensing their 

fluctuating emotional needs or potential external threats, and physically responding like 

a guard dog to protect them. Similarly, architect and designer Behnaz Farahi developed 

a 3D printed garment called ‘Caress of the Gaze,’ protecting the wearer not from 

invasion of personal space, but from unwanted visual attention from onlookers. Using a 

wearable front-mounted camera, the garment will shift and warp when it detects people 

gazing upon it, subtly warning onlookers to back off. Farahi was inspired by natural non-

verbal methods of communicating, for example “when a porcupine feels threatened, its 

quills bristle. In humans, the same anatomical reflex is responsible for goose bumps. 

Neither response is voluntary, and both typically occur in response to external stimuli” 

(Gonzalez 2016). Much of the research in this area is often referred to broadly as 

wearable technology when the product is worn on the body, however this is a broad 

term that today predominantly encompasses static commercial products like activity 

trackers and smart watches discussed in the previous chapter, without expressing the 

more complex human-computer relationships represented by the work of designers like 

Wipprecht and Farahi. Beyond electronics, wearable technologies that utilise living 

organisms, capable of responding to stimuli like moisture or temperature, are described 

by MIT researchers as “responsive structures” (Yao et al. 2015), an example prototype 

being the bioLogic garment also discussed in chapter 2. Other examples of products that 

transform over time may simply be called smart, for example the ‘Smartflower’ 

(Markham 2015), or kinetic, such as the ‘D’Light Kinetic Lighting’ (INC. 2017), or having 

artificial intelligence in the case of Assa Ashuach’s ‘A.I. Light’ (2007). 

Despite all of these examples exhibiting the same characteristics of autonomous 

transformation over time, the terminology to describe them is different: 

transformational, responsive, robotic, smart, kinetic, artificially intelligent. There is a 

lack of cohesion that may be stalling the research efforts of academics, designers and 

commercial enterprises, which has been overcome in other disciplines by having a single 

term to describe these specific research efforts. As a result, the position of this thesis is 
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that 4D products be used to describe any physical product that engages with time as a 

critical element of its function. By connecting previously isolated research exemplars, 

and proposing to unify future work under a common term, an aim of this thesis and the 

publications that have contributed to the research community is to help catalyse a more 

inclusive research effort, specific to the discipline of product and industrial design.  

While the examples discussed previously are very much conceptual, mainstream 

products that show responsive capabilities have emerged over the last decade, although 

like many innovations that push the limits of current technologies, their value is in the 

ideas more so than sales figures. In 2005 Adidas released the ‘Adidas 1’ shoe, which was 

capable of adjusting the compression characteristics in the heel with each stride, and 

accommodate for the different requirements of the foot during different activities like 

walking or running. While great in theory, the design was plagued with technical issues, 

and reviewers like Peter Rojas (2005) from Engadget reflected that for the $US250 price 

tag, similar support and comfort could be achieved with a pair of well-fitted trainers for 

a significantly lower cost. Rojas (2005) also claimed that “these will be the first shoes 

you will over own that come with an instruction manual,” highlighting a potential 

concern for 4D products that may become overly complex to operate. Humans have 

been wearing footwear for thousands of years without instruction, so the necessity to 

provide detailed instructions to simply wear these shoes, let alone get the best results 

from their use, is a sign of complexification (Greenfield 2006) and raises concern about 

whether the design is in-tune with user-centred principles. 

More recently in 2016, Nike released the ‘HyperAdapt 1.0’ shoe, capable of self -lacing 

as the user puts their foot into the shoe. Additional micro adjustments are possible using 

manual controls, however the long-term vision of co-designer Tinker Hatfield is “a shoe 

that senses what the body needs in real-time. That eliminates a multitude of 

distractions, including mental attrition, and thus truly benefits performance” (2016). The 

technology behind the HyperAdapt 1.0 has taken eleven years of research and testing, 

evidencing another hurdle for commercial applications of 4D products as opposed to 

research projects; they are extremely challenging to make consistently and capable of 

performing reliably for any length of time. If 4D products are to be compared with 

responsive architecture, it is possible to relate the current state of 4D products to the 

Institut du Monde Arabe, a building that has been described by Ulrich Knaack as being 
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“a really nice building, but 20 years too early” (Millard 2015). The technology and 

materials are all technically possible in a commercial sense, but it will take some time 

for them to meet the requirements of commercial reality. However, it is a clear sign from 

these major brands that they see value in wearable technologies that adapt over time, 

Hatfield quoted as saying “in the future, products will come alive” (2016), echoing the 

assertion of Kevin Kelly (2010). 

This chapter builds upon the work of researchers and industry that have engaged with 

the potential for products to adapt over time, revealing the opportunities and 

limitations of 4D products, both today and with a view towards the future. These extend 

from the research presented on responsive design, with the only notable difference 

being that responsive design occurs digitally to produce new products, whereas 4D 

products themselves adapt over time. Two major case studies produced during this PhD 

will provide qualitative and quantitative evidence that will be used to engage with  the 

primary and secondary research questions of this thesis, identifying the degree to which 

4D products can enhance human experiences, and indicating how such a shift in design 

may affect the role of industrial designers. These two major projects are intended to be 

published as discrete papers, as summarised by the structure layout of this chapter 

shown in figure 30, and continue as postdoctoral projects due to the many opportunities 

to further test and develop them, potentially into commercial solutions. The concepts 

for such products grew out of preliminary experimentation and learning early in the PhD, 

much like the development of knowledge around responsive design from the previous 

chapter. Worth particular mention are two prototypes of prosthetic devices for some 

internal university projects, which for various reasons did not proceed beyond concepts, 

however were valuable in forming ideas around 4D products, and will introduce 4D 

product thinking. 
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Figure 30 Diagram indicating the proposed papers to come from this chapter 

 

4.2 4D EXPERIMENTS 

4.2.1 Prosthetics 

Shown in figure 31 is a 3D printed prosthetic thumb, sourced from the file sharing 

website Thingiverse (https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:157174), and modified to 

begin suiting the requirements of a patient in collaboration with Professor Jennifer Loy 

and doctors at the Gold Coast University Hospital. The patient was a young male, self-

conscious about his newly amputated thumb. A concept was to incorporate sensors into 

the design, giving him the opportunity to gain abilities not normally possible with the 

human hand, for example playing video games or controlling music simply by moving 

the prosthetic thumb. Much like responsive design, this could occur without an 

interface, becoming a part of the patient that operates in the background of their daily 

activities and personal hobbies. Most importantly, the goal was to improve the 

emotional state of the patient, providing something of high personal value that could be 

worn with pride, whilst also encouraging him to exercise his hand muscles and stimulate 

blood flow for healing. While the project was cut short, the creation of this mechanical 

3D print, and the ideas that came through discussions with project collaborators, helped 

build some connections between the theory of ubiquitous computing and the 

relationship to people from a health perspective. 

 

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:157174
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Figure 31 3D printed prosthetic thumb components sourced from IvanOwen on Thingiverse 2016, ABS 
plastic 3D printed on a Cocoon Create 3D printer 

 

At a more advanced level of prosthesis, the fully robotic arm shown in figure 32 was built 

using plans from the InMoov open source project (http://inmoov.fr/). Being at the 

human scale, the design seems to embody Kevin Kelly’s expression of technology 

becoming ever more life-like (2010), and while the InMoov project is typically an 

exploration of robotics and 3D printing, many creators have used it as the basis for 

wearable prosthetics, as in the case of Nicolas Huchet (Thimmesch 2015). For this PhD 

it became a valuable tool to explore different means of controlling the fingers and wrist, 

for example using the Grasshopper VPL (YouTube video demonstration 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6rG1_e5v30), as well as the creation of a custom 

mobile phone application to control the joints via Bluetooth, shown in figure 33, which 

is also demonstrated on YouTube: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnNbDHdrJqc. 

 

Figure 32 InMoov robotic hand and forearm 2016, ABS 3D printed plastic with electronics and braided 
lines partly exposed sitting within a plywood frame 

 

http://inmoov.fr/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6rG1_e5v30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnNbDHdrJqc
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Figure 33 Custom mobile phone application to control InMoov hand movements using sliders 2016, 
Mobile phone application on Samsung Galaxy S5 

 

While creation of a mobile interface to control the InMoov hand may seemingly 

contradict research question 2 of this thesis, developing new novel interactions between 

human and computer has been a vital learning process informing theoretical concepts, 

and led to new understanding of how current technologies can be re-imagined for more 

human-centred interactions. The app was also important for exhibition purposes, much 

like the number pad for the Metamorphosis project, allowing people to interact with the 

hand remotely at the 2016 Createworld conference in Brisbane, where this was 

exhibited. The goal for future development of this project is to use the built-in sensors 

of a mobile phone, or embedded sensors in the arm, to automate control of the InMoov 

hand; rather than manually controlling each finger, a user could position the arm 

(potentially with their phone mounted in the arm) in a certain orientation, and have the 

wrist and fingers move to predefined positions. For example when the arm is 

outstretched, the fingers close after a three second delay in order to grasp something. 

When the arm is raised, the fingers open out to wave hello/goodbye. This may be a novel 

method of interaction, with many current robotic prosthetic arms requiring 

electromyography (EMG) sensors stuck to the skin above muscles elsewhere on the 
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upper arm or back, which can be trained to flex and stimulate an action with the 

prosthetic. While EMG can be a successful method of control, it does require a lot of 

conscious effort and practice, and for the EMG sensors to be accurately stuck above the 

right muscles each time the prosthetics are worn. More responsive and intelligent 

systems are needed to progress this research area forward, and improve the lives of 

those in need of prosthetics. 

There is great potential for further development of prosthetics like the thumb and 

InMoov arm driven by 4D principles, which could provide particularly important insights 

into human-computer relationships due to their direct connection to the human body. 

These projects serve as an introduction to the practical work specifically addressing 4D 

products, with the knowledge gained vital to future works. In particular, experience 

developing the InMoov app was essential for the development of the 4D bicycle helmet 

discussed in the following section, and the mechanisms and electronics built in these 

prosthetics were influential upon both the helmet and stand up paddle fin mechanics.  

 

 

 

4.2.2 Helmets 

Through experimentation with Arduino and Grasshopper, and developing responsive 

systems from the previous section, a number of the early experiments began to take on 

their own life-like qualities. For example figure 34 shows a simple prototype with a series 

of circular openings controlled by a light sensor; when there is a lot of light, the panels 

close down to shield what lies underneath. When there is less light, the panels open up. 

This is very much like a flower, which is capable of responding to sunlight, or a responsive 

architectural facade system. Light levels are measured every second, and a servo moves 

based on this sensor data, allowing a consistent amount of light to pass through. 
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Figure 34 Experimental panel opening system controlled by light 2015, plywood frame with Arduino 
Uno, servo and light sensor on a breadboard 

 

Further experimentation was inspired by the facade of the Al Bahar Towers in Abu Dhabi 

and research into responsive architecture. Figure 35 shows some paper and 3D printed 

prototypes which attempted to replicate the opening mechanisms of the facade, with 

the 3D printed section able to be connected to the same electronics as in figure 34 to 

automate its movement. 

 

Figure 35 Scale models replicating the facade of the Al Bahar Towers in Abu Dhabi 2015, folded paper 
(left and centre) and 3D printed ABS plastic (right) 

 

Through such experimentation, combined with the development of prosthetics and 

health-related concepts, research led to the sport of cycling from Honours-level 

research, and to consider how such adaptable mechanisms could be applied to this 
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highly competitive industry. Research indicates that bicycle helmet design has a 

significant effect on the performance of a cyclist, with aerodynamic drag and thermal 

cooling properties being two of the main concerns associated with this product (Alam et 

al. 2010; Chowdhury and Alam 2014). With a variety of different shapes and styles 

available on the market, including specific helmet designs for recreation and 

commuting, road racing, time trials, downhill mountain biking, enduro, and BMX, 

questions arose whether a single helmet design could better adapt to different 

conditions. Further investigation revealed a number of commercially available helmets 

that provided adjustable ventilation; specifically the Kask ‘Infinity’ helmet and Bell ‘Star 

Pro’ helmet, which both allow riders to modify the ventilation to help cool them down, 

or improve the aerodynamic properties when cooling is not as critical. These are 

manually controlled with sliding mechanisms which the rider must consciously 

remember to manoeuvre, which during competition, may be forgotten and negatively 

affect performance as a result. This will be further detailed in the following section of 

this chapter. 

The initial concept was to automate such a mechanism, and using a servo and similar 

puppetry-inspired lines as the prostheses and responsive architecture models, a basic 

bicycle helmet was modified to include moveable ventilation covers shown in figure 36. 

Fishing line connected to the tip of each cover was run internally through the foam of 

the helmet, meaning the design was completely wearable, despite being a somewhat 

crude proof of concept prototype. Furthermore, in collaboration with Dr Andrew Novak, 

at the time a PhD candidate in sports science at the University of Newcastle, a link 

between the helmet was made to data collected by Novak during a bicycle ride. This 

data was collected on a Garmin Virb action camera, featuring a variety of included 

sensors like GPS and accelerometers, which could be displayed on video playback as well 

as accessed in raw data format. This meant that the video and associated data could be 

linked to the helmet through an Arduino and Grasshopper, with algorithms created to 

define movements of the vents based on some hypothetical scenarios. 
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Figure 36 Experimental prototype bicycle helmet with ventilation covers 2015, Reid bicycle helmet with 
polypropylene covers attached to servo and Arduino Uno with fishing line 

 

For example, figure 37 shows a video overlay of the helmet (bottom right) as it responds 

to the Garmin Virb video. On the left can be seen the power exerted by Novak during a 

hill climb (379 watts), with the climbing elevation (56.8m) and low speed (16.1km/h) 

also shown. The video overlay of the helmet shows that ventilation covers are open to 

their maximum, the theory being that in a slow uphill climb, aerodynamic drag on the 

rider is negligible, and maximum cooling is required during this high energy expenditure. 

The following figure 38 instead shows the downhill portion of the ride, with no power 

to the cranks (coasting), the elevation descending, and a maximum speed of 55.8km/h. 

In this scenario it was imagined that the aerodynamics of rider, bike and helmet play a 

significant role on speed, so the vents close down to reduce drag. Evidence for this effect 

was shown in an experimental study published at the 8th Conference of the 

International Sports Engineering Association (Alam et al. 2010). 
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Figure 37 Video overlay of experimental helmet (bottom right) and Garmin Virb with data showing 
helmet in the open position while riding uphill 2015, screen capture of video 

 

 

Figure 38 Video overlay of experimental helmet (bottom right) and Garmin Virb with data showing 
helmet in the closed position while riding downhill 2015, screen capture of video 

 

Inspired by the use of adjustable spoilers in vehicles like the Audi TT, which can function 

as an air brake, or the air braking performed by aeroplanes as they land, this prototype 

also included the concept for opening ventilation covers to act as a form of air brake. By 

mounting a small lever switch to a standard bicycle brake lever, it was possible to 
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override the live-streaming data from the Garmin Virb video and open the ventilation 

covers to their maximum, which would increase drag and assist in slowing the rider 

down when braking. It would also cause a burst of fresh air to pass over the rider’s scalp, 

aiding in cooling. This interactive prototype was exhibited at the 2015 ‘Beyond 3D 

Printing: The Evolving Digital Landscape’ forum in Brisbane, as pictured in figure 39, with 

the video on a continuous loop driving the helmet in front. Feedback from attendees, 

many of whom were avid cyclists, was overwhelmingly positive about the concept, 

generating a lot of interest and discussion about the future of the sport. Concerns were 

raised about the ability for such a design to meet Australian and competition standards, 

and this will be discussed in detail in the following section. 

 

Figure 39 Exhibition of experimental helmet prototype at 'Beyond 3D Printing: The Evolving Digital 
Landscape' forum 2015, prototype helmet with brake override mounted on handlebars, video, posters 
and 3D CAD model on laptop 

 

Being able to respond to sensor data, even though it was pre-recorded, hinted at the 

potential for products to adapt over time, hypothetically improving the performance of 

a cyclist without the need for an interface, addressing research question 2. It also  

provided evidence that current technology has the capacity to customise the experience 

of a cyclist (research question 3), adapting to their second-by-second needs (research 

question 4) by employing sensors already used by many cyclists on their bikes and bodies 

as a part of ubiquitous computing systems. This project grew into one of the major works 
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of this PhD, partly driven by the interest and feedback generated from this early 

exhibition, with a number of ensuing prototypes developed in order to test the 

hypothesis and generate quantitative data suitable for future publication. The general 

concepts and final prototype were described in the IGI Global book chapter previously, 

and the following section specifically details the context of a 4D bicycle helmet, along 

with aerodynamic test results of three prototypes compared to commercially available 

helmets. The testing was conducted through collaboration with engineers at Monash 

University, who have a world-class wind tunnel facility and suitable testing rigs for 

bicycle helmet testing, the method for which will follow. Special thanks must be given 

to Dr Timothy Crouch for his collaboration in this testing, and assistance in formatting 

results. This section has been written with publication in mind, for example within the 

Sports Engineering journal published by Springer or a similar high quality journal, with 

the results being of significance to designers shifting their research and practice to new 

concepts of 4D products. Patenting of the design is also being considered. 

 

4.3 AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF 

RESPONSIVE BICYCLE HELMETS 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The modern sports industry is heavily influenced by technology (Epstein 2014), with 

cycling having been described by nineteenth century French author Louis Baudry de 

Saunier as a sport where man is “half made of flesh and half of steel that only our century 

of science and iron could have spawned”(Hamilton 2013). It is no wonder then that 

numerous studies have investigated the aerodynamic properties of bicycle helmets, 

being one of the required protective devices worn in competition under Union Cycliste 

Internationale (UCI) regulations, and mandatory for recreation in several countries. 

Studies have found that the helmet alone is responsible for 2-8% of the total 

aerodynamic drag on a cyclist at speeds of 30 km/h and over (Alam, Subic, and Watkins 

2006; Alam et al. 2008). More specific studies into the design features of specialty time-

trial helmets have shown that helmet aerodynamic efficiency can be improved when 

time-trial helmets are designed with a long length and smooth vents (Chowdhury and 

Alam 2014). “Therefore, an aerodynamically efficient helmet can provide a competitive 
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advantage and by selecting appropriate helmets and maintaining correct body position, 

a cyclist can reduce aerodynamic drag notably and the conserved energy can be used at 

appropriate stages of racing” (Chowdhury and Alam 2014). 

Alam et al. (2010) experimented with covering air vents of a Giro ‘Atmos’ helmet to 

compare the aerodynamic and thermal changes in a wind tunnel. The results showed a 

12% reduction in the drag coefficient for the modified helmet compared to the standard 

helmet. However, thermal performance was compromised with data showing an 

increase of 1.2°C at a speed of 30 km/h with the covered air vents, meaning less cooling 

effect for the cyclist. This study highlighted the significance air vent location, size and 

quantity can play on the performance of a cyclist, and the considerations cyclists need 

to make when selecting a helmet for competition or leisure. 

As mentioned previously, a number of new bicycle helmets have emerged in recent 

years that give cyclists the opportunity to control this balance between aerodynamics 

and thermal regulation. The Kask ‘Infinity’ helmet includes an adjustable ventilation 

piece whereby the cyclist can manually open or close the primary ventilation holes to 

suit their needs, for example open when climbing uphill to maximise cooling, and closed 

when sprinting to minimise drag. Similarly the Bell ‘Star Pro’ helmet allows riders to 

manually control covers for the ventilation holes with a slider button. While the study 

by Alam et al. (2010) would indicate the benefits to such adaptability, peer-reviewed 

data has not been published about the efficiency of these specific designs. 

Whilst adjustable ventilation systems are not themselves a new idea, it should be noted 

that the manual process is subject to human error i.e. a cyclist may forget to open or 

close the vents and may therefore suffer increased aerodynamic drag or a reduced 

cooling effect. Furthermore, the adjustment of the vents requires the cyclist to remove 

their hand from the handlebar, sacrificing bicycle control for a short time. To improve 

the practical implementation of such designs, it is suggested that ubiquitous computing 

and 4D principles will allow for automated ventilation adjustment during cycling, with 

cyclists remaining safe and immersed in their activity. Beyond practical development of 

such a system, this study gathers empirical data regarding the aerodynamic properties 

of responsive bicycle helmets, and provides new information regarding the effects of 
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variable ventilation on aerodynamic performance of bicycle helmets in comparison to 

existing commercially available helmet designs. 

 

4.3.2 Experimental Procedure 

This study used three commercially available bicycle helmets, and three 3D printed 

prototype helmets as shown in figure 40. The Specialized ‘S-Works Evade’ was selected 

as the baseline helmet for comparison since it is a commonly available helmet and is 

widely used by recreational and professional cyclists for its premium aerodynamic and 

thermal properties. The Kask ‘Bambino’ and Giro ‘Advantage’ were selected as premium 

aerodynamic helmets used for time-trial racing in order to gain some understanding 

about aerodynamic drag at the specialist end of bicycle helmet design. The Bambino was 

tested with and without the clear visor attachment, while the Advantage was tested 

with and without the visor, as well as with all the vents taped over while the visor was 

attached, detailed in figure 41. 

The form of Prototype 1 has been taken by 3D scanning a budget level Cyclops ‘Series 1’ 

helmet which meets Australian Standards AS/NZS 2063. The standard vacuum-formed 

exterior was removed, and a larger 3D printed shell was produced on a Cocoon Create 

desktop Fused-Deposition Modelling (FDM) 3D printer in multiple pieces, and glued onto 

the foam interior. Prototype 2 is identical in size and shape to Prototype 1, however it 

has additional ventilation covers which may be opened and closed mechanically, using 

mechanisms similar to those from prosthetic experiments with fishing lines running 

through the 3D printed shell. For this study, only the open and closed positions were 

tested, not the varying degrees in between. Prototype 2 is considered the first concept 

for a responsive helmet system, with Prototype 1 requiring a 3D printed shell as an 

accurate comparison in dimensions, materials and weight. 
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Figure 40 Front and side profiles of helmets in this study 2017. Photographer: Timothy Crouch 

 

 

Figure 41 Giro Advantage helmet with vents taped over and visor attached 2017. Photographer: Timothy 
Crouch 
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Prototype 3, also called ‘Dynaero’ and discussed as an exemplar of 4D products in 

chapter 2, is 3D printed using Selective-Laser Sintering (SLS) technology, which is more 

robust and accurate than FDM. This helmet has built-in electronics in order to control 

the opening angle of the two large vent openings, which have been designed using a 

different method of mechanical movement to Prototype 2 to assess the effect on 

aerodynamic performance in these tests. As shown in figure 42, these electronics 

include an Arduino Uno, battery, micro servo and Bluetooth receiver module.  A mobile 

application for Android was developed to control these electronics wirelessly using MIT 

App Inventor. An early version of the mobile app was capable of controlling the helmet 

using accelerometer data alone, similar to the pedometer app of the PEZometer project, 

and more closely representing the types of background sensor data imagined to control 

a 4D helmet in use. In this case, the accelerometer was capable of detecting speed and 

acceleration, allowing the phone to be mounted to a bicycle and send signals to the 

helmet via Bluetooth, modifying the vent openings in real-time. This version of the app 

was demonstrated at the Wearable Tech in Sport Summit (Melbourne, 2016), and the 

Australian Sports Technology Network QLD Node Meeting (Brisbane, 2016). However, 

for ease of testing in a wind tunnel, a manual control method was required, with the 

app adapted so that the vent openings could be manually controlled using a sliding scale, 

as shown in figure 43, via a Bluetooth connection from outside the wind tunnel. During 

testing the batteries and other electronics for the helmet were placed inside the chest 

cavity of the mannequin so as not to interfere with the aerodynamics of the model 

cyclist. 
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Figure 42 Prototype 3 ‘Dynaero’ helmet with raw electronics 2016, SLS 3D printed polyamide helmet 
with Arduino Uno, Bluetooth module, servo and 9V battery 

 

Figure 43 Mobile app used to control Prototype 3 via Bluetooth 2017, mobile phone screen capture 
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Some studies of the aerodynamic properties of bicycle helmets have used an isolated 

mannequin head for testing (Alam, Subic, and Watkins 2006), while others have used a 

purpose-built mannequin torso with head in a riding position (Chowdhury and Alam 

2014; Alam et al. 2010). This particular study at Monash University used a full-size, 

anthropometrically accurate mannequin representative of an adult male time-trial 

cyclist, sitting atop a BT Edge carbon fibre bicycle in a road riding position similar to past 

studies (Chowdhury and Alam 2014; Alam et al. 2010). This is shown in figure 44. The 

mannequin was pedalling for all tests at 80 ±1 RPM so that the wheel ground speed 

matched wind tunnel test velocity of 44 km/h. The front and rear wheels of the BT Edge 

fixed-gear bicycle are driven via an electric motor that powers rollers located 

underneath them. As the bicycle is of a fixed gear design, when the rear wheel is 

powered, this also drives the mannequin’s legs around the pedal stroke.  

 

Figure 44 Anthropometrically accurate adult male mannequin atop a BT Edge bicycle within the Monash 
University wind tunnel 2017. Photographer: Timothy Crouch 

 

A ¾ open jet wind tunnel facility located at Monash University was used for aerodynamic 

evaluation of the helmets used in this study. All wind tunnel experiments were 

performed within the ¾ open jet test section located within the return circuit of this 
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wind tunnel as shown in figure 45. Wind tunnel and flow quality characteristics of the 

test section are shown in Table 1. 

 

Figure 45 Monash University wind tunnel diagram showing details of the testing location used for this 
study 

 

Table 1 Wind Tunnel and Flow Characteristics 

Wind Tunnel Type ¾ Open Jet Return 

Jet Cross sectional area 2.6x4.0m² 

Turbulence Intensity <1.6% 

Flow Uniformity <1% 

Flow Angularity ±1° 

Blockage Ratio <5% 

 

To reduce the impact of the wind tunnel floor boundary layer on the force 

measurements, the mannequin and bicycle were positioned on top of a raised 

cantilevered platform. Struts attached to either side of the front and rear axles were 

used to rigidly fix the bicycle to the force balance housed underneath the wind tunnel 

floor. No attempt has been made to subtract aerodynamic forces acting on the struts 

from the measurements or correct aerodynamics forces for open-jet blockage effects. 

The force balance has been developed in-house at Monash University and consists of a 

strain gauge and floating table design utilising air bearings. 

A single test involved recording baseline measurements with no wind before and after 

force measurements of the cyclists so that any drift in the force measurement system 
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over the duration of a test could be monitored and corrected for. Force measurements 

are taken as the mean result of three separate tests that were sampled at 500Hz for 40 

seconds for all helmet variations, except for the S-Works Evade which was tested five 

times at the start of the wind tunnel testing, with a sixth test completed at the 

conclusion of all testing to ensure wind tunnel consistency. The maximum variation in 

time-averaged forces for a given helmet was typically <0.5%. All aerodynamic drag 

measurements ‘D’ in this study are reported as drag area measurements using the 

equation: 

𝐶𝑑𝐴 =  
𝐷

1

2
𝜌𝑈∞

2
          

 

where, 𝜌 and 𝑈∞ represents the test section air density and test velocity respectively. 

The uncertainty associated with the mean calculated from repeated CdA measurements 

is <±0.001m². 

 

4.3.3 Results 

The average drag area measurements for the 6 helmets in this study are shown in figure 

46. Overall the Advantage and the Bambino had the lowest aerodynamic drag resistance 

when used with their visors compared to the other helmets used in this study. The CdA 

of these time-trial helmets was ~2% lower compared to the CdA of the mannequin fitted 

with the Specialized S-Works Evade road helmet, highlighting the difference between 

time trial and road helmets. Others have also shown the Advantage to perform well 

when the aerodynamic performance of this helmet is compared with other road and 

time trial helmets (Chowdhury and Alam 2014). 

Figure 47 compares the impact of modifications made to the standard baseline helmet 

configurations (visor removed, vents taped) as a percentage change in CdA. Removing 

the visor of both the Advantage and Bambino resulted in an increase in aerodynamic 

drag. However, the aerodynamic performance of the Bambino helmet was far more 

sensitive to the removal of the visor, which resulted in a 4.8% increase in CdA compared 

to the 0.8% increase for the Advantage. The increase in CdA for the Bambino helmet 
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suggests that this helmet was designed to only be used with the visor attached. Figure 

47 also shows that blocking the vents of the Advantage did not have a significant effect 

on its’ aerodynamic performance (~0.5%). Similar studies performed with well-

ventilated road helmets have also shown that closing the vents can reduce aerodynamic 

drag by as much as 12% (Alam et al. 2010). Clearly the type of helmet, its geometry and 

level of ventilation can have a significant impact on overall athlete aerodynamic 

performance. It is also clear that the design of a helmet to be aerodynamically efficient 

in one configuration (for example worn with a visor) does not mean this helmet will 

remain efficient if the configuration is altered. 

 

Summary of Helmet Testing 

 

Figure 46 Average drag area (CdA) for the 6 helmets with 44km/h wind speed and varied configurations 

 

Percentage Change Between Mean CdA in Helmet Variations 

 

Figure 47 Comparison of helmet drag force as a percentage from their baseline configurations 
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Prototype 1 recorded a CdA 3.0% higher than the baseline S-Works Evade, which is an 

unsurprising result given that the form of Prototype 1 was taken from a budget helmet 

design, and the S-Works Evade is a premium helmet designed for high performance. By 

covering the vents, represented by Prototype 2 with vents closed, the drag area is 

reduced by 0.9%, which is a significant saving if this were achieved by an athlete in 

competition. This result is in line with the Alam et al. (Alam et al. 2010) experimental  

study which found improved aerodynamic performance with a Giro Atmos helmet when 

ventilation holes were taped closed. 

When comparing the closed and open vents of Prototype 2, there is a 4.1% increase in 

CdA with the vents open. Referring to the side view of the helmet in figure 40e it is clear 

that the open vents increase projected area exposed to air flow, acting like scoops, 

resulting in higher CdA measurements. When viewed in isolation this might be viewed 

as a negative result for the design of this helmet. However, unlike the traditional passive 

vents used in helmets like the S-Works Evade and Advantage, the vents in Prototype 2 

may increase airflow to the rider’s head at times when aerodynamic drag is not a 

concern and demand for thermoregulation is high. 

While the extreme results (open and closed) for the electronic Prototype 3 are shown in 

figure 46, more detailed results of the 5 vent positions tested in the wind tunnel are 

shown in figure 48. The vent opening size was measured with the wind tunnel running 

at test speed, with the aerodynamic load causing some movement in the mechanisms 

of the helmet meaning that accuracy is estimated to be ±2.5mm. 

Prototype 3 Test Results – Active Vents 

 

Figure 48 The average drag area (CdA) for Prototype 3 (Dynaero) at 5 measured vent openings with 
wind speed at 44km/h 
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An opening of 10mm increased the drag area by 0.6% compared to the helmet in the 

closed position, while at the maximum 40mm opening the drag area was 3.7% greater. 

This is similar in magnitude to the differences recorded for open and closed vent 

positions for Prototype 2.  In the closed position, Prototype 3 measured 0.3% less drag 

area than the baseline S-Works Evade. CdA measurements between Prototype 3 with a 

30mm vent opening and Prototype 2 with vents closed were identical, suggesting 

Prototype 3 has a more aerodynamic form and perhaps more aerodynamic means of 

ventilation than Prototype 2; however, further studies are required to determine the 

link between the aerodynamic efficiency of vent opening methods and heat transfer 

rates from the athletes head.  

 

4.3.4 Discussion 

As responsive 4D helmet designs, the aerodynamic results for Prototype 2 and 3 must 

be considered as part of a more complex system, rather than as simple comparisons of 

drag, where lower drag is typically believed to be better for cyclists. For time-trial cycling 

inside a velodrome, where there is a specified riding course within a closed environment, 

the links between aerodynamic performance, athlete comfort and power output will be 

more predictable compared to outdoor cycling activities where terrain, weather 

conditions, cycling speeds and the physiological cost of cycling are highly variable. “The 

cooling capacity of the environment may become a limiting factor for the ability to 

maintain thermoregulation, for example during cycling in very humid climates or when 

cycling up-hill as the wind speed decreases and reduces the maximal rate of evaporative 

heat loss” (Nybo 2010). At slow speeds riding uphill, aerodynamic drag forces are 

minimal, yet the energy exerted by the athlete is high and the need for cooling is 

increased. However, immediately following a hill climb, there is often a fast decent 

where studies have shown that aerodynamics is critical to athlete speed and race-time 

(Alam, Subic, and Watkins 2006; Alam et al. 2008; Chowdhury and Alam 2014; Alam et 

al. 2010). Both the Kask Infinity and Bell Star Pro helmets allow riders to adapt at these 

times to provide better air circulation or reduce aerodynamic drag; however riders must 

remember to manually do this each time. Forgetting to close the vents moments before 

a sprint could cost an athlete precious fractions of a second, while forgetting to open 
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the vents on a hot day or while riding uphill could have severe health ramifications. 

Furthermore, an athlete attempting to open or close the vents sacrifices bicycle control.  

The goal of a responsive helmet is to use built-in sensors, or tap into existing sensors 

used on bicycles such as power meters and cadence sensors, to know what the rider is 

doing and automatically provide the optimum ventilation settings second-by-second. A 

visual representation is shown in figure 49 (also shown in chapter 2) and while the 

patterns for speed and power may be somewhat simplified in this diagram, they indicate 

the types of patterns algorithms can recognise, and with machine learning, even learn 

the unique cues of an individual rider for personally optimised, real-time adjustments. 

 

Figure 49 Common patterns during cycling that can be used to control helmet ventilation 

 

The ultimate vision for a responsive helmet is for it to combine the aerodynamic 

efficiencies of a time-trial helmet like the Giro Advantage, with the thermal cooling 

properties of a helmet with large vent openings typically used in road cycling. By 

employing small sensors and actuators into a helmet, or tapping in to existing sensors 

used by cyclists, these optimum properties may be automatically achieved in real-time, 

allowing the cyclist to remain focused on the ride. Additional research into such 

responsive systems may find evidence for their effectiveness as a form of airbrake, as 

was trialled during early experiments in section 4.2.2, similar to Formula One race cars 

which utilise a Drag Reduction System (DRS) to modify aerodynamic performance, or to 

help adapt to crosswinds or the turbulence generated by overtaking vehicles on the 
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road. These concepts are areas for future research, but are valuable considerations 

when understanding the results from this study as part of a more complex system. 

While evidence from this study indicates that more responsive products, capable of 

adapting through time without user input, are now achievable, a challenge to the 

adoption of such a product in the future will be the regulations and standards designed 

to protect people. Equipment regulations are tightly controlled for Union Cycliste 

Internationale (UCI) events, with helmets being compulsory under Article 1.3.031 of the 

‘Clarification Guide of the UCI Technical Regulation’ (Internationale 2017). While the 

Dynaero helmet prototype highlights potential advantages to a cyclist in terms of 

aerodynamic performance, and even thermal comfort, UCI Article 1.3.031 states that 

“the use of mechanical or electronic systems in or on the helmet is also prohibited” 

(Internationale 2017). Furthermore, Article 1.3.033 states that “equipment (helmets, 

shoes, jerseys, shorts, etc.) worn by the rider may not be adapted to serve any other 

purpose apart from that of clothing or safety by the addition or incorporation of 

mechanical or electronic systems” (Internationale 2017). 

However, governing bodies like the UCI must continually reassess their regulations in 

regard to technological advances, with designers, engineers, sports scientists and 

athletes forever developing new ways to gain the edge on their competition. Changes 

to the rules for the acclaimed ‘Hour Record’ over the years is evidence of this, with the 

rules only updated in 2014 to allow modern bicycles to be used (Internationale 2015) 

after decades of limiting bicycle technology to that used during early record attempts. 

While electronic and mechanical helmet designs may be currently banned from UCI 

events, it is impossible to predict whether this will always be the case, particularly as 

electronic sensors and components continue to become smaller, cheaper, and more 

powerful, possible to embed into just about any object as part of ubicomp and the 

Internet of Things. Signs of these challenges can be seen in the recent disqualification of 

a cyclist from a tournament after a small electric motor was found concealed within a 

bicycle frame, so called “mechanical doping” (McCormick 2016). While 4D products 

offer numerous opportunities to improve human performance and safety, there is 

inevitably the opportunity for such systems to be used outside the rules of competition, 

and this will only increase the need for sporting bodies such as the UCI to perform 
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equipment checking, be aware of new technologies, and continue to shift rules to better 

reflect the technologies of the time. 

Regulations around recreational cycling are not so limiting and vary between countries, 

from those where helmets are mandatory and strict standards govern their design, to 

those where helmets are optional. It is therefore possible to employ novel electronic 

controls and mechanisms for ventilation adjustment, which may be useful for training 

purposes or for use in extreme climates. In countries like Australia with strict rules 

governing the design of helmets, the current prototypes in this study may not meet 

standards, particularly rules like “5.3.2 External Projections” which dictate a maximum 

projection from the helmet’s surface of only 5mm (Australia 2008). However, the 

prototypes in this study are for testing purposes only, and will evolve based on the data 

gathered, along with factors such as current safety standards. 

It is clear from this study that the modification of ventilation openings of a bicycle 

helmet affects aerodynamic performance. However, by focusing on aerodynamic 

properties alone, this paper only quantitatively tells part of the story for a cyclist. 

Thermal properties of the helmet are impacted by modifications to ventilation, and are 

a critical factor for cyclists who use ventilation to help regulate body temperature. While 

some hypotheses have been discussed in this section of the thesis, future testing will 

allow a more comprehensive assessment of responsive bicycle helmets, in particular the 

ability to regulate the thermal and aerodynamic properties by modifying ventilation 

openings electronically. The study by Alam et al. (2010) demonstrated a ~1.2°C increase 

in head temperature at a wind speed of 30km/h when a helmet had some of its vents 

taped closed compared to the original helmet; however, this temperature difference 

disappeared at wind speeds of ~45km/h and greater, and no data was collected at wind 

speeds below 30km/h. More evidence is needed in this area, and similar insights are 

needed for responsive helmets to map the changes in thermal properties as vents open 

and close, and discover if an optimum opening angle can be found that strikes a balance 

between thermal and aerodynamic properties. Future studies may also consider the 

impact of visors on these properties, and could be added to prototypes. 

 

4.3.5 4D Helmet Conclusions 
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This experimental research provides new data regarding the aerodynamic properties of 

various bicycle helmets, including prototypes for new forms of responsive helmets that 

are emerging through human-centred understandings of ubiquitous computing. While 

the Giro Advantage was found to have the lowest aerodynamic drag amongst the test 

pieces, evidence from this paper suggests that the link between helmet vents and 

aerodynamics is not as clear as simply covering/plugging vents to improve 

aerodynamics, or designing helmets with less ventilation, indicating an area for further 

testing. Highlighted through this research is the increased complexity in understanding 

4D products such as the Dynaero bicycle helmet; they must be understood as a dynamic 

system which has no singular optimised condition like a traditionally designed static 

bicycle helmet. While prototype 2 and 3 were capable of producing high levels of drag 

when ventilation was open, it is impossible to judge the success of these designs by this 

metric alone. By understanding the range of conditions the product is used, levels of 

drag significantly higher than traditional helmets may in fact be desirable in certain 

situations, such as hill climbs, with an understanding that the product will instantly 

change its properties when new conditions are encountered. 

The design of traditional mass-produced, 3D products has typically involved using data 

to create a product that is as average as possible, ergonomically suiting the broadest 

range of people, and performing as well as possible in the broadest range of scenarios. 

Within elite sports, greater customisation and one-off design is possible, however many 

products, including bicycle helmets, must still be designed to suit a variety of conditions 

even if perfectly suited to a cyclists ergonomic needs, and are therefore not as optimised 

as a product that fits very specific conditions eg. a specific helmet for riding uphill in hot 

weather conditions. As products become ever more aware and adaptable, indeed even 

life-like (Kelly 2010), a shift in thinking is needed by designers to use data in real-time to 

become as specialist as possible, rather than as average as possible. 4D products can 

meet exceedingly niche conditions, and adapt as conditions change. The goal of a 4D 

helmet would be to offer the most aerodynamically efficient helmet for sprinting and 

racing downhill, which can morph within fractions of a second to being able to draw in 

as much air as possible to cool the cyclist’s head during slow race sections or braking. 

This may in fact challenge the bicycle helmet industry, reducing the need for such a 

broad range of helmet types, and allowing software updates to improve the product, 
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rather than requiring new purchases of the hardware. The two 3D printed prototypes of 

4D helmets in this testing have demonstrated large variation in aerodynamic properties, 

in the order of 4% between closed and open states, and it is imagined that greater 

variation could be designed in future iterations. The gradient in between these extremes 

is driven by sensors and algorithms, and in the future machine learning, and occurs in 

the background of the act of cycling. Humans are empowered to perform at their best, 

with less distraction, and minimal reliance on interfaces to control any actions. This 

moves ubiquitous computing research closer towards Mark Weiser’s (1991) and Golden 

Krishna’s (2015) vision. 

As this shift in product design continues, enabled by Moore’s Law and improvements in 

software for designers, it becomes increasingly important for researchers to work 

together to understand the ramifications of this new design thinking. It is easy to classify 

these helmets as examples of wearable technologies, being worn on the body and 

embedded with computing technology. Broadly speaking this classification is correct, 

sitting alongside projects like Spider Dress 2.0 (Panetta 2015) and bioLogic (Yao et al. 

2015), as well as commercial devices like wearable activity trackers and smartwatches 

discussed in the previous chapter. However, by grouping such a broad variety of 

products, the impact and ability to disseminate knowledge is watered down and 

opportunities missed to build upon concepts related to emerging and future directions 

for product design; the challenges for a 3D activity tracker are significantly different to 

those of a 4D wearable. For this reason, 4D products is proposed as a title through which 

to unify research efforts that engage with time and adaptation qualities, similar to the 

separation of 4D printing from 3D printing, and responsive architecture from its parent 

discipline. Like these research fields, the new challenges in complexity, both for 

responsive design and 4D products, requires specific language and discourse in order to 

progress forwards. 

The evidence from this project is that physical products are capable of adapting their 

properties through time, in this case aerodynamic properties, in order to improve 

athlete performance. This contributes to the primary argument of this thesis, as well as 

research question 3 and 4, using technology that is available today to customise the 

experience of cyclists. Furthermore, it is possible for this customisation to occur 

automatically without human intervention, and while further development will look at 
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proving the hypothesis that a helmet can leverage existing sensors used on bicycles, this 

project has proven the ability to connect the helmet to an accelerometer built into a 

mobile phone, which could be substituted for any other form of sensor. An interface 

may be used for initial setup, however is not fundamental to the functioning of the 

helmet (research question 2). Building upon the understanding of software from 

responsive design, this project demonstrates how combinations of visual programming 

languages (Grasshopper and MIT App Inventor) empower designers to rapidly test ideas 

and develop new interactions between people and products not previously possible 

(research question 5). This argument will be strengthened in the following section which 

considers 4D products within the sport of stand up paddling. 

 

4.4 RESPONSIVE STAND UP PADDLE BOARD FIN 

4.4.1 Introduction 

Stand Up Paddle (SUP) boarding is an increasingly popular water sport, originating in the 

Hawaiian islands during the 1960’s (Yukawa, Iino, and Fujiwara 2015). Participants in the 

sport stand upright on a board similar to a surfboard, although it is typically longer, wider 

and thicker, and use a long, single-bladed paddle to propel themselves through the 

water. “Due to the use of a single blade paddle, the paddler cannot row on both sides 

of the board simultaneously, which results in a zigzag path. Additionally, a SUP is very 

sensitive to the wind because the board has a flat bottom, small fin, and a large area for 

receiving wind due to the standing posture of the paddler” (Yukawa, Iino, and Fujiwara 

2015). As a stand up paddler, this zigzag path was a constant feature of personal GPS 

tracking, for example figure 50, and presented an opportunity to apply 4D principles in 

order to correct for this. 
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Figure 50 Zigzagging SUP path from GPS 31st May 2016, screen capture from Strava website 

 

While competitive events are growing in popularity, particularly endurance events such 

as the ‘Molokai 2 Oahu’ 51km annual races (2017), little published research exists to 

improve understanding about the equipment or athletes involved, perhaps due to the 

largely recreational nature of SUP at this time. Research that exists has focused on 

physiological aspects of SUP athletes, for example a study using surface 

electromyography (EMG) sensors to understand trunk and leg muscle use during 

paddling (Ruess et al. 2013), while another study examined 30 elite and recreational SUP 

athletes to understand a range of physiological and musculoskeletal characteristics 

(Schram, Hing, and Climstein 2016). An interesting finding from this particular study was 

the imbalance of strokes on each side of the body, “hypothesised to be due to the 

prevalence of right-hand dominance” amongst participants (Schram, Hing, and Climstein 

2016). This variation in strength between the two sides of the body may also contribute 

to the zigzag motion of SUP boarding, potentially exaggerating the motion 

corresponding to the athlete’s dominant arm. 

Jackson (1995) identifies hull design, the blade and the stroke technique of the paddler 

as being the main three categories affecting speed in Olympic kayaks, while a review by 

Robinson, Holt and Pelham (2002) identifies the significant quantity of studies 

investigating these three aspects of canoeing and kayaking performance. Each of these 

factors plays a similarly important role in SUP performance, as well as affecting the 

zigzag motion. The other critical factor that departs from canoeing and kayaking is the 

role of the fins mounted underneath a SUP board, similar to surfing. Fin sizes, shapes 

and arrangements on the board can significantly affect the straight-line tracking of a 
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board (Casey 2011), but due to the limited peer-reviewed research around the sport, 

very little empirical evidence exists specific to SUP. Manufacturers make claims about 

their boards, paddles and fins, but finding the right combination, and taking into account 

the varied water conditions people SUP, from flat water to surf, is very much a matter 

of trial and error, and will change with the user’s experience. In elite racing some events 

such as the Molokai 2 Oahu allow for a “movable rudder system” (2017) in their 

‘Unlimited’ category, which is typically controlled by the athlete’s feet, however a very 

particular race board is required for such a rudder and is not common to the recreational 

sport of SUP, more of an elite feature used only in competition. 

The goal of this study was to build upon the 4D research conducted through previous 

experiments and prototypes, developing a fin that could automatically adapt to the user, 

correcting for the zigzag motion while allowing them to remain immersed in the activity 

free from distraction. Using 4D principles, it was hypothesised that sensors could be 

used to detect the paddling motion of the user, and compensate for the single sided 

forces by altering the fin angle, steering the SUP board without any direct input by the 

athlete. This is summarised in figure 51, and provides new data in regard to the 

opportunities for 4D products to positively affect athlete performance, as well as adding 

new knowledge to the limited research community on this growing sport. It also engages 

with research question 2, describing a product that is not reliant upon an interface, and 

demonstrates the application of current technology to manifest a future product, in line 

with research question 3. 
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Figure 51 Torque causing a SUP board to turn under normal paddling (top) with the concept for 
correcting this shown with an angled fin (bottom) 

 

4.4.2 Standard Equipment 

This study used SUP equipment already owned and used over a long period of time in 

order to make comparisons using myself as the test subject, and relating to a repository 

of GPS data already collected through regular use as in figure 50. The board used is a 

‘2016 G-Whiz’ 9’4” from Slingshot Sports, pictured in figure 52, which is considered an 

all-around board for different water conditions. It features a tri-fin setup, with a central 

adjustable 4.5” fin and two outer 5.25” fixed fins. The paddle is also shown in figure 52, 

which is a ‘2016 Switchblade’ adjustable carbon fibre paddle, also from Slingshot Sports. 
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Figure 52 2016 G-Whiz 9’4” from Slingshot Sports with 2016 Switchblade paddle 2017, photograph 

 

4.4.3 Development of Prototypes 

Prototyping for this project evolved out of the previous case study into responsive 

bicycle helmets, utilising similar hardware and software to create a series of stand-alone 

prototypes capable of being tested in the ocean. It also extends from personal research 

into the use of 3D printing to create kiteboard fins, including tests into layer orientations 

and durability under real ocean conditions (Novak 2014). Prototype 1 utilised a similar 

profile and dimensions as the original centre fin, shown in figure 53, although the front 

profile shows that the fin had to be thicker to accommodate the waterproof servo 

within. 

  

Figure 53 Side and front profiles of Slingshot 4.5” centre fin (left) compared to Prototype 1 (right), ABS 
plastic prototype 3D printed on a ‘Cocoon Create’ 3D printer with waterproof servo 
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In order to maintain a similar profile to the Slingshot fin, the pivoting action from the 

servo could only occur for the lower half of the prototype, shown by the split section in 

figure 53, with the upper half housing the servo. The specific angle of the servo could be 

adjusted in the Arduino code, and initial testing was intended to determine the most 

effective angle. In order to do this, rather than add the complexity of sensing to the 

system, a manual method of control was created using three buttons on a custom-built 

controller, allowing the fin to angle left, right or remain straight (middle button). Figure 

54 shows the controller to sit on top of the SUP board with buttons, an Arduino Uno 

microcontroller, and batteries, and figure 55 shows the circuit for this system. 

 

 

 

Unfortunately rather than gaining some valuable preliminary data, this system had a 

major flaw; the section of fin that could angle was too small and had no noticeable effect 

on the direction of the board. It did prove that the electromechanical system worked, 

however some further development of the fin design was needed before future testing. 

Prototype 2 was a radical change in form, highlighted in figure 56. Where the moving 

component of Prototype 1 had a vertical height of 74mm, Prototype 2 featured a 247mm 

vertical height, an increase of 334%. Due to this size, the prototype was 3D printed on a 

desktop machine in smaller sections and glued together, explaining the black coloured 

section. To simplify testing, this prototype did not include electronics, and instead 

Figure 55 Circuit diagram of the electronics 
2017, Fritzing diagram 

Figure 54 3D printed 4D 
SUP controller 2017, ABS 
plastic enclosure housing 
Arduino Uno and 
batteries 
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provided a manual means of adjustment with notches at ten degree increments as 

shown in figure 57, and a screw for securing the two pieces together. This allowed for 

reliable preliminary data to be collected to understand the effect of the larger fin on 

paddling, and to determine the optimum pivot angle to compensate for zigzagging. 

 

Figure 56 Prototype 1 (left) compared to Prototype 2 (right) 2017, ABS Plastic prototypes 3D printed on 
‘Cocoon Create’ and ‘UP Plus 2’ 3D printers 

 

Figure 57 Top section of Prototype 2 showing the notches at ten degree increments around centre of 
rotation 2017, ABS Plastic prototype 3D printed on an ‘UP Plus 2’ 3D printer 

 

4.4.4 Prototype 2: Method and Results 
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Testing was performed at Clontarf Beach in Queensland on the 3rd July 2017, in very low 

wind conditions, resulting in flat water shown in figure 58. 200m from the beach is a 

buoy, providing a reliable marker for paddling out to sea, and then back to the beach in 

a straight line (line is shown curved in figure 58 due to panorama distortion – see figure 

60 for aerial map). This site was chosen due to ease of access and reliable flat-water 

conditions, to be used for all testing in this project. 

 

Figure 58 Clontarf beach testing course 2017, panorama photo 

 

Two pieces of information were recorded for each ten degree increment of the fin: firstly 

the Global Positions System (GPS) of a Samsung Galaxy S2 mobile phone was used to 

record each test using the Strava mobile application, plotting the course and allowing 

access to full GPS data for later analysis. Secondly, with the fin angled to the right (figure 

51), the number of strokes on the left side were counted while paddling out to sea then 

back again, estimating an average for both legs of the journey separately to account for 

differences in ocean current and wind direction. Time was also automatically recorded 

within the Strava application, although this was not of critical concern during testing so 

results are only considered anecdotally. The full results of the testing can be seen in 

figure 59. 
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Figure 59 Graph showing strokes on left side out to buoy and back towards beach while fin is at different 
angles 

 

The results from this table clearly indicate that 20 degrees was the optimum angle for 

the fin to minimise zigzagging. At this angle it was possible to paddle for 59 strokes 

continuously out to the buoy without swapping to the alternate side to compensate for 

the SUP board drifting off course, and 58 strokes continuously on the return journey to 

the beach. This was the full distance of the course, and the stroke count would’ve been 

higher if the distance were greater. With the fin straight at a zero degree angle, it was 

only possible to achieve 5 strokes before swapping side to minimise drift. This is a 

significant improvement, increasing single sided stroke count by 1170%. The time to 

complete the course was also quite good at the 20 degree angle, taking 6:27 minutes 

and averaging a speed of 4.3km/h. This is compared to a time of 6:06 minutes for the 

zero degree fin, at a speed of 4.6km/h, slightly faster. As the angle increased beyond 20 

degrees the time increase spiked, possibly due to the increased drag of the fin at such 

an angle, having negative effects on board speed as well as board tracking. However as 

mentioned, time was not of concern during testing, and may not be accurate. The 

comparative maps for these two fin angles can be seen in figure 60, with the 20 degree 

angle clearly a steadier course while being paddled on a single side of the body. 
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Figure 60 GPS maps showing results for fin angle 0 degrees (left) versus 20 degrees (right) 2017, screen 
capture from Strava website 

 

The results from this test provided evidence of the effect of angling a SUP board fin on 

paddling, allowing an athlete to potentially paddle on one side for extended duration 

without drifting off course. 20 degrees was found to be the optimal fin angle for the 

specific equipment and paddling technique in this experiment, and was used to inform 

the following study using a re-designed responsive fin. 

 

4.4.5 Prototype 3: 4D SUP Fin 

Given the results from this successful trial, a new 4D fin was developed using the same 

form as Prototype 2, and the same servo mechanism from Prototype 1 which had proven 

its ability to work in the ocean. The design was 3D printed using Selective Laser Sintered 

(SLS) polyamide, printed by i.Materialise, requiring no gluing and resulting in a stronger 

and more accurate prototype shown in figure 61. 
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Figure 61 Prototype 3 2017, Selective Laser Sintered (SLS) polyamide from i.Materialise 

 

An Arduino was again used to control the movements of the servo within the fin, using 

the 20 degree angle determined to be most effective. In order to automate the 

movements of the fin and test a truly responsive system, experimentation was done into 

contactless sensing to detect which side of the board the paddle was being used. Initially 

hall sensors were tested with magnets mounted onto the shaft of the paddle, however 

these were found to be inconsistent and requiring the paddle to pass extremely close to 

the sensor in order to gather a reading, far too difficult while out on the water. Various 

other systems were considered, however for simplicity and reliability of this prototype, 

two lever switches with extra long levers were mounted to a beam, sticking out from 

the edge rail of the SUP board and easily triggered as the paddle came past during 

paddling. While this would not be practical in any sort of commercial incarnation of this 

design, it was a robust system for prototyping, allowing the 4D capabilities of the fin to 

be tested without concern of whether an invisible sensor had been triggered. To protect 

the switches from the water, they were enclosed within plastic bags, and any 

connections were waterproofed with liquid electrical tape. The beam was connected to 

the handle of the Slingshot SUP board using a custom designed, 3D printed mount which 

could snap on or off. The complete system when mounted to the board, with Arduino 

and batteries contained within a plastic container, can be seen in figure 62. Also an 

override button was included in the circuit to return the fin to a straight (zero degree) 

angle. The full circuit for this experiment is shown in figure 63. 
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Figure 62 Electronics for Prototype 3 mounted to Slingshot Sports 2016 G-Whiz 9’4” 2017, Arduino Uno, 
batteries, lever switches and other electronic components inside a plastic container 

 

Figure 63 Prototype 3 circuit 2017, Fritzing diagram 
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4.4.6 Prototype 3: Results 

Testing of Prototype 3 occurred on the 10th September 2017, and followed the same 

method as Prototype 2, using the same location and course, and same collection of both 

GPS and stroke count. This data is shown in figure 64. For comparison, Prototype 3 was 

tested in its live 4D state, a fixed zero degree angle (to moderate against Prototype 2), 

and also the original Slingshot fin supplied with the board was tested in these conditions 

to compare with initial test results. 

 

Figure 64 Graph showing a comparison of the active 4D fin, the 4D fin at zero degrees (straight) and the 
standard Slingshot fin 

 

Unfortunately the 4D fin broke during the second completion of the course, so this table 

only represents a single completion of the course in both the responsive and straight 

configurations. The flaw with the design was in the small connection between the large 

moving section of the fin and the servo, which experiences a large resistive force moving 

through the water that was not considered, and not experienced through the smaller 

Prototype 1 testing. This force eventually caused the fin to break off the servo, so the 

data should only be considered as a preliminary case study, with further testing needed 

to validate the results. It is also clear that there is a difference in strokes between the 
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segment out to the buoy and back to the beach, perhaps due to underwater currents, 

wind direction or changes in tide. This meant fewer strokes on each side of the body 

could be completed before swapping sides compared to the Prototype 2 testing. This 

reduced stroke count on the way out compared to the way back was a consistent feature 

for all three tests, and seems to be a reversed feature from the results of Prototype 2 

testing, where quantity of strokes out to the buoy were higher than the return segment. 

Noticeably the time recorded for each test, which again was not being specifically 

tracked, was significantly different between the 4D fin and its static variation; this can 

largely be attributed to the care taken to trigger the lever switches with the paddle and 

ensure water was not being splashed onto the electronics during testing. Given a second 

run, this time may have decreased to similar levels of the 20 degree test of Prototype 2, 

having gained confidence in the system from the first successful test. 

The GPS paths for the three tests are shown in figure 65. While the path for the 4D fin is 

not as linear as for the 20 degree test of Prototype 2, it does exhibit the most linear 

geometry compared to the other static fin tests which very clearly exhibit zigzagging. As 

reflected by the reduced stroke count on the way out to the buoy with the 4D fin, there 

is more zigzagging in the outward segment compared to the return segment to the 

beach which is a much more linear path, shown in detail in figure 66. The straight fin 

test of this prototype matches the results of Prototype 2 in terms of stroke count, which 

was expected as the form of both designs is identical; however time for Prototype 3 was 

greater by 29 seconds, again indicating a potential affect of the ocean current, or 

personal care for the electronics with this prototype. 

 

Figure 65 GPS maps showing results for the active 4D fin (left), 4D fin straight (centre) and standard 
Slingshot fin (right) 2017, screen capture from Strava website 
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Figure 66 GPS map showing results for 4D fin out to buoy (red) and return back to beach (yellow), screen 
capture from Strava website with modified colours 

 

4.4.7 Discussion 

It must be emphasised that prototyping of this design is still within early stages of 

development, with this project being considered an ongoing work suitable for 

postdoctoral study much like the 4D bicycle helmet. This is due to time restrictions 

towards the end of the PhD, and expenses in moving toward a more autonomous 

system. However, the preliminary data validates the hypothesis that applying 4D 

principles to the SUP board fin can noticeably improve straight-line tracking, potentially 

removing the need to swap paddling sides completely except when desired by the 

athlete. While initial test results from this study are positive, a more robust prototype is 

needed to withstand the forces of the water and gather reliable and repeatable data to 

the standard required for publication.  

Much like the need to consider the 4D Dynaero bicycle helmet as part of a larger system, 

this 4D SUP data must also be analysed as part of a responsive system that may have 
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far-reaching effects on users. While this design may allow a SUP athlete to paddle on a 

single side of their body for extended periods of time, the goal is not to remove the 

ability to swap paddling sides; this would cause fatigue and potentially increase the risk 

of injury, with the swapping of sides activating different muscle groups (Schram, Hing, 

and Climstein 2016), while allowing others to rest and recover. From a human-centred 

perspective, this design is meant to encourage the swapping of paddling sides, no longer 

at the mercy of the board, but on the athlete’s own terms. Similar to cycling, in a SUP 

race a matter of seconds may separate athletes at the finish line, and empowering an 

athlete to paddle with their dominant arm during the final sprint may help them win a 

race. At the other end of the spectrum, a 4D fin may help improve the uptake of the 

sport for recreational paddlers, allowing them to use their dominant paddling side while 

learning, and becoming comfortable with the ambidextrous nature of the activity over 

time. In this way, for both the competitive and recreational athlete, the 4D fin is thought 

to allow them to remain immersed in the experience of paddling, with their performance 

automatically augmented by technology which operates in the background. This is in 

line with Mark Weiser’s (1991) vision for ubiquitous computing. 

It is imagined that future incarnations of this design would rely on sensors such as GPS 

or accelerometers to better assess the tracking of the board in real-time, similar to an 

autonomous vehicle, and compensate for any conditions with a variable angle of the fin. 

This would also eliminate the necessity for the paddle to be driven past a switch or other 

sensor in order to trigger a change, which was challenging whilst balancing on the board 

even in flat water conditions. Ultimately this would be a truly 4D product, capable of 

autonomous change over time, unlike Prototype 3 which may be better thought of as  a 

3.5D product that hints at the capabilities of 4D. 

From a broader perspective, this shift to more autonomous systems is in line with the 

research of global corporations like Google, Tesla and SpaceX, with the emergence of 

autonomous vehicles and rockets that are only possible now due the maturing and 

converging global megatrends of automation, machine learning, artificial intelligence 

and the internet of things identified by technology leaders like Adam Greenfield (2017) 

and Al Gore (Gore 2013). While the development of an autonomous SUP fin has been 

necessarily experimental and developed as part of a Research through Design 

methodology, it is pertinent to imagine it as part of this emerging class of autonomous 
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systems and the discourse surrounding the shift of technology towards more life-like 

qualities (Kelly 2010). The multifaceted challenges of delivering something that has the 

ability to take decision-making out of the hands of human’s raises numerous concerns; 

most notably, Tesla’s Autopilot feature has been blamed for several fatalities recently in 

which drivers did not have their hands on the steering wheel (Stewart 2018). While new 

technologies always carry a level of risk to early adopters, injury and death are signs that 

the technologies involved, and the people responsible for designing them, have some 

significant obstacles yet to overcome. While a SUP fin may seem relatively innocent 

compared to the large scales and speeds of vehicles and rockets, the potential for things 

to go wrong on the water is no less of a concern, and any such implementation must be 

embraced with vigilance. However, as Kevin Kelly argues, “banning the inevitable usually 

backfires” (Kelly 2016), and the early problems with autonomous systems are unlikely 

to cause a reversal of their implementation. Instead, it is believed that designers, 

engineers and anyone involved in autonomous product development must focus greater 

attention on the relationship between human and machine, rather than attempting to 

take power away from the human; “human plus machine is more powerful than either 

human or machine alone” (Norman 2013a). 

Beyond the sport of stand up paddling, this research may prove valuable to similar sports 

like kayaking and canoeing, not only where a single athlete may have a dominant 

paddling side as has been found in outrigger canoeing (Humphries et al. 2000), but also 

to improve the straight-line tracking of team watercraft which can also be affected by 

wind, water current and athlete paddling preferences. With such sports  featuring in 

Olympic competition, as well as other established global events, there may be 

opportunity to significantly impact the design of future fin and rudder mechanisms using 

ubiquitous computing, and generate further research into the effects of 4D products on 

human performance. 

4.4.8 Conclusions 

Utilising current technology, the 4D SUP fin prototype evidences the capacity for 4D 

products to emerge today (research question 3), despite some of the challenges 

encountered in these preliminary tests. Further development would need to be more 

robust, as well as utilise sensors such as GPS or accelerometers to better control fin 
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movements in any condition. Much like the 4D helmet, this is a further sign of the 

complexity facing designers engaging with more life-like products, and the need to 

understand complex systems and utilise a variety of sensors in order to make accurate 

inferences about how the product is being used. This is exponentially more complex 

than designing a traditional 3D SUP fin, which must simply be strong enough to 

withstand an expected range of forces, and help with board tracking to an expected 

degree. The project also shows potential for products to augment an activity like SUP, 

without demanding constant interaction with an interface or controller, addressing 

research question 2 in similar fashion to the 4D bicycle helmet. While controllers have 

again been required for testing, the next step for development would minimise human 

interaction as much as possible, using sensors to instead make decisions about product 

settings such as fin angle. 

A significant trial with participants in a more comprehensive study is required for this 

particular design, which would be suitable for postdoctoral research. As a growing sport, 

SUP is already being discussed as a future Olympic sport (Duckworth 2017), and will 

likely experience a boom in research, funding, and development of products in the 

coming years. This case study is poised to lead such developments and make an impact 

on the direction of future research into SUP and similar water sports, and the intention 

is for this section to be re-written for publication after completion of the PhD, and some 

revised testing. 

 

4.5 4D PRODUCT DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Through two significant case studies of a 4D bicycle helmet and 4D stand up paddle fin, 

quantified testing has generated new knowledge about the effects of changing a product 

in real-time to improve athlete performance. While both studies are far from being 

resolved products suitable for commercial application, in line with the RtD methodology, 

they serve as experimental prototypes that challenge current understandings of 

industrial design, and indicate the potential for products to become more responsive in 

the future. Sporting products have been chosen for both of these studies due to their 

close interaction with people, who rely on innovative and high performance physical 

products during both competitive and recreational use. “Throughout sports, technology 
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has changed the face of performance” (Epstein 2014), and this link between people and 

technology through sports has been vital to gaining new understanding about these 

relationships as set out in the research questions of this thesis. 

It is important to emphasise that just because new technologies can be added to 

products like bicycle helmets or stand up paddle fins, doesn’t necessarily mean that they 

should. Needless complexification (Greenfield 2006) is a problem today with numerous 

products, as was described in chapter 3 with a seemingly simple activity tracker and the 

thirteen steps to login and view data about daily activity. Given that the 4D prototypes 

evidence the capacity to embed 4D thinking into products today, it’s important to 

understand that: 

One of the things that real people demonstrably do not want in their present situation is 

everyware [ubiquitous computing]. There is no constituency for it, no pent-up demand; 

you'll never hear someone spontaneously express a wish for a ubiquitous house or city.... 

What people do want, and will ask for, is more granular. They want, as Mark Weiser 

knew so long ago, to be granted a god's-eye view of the available parking spaces nearby, 

to spend less time fumbling with change at the register, to have fewer different remote 

controls to figure out and keep track of. (Greenfield 2006) 

If this understanding of human-centred design remains at the forefront of all decisions 

to embed technology into products like the 4D bicycle helmet or 4D SUP fin, then there 

is hope for a future enriched by technology. In order to achieve this Evgeny Morozov 

suggests that  “we need to find a way to temporarily forget everything we know about 

“the Internet” - we take too many things for granted these days - roll up our sleeves, 

and work to ensure that technologies do not just constrain human flourishing but also 

enable it” (2013). It is the position of this thesis that one of the best ways to circumvent 

humans being subservient to computers is to move away from the current trend of 

slapping an interface on everything (Krishna 2015), and consider products no longer as 

static 3D objects, but as living systems that must adapt to their users. Such products live 

simultaneously in the physical and digital worlds, illustrated by figure 67, with the digital 

data describing a product being of greater importance than the physical object itself 

(Kelly 2010; Sterling 2005). 
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Figure 67 4D products live simultaneously in the physical and digital worlds 

 

 

Greenfield explains that “all the necessary pieces of the [ubicomp] puzzle are sitting 

there on the tabletop, waiting for us to pick them up and put them together” (Greenfield 

2006); the 4D helmet and 4D SUP fin both prove that the pieces of the ubicomp puzzle 

are currently possible to connect, and as research continues in this area, industrial 

designers will need to lead the development of such products from a human-centred 

perspective. These ideas are beginning to challenge the role of industrial designers, and 

simultaneously empower new forms of product design. Today’s often segmented 

product development process, where designers work in isolation to engineers, software 

developers and other parties, may be to blame for failings of current “smart” 

technologies, and Don Norman’s resultant belief that “much of what is being done is 

happening simply because it can be done” (2013b). 

A paradigm shift in design education is needed to embed systems thinking in the coming 

generation of designers, along with the skills to adapt to new software and tools that 

will allow them to better control the design of both the physical and digital lives of 4D 

and responsive products. Through this PhD, traditional design skills have been 

substituted for new tools, new languages, and new design processes in order to re-

imagine products that theoreticians and leading designers seem to agree are inevitable, 
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even emerging today. What has not been tested through practice is the capacity for 

repair or upgrade of 4D products, or whether people become more emotionally invested 

in such life-like products compared to their inert counterparts, which today is creating a 

throw-away culture. Evidence from the field of robotics indicates that people are likely 

to form strong relationships with 4D products (Scheutz 2011), however these questions 

indicate the need for future research and to continue developing 4D prototypes in order 

to perform testing with a broad range of people. 

Further questions remain around security and data safety, topics which have been 

written about extensively within IoT research. For example Marie-Helen Maras discusses 

the implications for users’ privacy to be “threatened because of their limited control and 

choice over the collection, retention, and distribution of their data” (Marie-Helen 2015, 

99). To consider a potential scenario, imagine that the Dynaero helmet vents open wide 

just before the final sprint to the finish line, increasing the drag force on the rider. Rather 

than a fault in communication or battery issue, this is instead caused by a nearby hacker 

from an opposing team to shift the odds in their own rider’s favour. Given recent world 

news events like the Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks that shut down 

Australia’s national census in 2016 (Reilly 2016), or the news that hacks on Yahoo in 

2013 and 2014 have compromised over one billion user accounts (Goel and Perlroth 

2016), such a scenario of hacking into an individual product is not so farfetched. This 

potential to directly manipulate a 4D product for nefarious purposes, or to access the 

personal data being stored in the cloud about the user, is a real and genuine concern, 

one that designers are unlikely to have considered deeply or been trained in today. 

Software updates may help mitigate these issues, along with other performance issues, 

and while Bruce Sterling (2005) finds that this constant need for updates detracts from 

the overall user-experience of a product, Chris Anderson describes a more positive 

opportunity: “as products like cars become more about their software than their 

hardware, it becomes possible to reverse the arrow of time – they can get better after 

you buy them, not worse, because they can get software updates” (Anderson 2012, 

133). Uniquely for 4D products, updates will not be limited to the bits of software alone, 

but the actual behaviour of the atoms of the product itself. Designers may become more 

closely aligned with their creations over longer periods of time, with the need to 

continue to develop the digital components of the product long after its public release, 
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and mine data stored in the cloud to improve future versions; the product is constantly 

in a state of flux, both physically and digitally. Understanding big data will require new 

software and algorithms to generate insights, with blockchain systems a potential 

avenue for managing iterative generations of 4D products. While often thought of as a 

form of digital currency like Bitcoin, researchers are investigating opportunities to use 

the secure peer-to-peer system within healthcare (Angraal, Krumholz, and Schulz 2017) 

and the management of property sales (Pichel 2016), and may be a method to record 

the history of a digital product that changes through time. 

Examples throughout this chapter and the literature review of chapter 2 indicate that 

product research and commercial outcomes have already begun to shift towards more 

responsive, life-like systems. From cars like BMW GINA and Vision Next 100, to Anouk 

Wipprecht’s fashion, physical products linked to digital information are capable of 

engaging humans in a new symbiotic relationship. Numerous authors like Kevin Kelly 

(2016), Golden Krishna (2015) and Don Norman (2013a) have suggested that more 

human-centred interactions, such as those possible with a 4D product or responsive 

design, are essential to humanity’s positive development through the fourth industrial 

revolution and beyond. However, within product and industrial design, research to-date 

has been stifled by a lack of unified theory, with projects described under different 

names, often merged with broader disciplines like wearable technology which has come 

to define a highly commercial product industry. In parallel research disciplines like 

responsive architecture and 4D printing, this is being overcome through clearly defined 

fields of enquiry that are specifically related to time, and opportunity for physical objects 

to transform through time. The prototypes produced during this PhD highlight the 

opportunities and challenges specific to products, adding new evidence to support the 

need to differentiate 4D products from traditional 3D product research. 
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5.1 SUMMARY 

4D products and responsive designs are an outcome of the increasingly blurred lines 

between the physical and digital worlds. As described throughout this thesis, they are 

emerging now as part of broader disruption described by the fourth industrial 

revolution, a period which “began at the turn of this century and builds on the digital 

revolution. It is characterised by a much more ubiquitous and mobile internet, by 

smaller and more powerful sensors that have become cheaper, and by artificial 

intelligence and machine learning” (Schwab 2017). The devices and sensors Schwab 

describes as driving this revolution have been at the heart of theoretical and practical 

research, influenced by the established ubiquitous computing research field, and 

understood through the lens of product and industrial design. This has provided new 

perspectives on the human-centred implications for designers as rapid and 

unprecedented change becomes the new normal (Kelly 2016), causing product 

designers, amongst many professions, to redefine their role or risk being surpassed by 

computing intelligence and automation. 

Insight from respected authors and technology theorists like Adam Greenfield (2006), 

Don Norman (2013) and Peter Nowak (2015) suggests that decades of ubicomp research 

has led to small and powerful computing technologies becoming affordable and 

ubiquitous, tools that may now be readily picked up by designers, and embedded within 

physical products. Traditionally, products that have emerged as part of ubicomp 

research lack an understanding of human-centred principles, often led by engineers 

“who are experts in technology but limited in their understanding of people” (Norman 

2013). This has led to a generation of “gizmos” (Sterling 2005) that distract humans from 

reality with ever more novel applications of technology, none more so than the addition 

of an interface to products, which Golden Krishna (2015) explains has become the 

default solution to almost any design problem today. To create more natural and 

sustainable interactions between humans and technology, Krishna argues for 

“technology to become embedded in the fabric of our lives instead of a distraction away 

from what really matters” (2015), referencing the original ubicomp vision described by 

Mark Weiser (1991) nearly thirty years ago, which involves moving beyond the interface 

and leveraging computers instead of serving them. Design must evolve beyond the 

reflexive response to create an app or add a screen to ever more rudimentary products, 
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or people will find themselves spending their lives in servitude of machines and being 

ever more removed from the real world and real relationships. Despite the arguably 

utopian ideas of life-like technology (Kelly 2010), there are very real dystopian 

possibilities that may also play out into the future, and designers are pivotal in steering 

the course through their human-centred understanding of physical and digital product 

development. 

Krishna’s core principal of “NoUI [no user interface]” (2015) has guided practical work 

through chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, generating new knowledge about the 

opportunity for products to become aware of their environment and application in real-

time, capable of themselves responding through time without human intervention. 

Time is a critical element of new research in disciplines like architecture (responsive 

architecture), robotics (evolutionary robotics) and 3D printing (4D printing), and must 

be embraced through targeted research in order for product designers to meet the 

needs of people who are increasingly seeking individual experiences and services which 

change with them over time. Mass production, through which the discipline of industrial 

design was born, is being challenged by emergent digital manufacturing technologies 

like 3D printing, a primary characteristic of which is the opportunity for mass 

customisation, with individuality valued over cloning. Through chapter 3, responsive 

design has been suggested as a new way for designers to apply ubiquitous computing 

principles to this need for custom products, progressing generative design and 

parametric CAD research towards empowering human-computer interactions that 

provide people with the power to create without requiring them to be skilled in the 

complexities of CAD, or interact with an interface. This upholds the three principles 

described in Krishna’s book ‘The Best Interface is No Interface’ (2015): 

1. Embrace typical processes instead of screens. 

2. Leverage computers instead of serving them. 

3. Adapt to individuals. 

Through chapter 4, these concepts have been extended to physical products in order to 

understand how sensors can directly manipulate the properties of a product to better 

suit the needs of an individual, without requiring the creation of a new physical artefact. 

Prosthetics and sporting products have been the focus of this research due to the 
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symbiotic relationship with humans in these domains, and quantified data suggests 

numerous benefits of more responsive products. From development of a 4D bicycle 

helmet, aerodynamic testing reveals how Krishna’s principles allow cyclists to benefit 

from real-time variable properties that may improve safety and performance, with a 

~4% variation in drag forces demonstrated in two prototypes. Data recorded with a 4D 

stand up paddle fin similarly indicates the benefits to leveraging computers to adapt to 

people while immersed in activity, allowing the torque forces of the single-sided 

paddling stroke to be offset by automated changes in fin angle, resulting in improved 

straight-line tracking through the water. These projects validate theory supporting the 

use of today’s technology to create more human-centred, “calm” (Weiser and Seely 

Brown 1996) products, leveraging visual programming languages to rapidly iterate 

complete product systems, including CAD, electronics, coding and mobile applications, 

increasingly from within a single software package. 

The projects within this thesis also serve as a first-hand demonstration of the numerous 

complexities for designers moving into this new realm of design, with a multitude of new 

skills needed in order to begin developing prototypes that consider time as a critical 

element. While novel methods of engaging designers in domains traditionally 

considered engineering or information technology have been utilised, reading between-

the-lines, this thesis presents a record of re-skilling and adapting through highly 

experimental and practice-led methods. At times the presentation of this process of 

learning may overpower the more theoretical discussions in this thesis, however, 

framed within the Research through Design methodology, it has only been through such 

a focus on experimentation and new workflows that knowledge pertinent to the 

research question has emerged. While this may be afforded through academic study, it 

highlights a great challenge for the majority of designers in commercial practice who do 

not have the luxury of time or budget to explore such emerging human-computer 

relationships. As design increasingly becomes focused on systems thinking and 

intertwined with previously separate disciplines, it can be seen that new education 

models are needed in order to provide future generations of designers with skills more 

appropriate for the products that are emerging through this revolutionary time. While 

new knowledge has been generated and disseminated through this process of learning 

and un-learning, it is vital that designers emerge from education prepared for a more 
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complex future, ready to progress product research and practice toward truly engaging 

experiences for people. The following section summarises how the primary and 

secondary research questions of this thesis have been addressed through these practical 

and theoretical concepts. 

 

5.2 RESPONSES TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This thesis has been guided by an overarching research question, broken down into 

smaller secondary research questions. In order to summarise the findings of this 

research as they relate to the primary thesis question, it is logical to first summarise the 

secondary questions, building a holistic understanding of the broader topic. 

 

5.2.1 Secondary Research Questions 

2. How can products move beyond ‘the interface’ as a means for creating 

meaningful relationships to the digital world? 

Guided by the argument of Krishna (2015), and supported by research from authors like 

Norman (2013) and Sterling (2005) about the distracting nature of current “smart” 

products, imagining the next generation of products that minimises reliance on 

interfaces has been a significant feature of this thesis. The challenge with current 3D 

products is that they struggle to understand how they are being used, or what is 

happening around them, despite being embedded with increasingly greater sensing 

technology. Interfaces are needed in order for humans to view and interpret data, and 

decide how to respond, creating a relationship whereby humans inadvertently serve the 

machines they are made to believe will make their lives easier or more efficient. By 

reversing this relationship, this thesis argues that CAD data, or a physical product itself, 

is capable of making complex decisions without human intervention, and adapt based 

on its understanding of the physical world. This is achieved through human-centred 

applications of the sensors and theories generated over the last several decades of 

ubicomp research, and an understanding of design as a system whereby many solutions 

are possible, rather than a single average solution. It is understood that the accelerating 

proliferation of sensors in the world will further enable products to shift away from 
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reliance on interfaces, with predictions that by 2025 there will be 100 billion connected 

devices as part of the Internet of Things (Diamandis 2015). These sensors must be 

leveraged within products to create more meaningful and sustainable relationships 

between people and products, with the digital world being a vital, yet periphery, 

element of the equation. 

3. What type of custom experiences or products can be generated with today’s 

technology, and how might this develop in the future? 

In order to generate a new understanding of ubiquitous computing and human-

computer interaction, it has been necessary to utilise the technologies available today 

to develop prototypes that inform theoretical concepts. Through chapter 3, responsive 

design projects have proven the ability to create custom products such as MyPen, which 

are unique in terms of both ergonomic and aesthetic qualities for each person. Basic 

force sensors and a webcam were able to produce custom geometries, transforming 

physical actions in the real world into digital CAD files, which could be returned to the 

physical world through 3D printing. The Metamorphosis project used data generated by 

a current wearable activity tracker to inform 3D printable rewards, using gamification 

principles to question the limitations of current data-centric systems, and potentially 

increase engagement with physical activity. Limitations with each of these systems were 

encountered in accessing sensor data, which for MyPen required frequent calibration, 

and for Metamorphosis required downloading data as a spreadsheet rather than directly 

streaming from the wearable device. 

As sensors become cheaper and smaller, driven by Moore’s Law, it will be possible to 

use more accurate sensors, potentially directly 3D printed within a product through 

technology like that of the Voxel8 3D printer, creating the ability to infinitely iterate 

without separate sensing devices or processes. Accessing data from sensors will also 

likely become easier for designers through open source systems, as indicated by 

software like MIT’s App Inventor, Scratch and integration of Arduino electronics within 

Grasshopper. The upcoming release of Rhino 6 with Grasshopper included natively for 

the first time indicates the value of visual programming languages and algorithms to 

empower designers, while freely available Tinkercad now includes the ability to develop 

electronic capabilities alongside 3D CAD. Combining multiple interdisciplinary tools 
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within single 3D CAD packages will continue to allow designers to take a leading role in 

creating human-centred experiences using language and processes familiar to them, 

however more development is needed, particularly from more mainstream CAD 

software which is still very much linked to traditional industrial design processes and 

outcomes. 

4. To what degree can physical products better adapt to rapid changes in human 

needs without specific intervention? 

Findings from chapter 4 into 4D products has revealed that sensors are also able to 

influence a physical object in real-time. Development of a 4D bicycle helmet resulted in 

aerodynamic forces on a mannequin in a wind tunnel being varied by ~4%, which when 

considered as part of a responsive system requiring no intervention from the cyclist, 

could see significant time savings if used in competition. Adaptation of bicycle helmets 

is currently only possible through manual control mechanisms, risking rider safety and 

requiring awareness to make changes under different conditions. By automating 

movements, and allowing micro adjustments second-by-second, it is possible to create 

a safer experience that research suggests will also improve athlete performance. Similar 

findings have been found with a 4D stand up paddle fin, which was able to improve 

straight-line tracking by automatically changing angles based on the paddling stroke to 

compensate for torque forces. A significant finding from these studies is the need to 

consider 4D products as part of broader systems; traditional comparisons of data, such 

as helmet aerodynamics, would simply look for the lowest drag force and consider this 

to be the optimum design. However, 4D product systems offer numerous opportunities 

to re-imagine how data is understood by designers, no longer gathered during 

prototyping and applied to a CAD file during the design process, but gathered by the 

final product in-situ and used to modify its’ properties in real-time. 

Product exemplars have been discussed throughout the thesis to support this ability for 

products to adapt to human needs, including Anouk Wipprecht’s Spider Dress 2.0 

(Panetta 2015) and The Never Hungry Caterpillar (Laschke, Hassenzahl, and Diefenbach 

2011), products that physically transform and exhibit meaningful relationships with 

people without interfaces. The qualities of these projects are life-like, represented by 

their titles, and suggest that Kevin Kelly’s (2010) insight for an inevitable progression of 
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technology towards more natural systems and behaviours is plausible, if not inevitable. 

Embedded sensors are vital to the opportunity for products to rapidly adapt to changing 

human needs, environments and situations, responding to subtle variations before 

humans may even be aware of the need for change without calling attention to 

themselves with ringtones, vibrations or other distracting behaviours applied to current 

3D products. 

5. What tools are available for product and industrial designers to engage with 

products that are in constant flux? 

Visual programming languages (VPLs) have been vital to the outcomes of this thesis, 

forming one of the main contributions through publication and conference 

presentations. Grasshopper, currently a plugin for Rhino 3D CAD software, allows 

designers to rapidly develop complex systems which can interact with external software 

and electronics, with a survey published in chapter 3.3 finding industrial design students 

at Griffith University felt more confident learning and troubleshooting prototypes with 

Grasshopper than more traditional text-based code. Feedback from these systems and 

iteration can occur in real-time, allowing designers to engage with products that are 

constantly changing, without needing to completely re-write programming or wait for 

external collaborators, such as engineers, to make modifications. The sign from 

numerous design software packages, including Rhino, Tinkercad and Fusion 360, is that 

a range of cross-disciplinary tools are being brought together within single software 

environments, allowing designers to control more of the design and prototyping 

process. Evidence from the practical work of this thesis is that such a trend will allow 

human-centred principles to drive product development into further stages of the 

design process, perhaps even to final production, moving away from the traditional 

division of tasks common to modern product development. 

 

 

 

 

5.2.2 Primary Research Question 
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1. How can physical products and systems use ubiquitous computing to adapt over 

time and enhance human experiences, and how does this change the role of the 

industrial designer? 

Consolidating the secondary research questions evidences the ubiquity of ever-smaller, 

ever-cheaper sensors as the driving force enabling a new generation of responsive 

designs and 4D products to emerge. When applied with an understanding of how people 

interact with products in the real world, these sensors can mitigate the need for today’s 

products to require frequent human intervention, detecting subtle changes in the 

environment or user, and automatically responding through generation of new digital 

designs, or modification of physical 4D product properties. Such autonomy has emerged 

even during the duration of this PhD as a mainstream technology, with self-driving cars 

and rockets from SpaceX leading integration of machine learning and interconnected 

sensing systems into functional products. While these are not without their flaws, the 

signs clearly point to a future where products are capable of making complex decisions 

on behalf of humans, and if steered by designers with human-centred principles, 

potentially freeing humans from the current servitude to gizmos with interfaces. 

Enabled by these opportunities, and concurrent development of new digital 

manufacturing processes and a blurring of boundaries between the physical and digital 

worlds, the discipline of industrial design must evolve through the fourth industrial 

revolution and lead development of a new generation of products that are more 

symbiotic with people, and the sort of role people should have alongside intelligent 

machines. Research in this emerging field must be better unified, building a strong 

platform for ongoing academic and commercial research, and it is recommended the 

term 4D products be used in academic and commercial discourse to describe products 

that exhibit life-like qualities through their ability to adapt over time. 

 

 

 

5.3 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE 
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Ubiquitous computing as a research discipline is traditionally dominated by engineering, 

scientific and computing expertise, and has resulted in proliferation of products that lack 

human-centred principles. Chapter 2 examined the context of this trend, alongside 

broader socio-cultural factors transforming humans and the environment, symbolising 

an important milestone through publication as a book chapter. Approaching ubicomp 

research as an industrial designer has allowed new concepts to be explored that 

challenge those of traditional ubicomp outputs, as well as the established mass 

production model through which the discipline has grown. Responsive design projects 

through chapter 3 have created new knowledge about the opportunity for designers to 

leverage algorithms and coding, alongside more traditional parametric tools, to develop 

systems through which digital CAD models may be manipulated without specific human 

input. By using ubiquitous sensors to form custom geometry, the reliance on a graphical 

user interface can be mitigated, with the resulting geometry produced through digital 

manufacturing. A cyclical workflow is revealed, whereby sensors interpret the physical 

world, manipulate digital 3D CAD files, and return to the physical world, a process that 

may continue indefinitely. This represents a shift in the traditional role of industrial 

designers, no longer designing a single solution to a problem, rather a system which is 

capable of changing through time and producing limitless solutions to a problem, unique 

to each person. Unlike generative design research, which is typically only used during 

early concept generation, or parametric and interactive design research where people 

manually interact with a digital design file, the use of sensors in this research to 

automate customisation of a final design bridges between ubicomp research and that 

of generative and parametric design research. This will be an area for ongoing research, 

with numerous opportunities emerging to collaborate following publications and 

exhibitions through this PhD. 

4D products discussed through chapter 2 and chapter 4 argues for cohesive research 

within product and industrial design to engage with the complexities of products that 

are in constant flux. While products exhibiting life-like qualities are not new in 

themselves, research to date has been sporadic and lacks the same direction observed 

in similar disciplines like architecture and robotics, where specific research fields 

(responsive architecture and evolutionary robotics) have emerged to differentiate new 

research that explores change through time. By bringing together exemplars from the 
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last decade within this thesis, it is hoped that designers will gain insight into a growing 

movement towards more life-like products that are capable of interacting with people 

in more natural ways. Data from two major prototypes helps illustrate the potential for 

current products to be re-imagined with 4D principles, improving the performance of 

people during sporting activities while blending into the background. Ultimately, 4D 

products are guided by Mark Weiser’s (1991) foundational vision for ubiquitous 

computing, the core concept being the removal of computing technology from human 

focus, instead acting in the periphery to support people in their lives and activities. After 

nearly three decades, this thesis suggests that it is only now becoming practical to 

achieve this vision at the scale of product design. 

The following list summarises the qualities defining responsive designs and 4D products 

argued throughout the thesis: 

 Sensors are embedded within the product/system, or the product contains 

computing capable of connecting to existing sensors within a system. 

 Design data, or physical adaptations, are modified by sensors and algorithms, 

not people. 

 Interfaces may be used for setup of a system or product, or as a periphery tool 

to view information, but must not be of primary importance. As much as 

possible, no user interface (NoUI) should be required. 

 Digital data, and the history of product states or iterations, is valued over any 

physical object. 

 There is no “final” design. 

 

5.4 LIMITATIONS 

Words like complex and challenging frequent this thesis, and it’s important not to 

underestimate the significant hurdles faced by designers adopting new tools and 

building new knowledge around human-computer interactions. Given the time 

limitations of the PhD, the prototypes and experimental systems featured are 

admittedly far from being ready to implement in any sort of practical sense, in particular 

the 4D helmet and 4D SUP fin which are very much early concepts. A significant amount 
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of time has gone into re-educating and adopting new skills driven by the research 

questions of this thesis, building new knowledge through the process. However, this 

thesis is best read as an introduction to a significant body of work which will continue 

through postdoctoral research. Krishna describes that “the market loves great 

automatic solutions. They’re not easy. They may even take a decade or two to perfect. 

You may even get thrown out of a conference room suggesting the notion. But don’t 

underestimate their power: Automatic solutions that work well can become a seamless 

part of our lives” (2015). Albrecht Schmidt shares a similar opinion, stating that “as 

computers come closer to the body, know more about the user (sometimes even more 

than the users know themselves), and have a greater impact on the user’s environment, 

it becomes more difficult to design these technologies” (2015). Given these opinions, 

three years of research can only begin to scratch the surface of responsive design and 

4D products, and the goal has always been to use this time as the first step towards a 

lifetime of academic research, and to initiate new discourse within the research 

community. 

The research through design methodology has been vital to the feeling of freedom to 

explore new research directions free from commercial concern, however, may also be 

seen as a limitation in the lack of focus on any one particular project. Through a different 

methodology, a project like the 4D helmet may be much closer to being a resolved 

design, having been through significant rounds of testing and iteration; however this 

would result in a very different thesis, with a very narrow understanding of the 

implications for designers through the fourth industrial revolution. Don Norman 

describes that “complexity is good; it is confusion that is bad” (2013), and taking on a 

range of complex problems that seek to remove some of the confusion about the future 

of design, rather than a single problem that is harder to see as part of a broader 

movement, has been a deliberate decision. 

Access to new technologies and systems has also limited the scope of this research, with 

most of the equipment purchased for this PhD ranging from dollars to hundreds of 

dollars. However, with a greater budget, newly emerging technologies would enable 

greater accuracy, ease of embedding in small objects, wireless communication, and 

various other features that would result in more advanced, future-thinking designs. For 

example, Anouk Wipprecht’s research has recently been sponsored by Intel, world 
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leaders in computer processors, gaining access to cutting-edge computer processing 

that enables her to achieve complex outcomes. However, by relying on readily 

accessible technologies, fellow designers and researchers may be able to more easily 

relate to, and learn from, the work produced in this thesis, rather than technologies 

which may be prohibitive to access. This is also a reflection of the individual process of 

questioning and discovery through the PhD program, with only minimal collaboration 

through almost all practical work. In some ways this has limited the progression of 

projects by not leveraging the expertise of others, with collaboration predominantly 

used to test concepts (eg. wind tunnel testing), or to strengthen theoretical concepts 

through writing and publication. However, in terms of building new knowledge, this 

limitation has also arguably become one of the largest strengths of the thesis, finding 

new opportunities and meaning through the process of learning and acquiring new 

knowledge. In particular, learning skills such as coding and electronics, not part of prior 

education and typically part of non-design disciplines, and doing so from the perspective 

of product design, has led to the research questions of this thesis, and new 

understanding of the links between ubiquitous computing and product design. From this 

foundation, and principles of responsive design and 4D products, greater collaboration 

in the future may now be driven with clear purpose and direction. 

Presenting this thesis as a hybrid of published papers and original material was 

considered from early in the PhD as a way of testing ideas through the peer review 

process, and progressing research consistently throughout the timeframe driven by 

publication deadlines. Originally it had been planned to include more publications 

verbatim, however some publications simply did not end up suiting the tone or 

argument of this thesis as it evolved throughout the three years, while others that were 

planned were unable to proceed through the lengthy review and publication process, so 

have been held off until after the PhD. Specifically, section 4.3 (4D helmet) and section 

4.4 (4D SUP fin) contain new and novel data that is suitable for dissemination in a journal 

such as Sports Engineering, published by Springer, or a design related journal, and are 

planned publications in the near future. The challenge of compiling prior publications, 

and linking them to the central thesis argument, may in fact have proven as much work 

as writing a traditional thesis, although it is hoped that the inclusion of peer-reviewed 

sections of the thesis will help validate the concepts and show how smaller ideas have 
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been part of a much larger theory around more responsive human-computer 

interactions. 

 

5.5 FUTURE WORK 

The chapters of this thesis include one published book chapter and two peer-reviewed 

papers, with a number of additional publications influencing sections of this thesis. As 

described previously, two major projects of a 4D helmet and 4D SUP fin have gathered 

quantified data to support theoretical principles and hypotheses, and are planned for 

publication following this PhD. There are also plans to further develop both 4D products, 

in particular, through more rigorous testing regimes building on the findings and gaps in 

knowledge from the testing presented through chapter 4. The 4D helmet testing only 

focused on aerodynamics as an initial proof-of-concept, and while the data proved the 

primary hypothesis, will require additional thermal data in order to validate secondary 

hypotheses about the effect of variable ventilation on cooling cyclists. The physical 

design will also evolve based on the initial aerodynamic findings in order to improve 

base-line aerodynamics to be more aligned to existing helmets. Improved mechanisms 

and the ability to combine multiple sensors to control movements will also be necessary 

to progress towards real-world trials outside of the lab, and beyond a mobile phone 

interface. This will likely require increased collaboration and tools beyond those utilised 

in this thesis. A particular area of interest is 4D printing and the opportunity to use multi-

material prints to actuate movements, rather than more traditional electro-mechanical 

movements, inspired by research happening in MIT’s Self-Assembly Lab (Tibbits 2014). 

The 4D SUP fin also requires a re-design in order to be more robust, and future testing 

may shift to a lab in order to gain more reliable, repeatable data about the effects of a 

dynamic fin, before returning to real-world tests. A study with participants in a 

controlled environment, such as indoor pool, will also be valuable to generate more 

reliable impartial data, and will require careful planning in order to gain ethical 

clearance. A further opportunity for such 4D products is to consider them as 

simultaneously being responsive designs, capable of evolving and producing iterative 

versions based on data as shown in figure 68. For example, a particular generation of 

the 4D SUP fin, combined with machine learning, may notice data that no amount of 
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physical adaptation can improve, possibly due to an athlete improving fitness and 

paddling stroke; however, this data may influence a parametric variation of the digital 

CAD file, producing a new 4D SUP fin with slightly improved physical properties through 

3D printing, with embedded sensors that can collect new data and compare results. Such 

a system may be many steps beyond the more fundamental shift towards 4D products 

and responsive design, however is certainly in the realm of possibility as indicated by 

research into evolutionary robotics (Doncieux et al. 2015). 

 

Figure 68 Cyclical process of a 4D product and responsive design system working together to adapt to 
changes autonomously over time 

 

Beyond the specifics of this research and the thesis questions, one of the most valuable 

realisations that is a recurring theme through the most recent theory is the increasing 

need for all people, not just designers, to become what Reid Hoffman, founder of 

LinkedIn, describes as “infinite learners” (2017). This is a quality that represents the 

rapid changes transforming society, where mastery of a skill is impossible because the 

rules and technologies are constantly changing. Instead, the most successful people are 

those that embrace this uncertainty, and are able to learn new information, then quickly 

un-learn it as industry changes and new opportunities emerge. Kevin Kelly (2016) 

similarly describes that people will forever be “newbies,” and Karl Schwab believes that 

“given the increasing rate of change of technologies, the fourth industrial revolution will 
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demand and place more emphasis on the ability of workers to adapt continuously and 

learn new skills and approaches within a variety of contexts” (2017). Change is daunting, 

and it can be difficult just keeping up. While technology may be responsible for the pace 

of change, it can also be the solution to greater human flourishing and understanding. 

Human-centred principles are key to ensuring technology empowers rather than 

enslaves, and designers are well equipped to take a leading role in the application of 

technology through this disruptive time in history. To conclude as this thesis began with 

a quote from Don Norman: 

Reliance on technology is a benefit to humanity. With technology, the brain gets neither 

better nor worse. Instead, it is the task that changes. Human plus machine is more 

powerful than either human or machine alone. (Norman 2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.6 APPENDICES 

5.6.1 Appendix A 
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Below is a copy of the permission from IGI Global to include the “Digital Technologies 

and 4D Customised Design: Challenging Conventions with Responsive Design” book 

chapter within this thesis (chapter 2). 

 

5.6.2 Appendix B 

Copy of ethics approval for student survey in chapter 3.3. 
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         GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 

 

                                                              28-

Jul-2015 

 

 

Dear Associate Professor Loy 

 

I write further to the additional information provided in relation 

to the conditional approval granted to your application for ethical 

clearance for your project "NR: Learning Arduino: Coding Versus CAD 

Interfaces" (GU Ref No: QCA/30/15/HREC). 

 

This is to confirm receipt of the remaining required information, 

assurances or amendments to this protocol. 

 

 

 

Consequently, I reconfirm my earlier advice that you are authorised 

to immediately commence this research on this basis. 

 

The standard conditions of approval attached to our previous 

correspondence about this protocol continue to apply. 

 

Regards 

 

 

 

Ms Kim Madison 

Policy Officer 

Office for Research 

Bray Centre, Nathan Campus 

Griffith University 

ph: +61 (0)7 373 58043 

fax: +61 (07) 373 57994 

email: k.madison@griffith.edu.au 

web:  

 

Cc:  

 

Researchers are reminded that the Griffith University Code for the 

Responsible Conduct of Research provides guidance to researchers in 

areas such as conflict of interest, authorship, storage of data, & 

the training of research students. 

You can find further information, resources and a link to the 

University's Code by visiting 

http://policies.griffith.edu.au/pdf/Code%20for%20the%20Responsible%

20Conduct%20of%20Research.pdf 

PRIVILEGED, PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 

This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely 

for the use of the addressee(s) and may contain information which 

is confidential or privileged. If you receive this email and you 

are not the addressee(s) [or responsible for delivery of the email 

to the addressee(s)], please disregard the contents of the email, 

delete the email and notify the author immediately 

5.6.3 Appendix C 

Copy of student survey used in chapter 3.3. Layout is different to the online survey 

system which progresses through the survey using an interactive web portal. This is a 
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secured survey website through Griffith University Research Survey Centre 

(https://erssurvey-prd-gc.rcs.griffith.edu.au/spls190/admin/admin.php) 

 

Participants will be asked to complete a brief survey in order to provide comparative data about their 

experiences learning to program an electronic micro-controller. The survey will gather data about the ease 

with which they were able to learn coding as one method during teaching, and then a graphical CAD tool 

as a second method. This will provide quantitative data to researchers about how Industrial Designers 

learn to interact with electronics. 

Title: Learning Arduino: Coding Versus CAD Interfaces 

  

ONLINE SURVEY COVER/INFORMATION SHEET 

   

Who is conducting the research 

Name(s): Associate Professor Jennifer Loy 

                James Novak 

School: Queensland College of Art 

Contact Phone: (07) 555 29314  

Contact Email: j.loy@griffith.edu.au 

 

Why is the research being conducted?                         

This research survey is being conducted to investigate the differences in learning electronics such as the 

Arduino micro-controller through graphical versus traditional coding methods. This research will be used 

by James Novak as part of his PhD at Griffith University. 

  

What you will be asked to do                                                      

During this survey you will be asked to answer questions reflecting upon your experiences so far of 

learning Arduino during the class 2626QCA Human Machine Interfaces. The survey will take 

approximately 2 minutes to complete. 

  

The basis by which participants will be selected or screened       

Participants in this survey must have participated in all classes of 2626QCA Human Machine Interfaces up 

to this date. 

  

The expected benefits of the research 

It is expected that this research will provide new insight into the differences between the traditional coding 

of electronics and new graphical interfaces embedded within CAD software. This will particularly relate to 

designers, who may find the visual tools and familiarity of a CAD environment easier to engage with, 

therefore increasing the speed at which a project can develop. The researchers conducting this study will 

https://erssurvey-prd-gc.rcs.griffith.edu.au/spls190/admin/admin.php
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benefit from this insight in developing hypotheses and workflows to be published to the research 

community, and students moving through the design courses at Griffith will benefit by the application of 

key findings by the researchers into future courses. 

  

Risks to you 

Risks to participants of this survey are negligible, but in the interests of full disclosure may include: 

The collection or distribution of personal data. Likelihood: Extremely low (the survey will not ask for any 

personal or identifying data – all surveys are completely anonymous). 

Changing relationship between lecturer and student. Likelihood: Extremely low (as the surveys are 

anonymous, no link between student and lecturer is possible). 

  

Your confidentiality 

Absolutely no personal or identifiable data will be collected during this survey, or at any time thereafter. All 

data collected from the surveys will be stored in accordance with Griffith University policies; all research 

data (survey responses and analysis) will be retained in a password protected electronic file at Griffith 

University for a period of five years before being destroyed. 

  

Your participation is voluntary 

Your participation in this survey is completely voluntary, and in no way affects your relationship with Griffith 

University or the researchers involved. You do not need to answer every question in the survey. 

  

Mechanism for distribution and return / Web backend 

Information regarding this survey will only be distributed to the specific student group enrolled in 2626QCA 

Human Machine Interfaces, limiting the potential for outside privacy concerns. Completed questionnaires 

will be accessed by the researchers only, using the secure login procedures of the survey website. The 

website used for conducting this survey has a range of privacy and security features available, and should 

any issues occur, will be addressed in line with these procedures. 

  

Questions / further information  

For further information or any queries, please contact the researchers listed. 

  

The ethical conduct of this research 

Griffith University conducts research in accordance with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in 

Human Research (2007).  If you have any concerns or complaints about the ethical conduct of the 

research project, please contact the Manager, Research Ethics on 3735 4375 or research-

ethics@griffith.edu.au. 

  

Feedback to you 

Individual results will not be returned to participants in order to maintain full anonymity. Aggregate results 

will be returned to participants for viewing via the 2626QCA class. Publishing of the data from results will 

mailto:research-ethics@griffith.edu.au
mailto:research-ethics@griffith.edu.au
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be reported by the researcher’s as appropriate, and made publicly available through Griffith Research 

Online. 

  

Expressing consent – anonymous or de-identified information 

Please print this sheet and retain it for your later reference. By completing this survey you are 

acknowledging your consent to participate in this research. 

There are 8 questions in this survey 

 

Arduino Questions 

 

01 

Prior to participating in the class 2626QCA Human Machine Interfaces, have you had any prior 

experience using an Arduino or similar micro controller? 

Please choose only one of the following: 

 Yes 

 No 

 

02 

The following questions relate to controlling an Arduino using the regular Arduino IDE (coding): 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

  

Very 

Difficult 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Very 

Easy 

10 

How did you find 

learning Arduino 

using coding 

through the 

Arduino IDE? 

          

How easy was it 

to 

change/customise 

your code in the 

Arduino IDE? 

          

How well could 

you resolve errors 

or discover why 

the Arduino 

wasn't functioning 

as expected by 

yourself? 
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Very 

Difficult 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Very 

Easy 

10 

With your current 

experience, how 

easy would it be 

to create your 

own Arduino code 

without any 

references or 

copy-and-paste? 

          

 

03 

The following questions relate to controlling an Arduino using the Rhino CAD interface: 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 

  

Very 

Difficult 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Very 

Easy 

10 

How did you find 

learning Arduino 

using Rhino 

CAD? 

          

How easy was it 

to 

change/customise 

your Arduino 

design in Rhino 

CAD? 

          

How well could 

you resolve errors 

or discover why 

the Arduino 

wasn't functioning 

as expected by 

yourself? 

          

With your current 

experience, how 

easy would it be 

to create your 

own Firefly code 

without any 

references or 

copy-and-paste? 

          

 

 

04 
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Look at the Arduino IDE code below. There is something missing to prevent this code from 

working correctly when loaded onto the Arduino. What's missing?  

(This is not a test so please don't go searching online for the answer - we want to understand what 

you know at this point and your answers are anonymous. Leave the answer space blank if you 

don't know). 

 

Please write your answer here: 

  

 

05 
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Look at the Firefly code below. There is something missing to prevent it working correctly. What's 

missing? 

(This is not a test so please don't go searching online for the answer - we want to understand what 

you know at this point and your answers are anonymous. Leave the answer space blank if you 

don't know). 

  

 

Please write your answer here: 
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Look at the Arduino IDE code below. There is something missing to prevent this code from 

working correctly when loaded onto the Arduino. What's missing? 

(This is not a test so please don't go searching online for the answer - we want to understand what 

you know at this point and your answers are anonymous. Leave the answer space blank if you 

don't know). 

  

 

Please write your answer here: 
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Look at the Firefly code below. There is something missing to prevent it working correctly. What's 

missing? 

(This is not a test so please don't go searching online for the answer - we want to understand what 

you know at this point and your answers are anonymous. Leave the answer space blank if you 

don't know). 

  

 

Please write your answer here: 
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Final Question: 

Imagine you are designing a new product that will be used to measure the distance to an object. 

Your design needs to give a numeric value of the distance, as well as use LED's that flash faster as 

an object gets closer. Your prototype might look something like the image below. 

Given your current skills, which software would you choose to develop the working prototype? 

 

Please choose only one of the following: 

 Rhino (with Grasshopper/Firefly) 

 Arduino IDE (coding) 

 

 

Thank you for participating in this research survey. Your responses will provide a useful insight into how 

designers learn to use electronics. 

  

Please email the researchers if you have any queries or concerns about this survey.  

  

Associate Professor Jennifer Loy: j.loy@griffith.edu.au 

James Novak: j.novak@griffith.edu.au 

 

01.01.1970 – 10:00 

 

Submit your survey. 

Thank you for completing this survey. 
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